
From: Andrea Aldrich
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Proposed Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 3:37:24 PM

External Email

Dear EFSEC:

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to
hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the
entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy
our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local
wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to
birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat
caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of these
turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an
area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem
cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit
aerial firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting
aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area
during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift
response times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for
firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily
on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is
unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity
reaps substantial benefits at our expense.
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To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations
such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects
on local wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided
by the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind
turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the
needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of
allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose
exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and
wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and
preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not
come at the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.
Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by Andrea J. Aldrich

West Richland, WA
__________________________
<!--[if !supportLineBreakNewLine]-->
<!--[endif]-->



From: Dan Banks
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm & Solar Projec
Date: Tuesday, August 15, 2023 9:16:24 PM
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As it has in most other cases,  the EFSEC is running
roughshod over local desires and concerns,
considering only the power that will be generated and
the profits to be made.  
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From: Judy
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Cc: pco1265@gmail.com; crbatish@pocketinet.com
Subject: Fwd: Trouble sending Comments for HHH Public Hearing
Date: Monday, August 21, 2023 3:08:45 PM

External Email

I am forwarding Karen Batishko's email to EFSEC concerning public hearing comments
as she is having computer issues. Will you please get back to her about her concerns?
See below
 
 
From: pco1365@gmail.com
To: goosie1515@aol.com
Sent: 8/21/2023 2:47:04 PM Pacific Standard Time
Subject: Can you do a favor for me?

Would it be possible for you to forward this message for me to the
comments@efsec.wa.gov site my email outgoing is not working correctly right now? (Thanks
Windows for updating the use of my pocketinet.com Thunderbird account.) 
 I cannot attend the meeting on Wednesday evening and I wanted to request that they include
the comments which I re-sent them in the database collected for this meeting. Thanks for any
help you can give me. 
 
Karen
 
 
 
Concerning the hearing of August 23 -Horse Heaven Hills Wind farm

I would like to attend, but cannot. However I do wish that my previous comments would be
included in the discussion because I am not in favor of the project.

I apologize if this is a duplicate message, but I don't think my email sent you the last message
which I sent less than a half an hour ago. You have my previous comments from a couple of
days ago so I will not repeat them with this email. Please let me know if you have entered
them in the Database for this meeting.

Thank you for your time

Karen Batishko

(crbatish@pocketinet.com or pco1265@gmail.com)
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From: PCO Karen
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Why have all the early comments disappeared
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2023 3:56:50 PM

External Email

I shouldn't have to be sending this to you again!

The most obvious objection to Scout’s proposal for a windfarm is found at the end of
the DEIS:

“The Applicant did not obtain certificates from local Benton County authorities
attesting to land use consistency. Therefore, the Applicant retains the burden of
proving the Site is indeed consistent and compliant with the local jurisdiction’s land
use provisions.”

Indeed it would be impossible for Scout’s Windfarm to be consistent with “land use”
certification of Benton County because the project makes an incorrect assumption
that the land can be “leased” from the owner. In truth the land will never be able to be
used again for agriculture OR viable open land because of the inability to “clean up”
after “USE.” Clean up after “use” simply has NOT been demonstrated at the other
fourteen thousand dead, standing wind turbines in the USA. (14,000 was the number
of dead, standing wind turbines BEFORE the Texas freeze-out a couple of years
ago.) In Benton County WA this “use” permanently destroys agricultural and open
lands: by openly destroying windblown soil layers as it destroys the vegetation
covering the soil with construction sites and roads and storage areas as well as toxic
contamination causing wind as well as rain erosion.

The planned Horse Heaven Wind Farm destroys 60,000 Acres of agricultural land.
60,000 acres equals one tenth of Benton County’s Agricultural Land Acres.(613,530
acres) The Market value of the agricultural products sold in 2017 was over one billion
dollars, $1,005,288,000. It is a major part of Benton County’s economy. This project
is, indeed, inconsistent with the local jurisdiction’s land use provisions.

Please see the excerpts from the Benton County Comprehensive Plan update 2018 on
page three to understand how blatantly offensive the proposal is to the county’s land use
plan. But even more importantly the plan is blatantly offensively to any kind of sense of
conservation of the natural assets of the earth, either here in our county or in the
Governor’s back lawn. In the Commission's comments about Douglas County, they
specifically belittle and deny any ecological value to buffer zones which might
protect land misuse. The commission is way off-base in refusing to recognize the
need for soil and bedrock conservation and in respecting such geological studies
that have been done. In fact they entirely dismiss “goals and objectives for any
science-based habitat and wildlife protection.”

Furthermore this attitude was well demonstrated in the requests for siting Horse Haven Hill
Project from the beginning. Neither the Commission nor the project, itself reference this
lack of geological importance in the DEIS as they confront Benton County’s Comprehensive
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Plan which requires that “developments avoid or maintain setbacks from potentially
unstable areas or adequately assess the degree of instability and locate, design, and
engineer the development to address the level of hazard. Scout’s leases were in place
before any ecological studies had been performed by them.

Other significant ecological objections to this wind turbine project apparently
lie outside of “local regulatory” mention but even if there were no “municipal”
regulations over sound and light pollution these wind machines will create an
unbearable noise pollution and light-flicker for the whole of the corridor where
they would tower over a very significant number of Benton County Residents.
Yet the Commission as well as the Project itself seem unwilling to address
these issues. Living in this valley below this proposed project has taught me
that the bedrock vibrations from atop Horse Haven Hills is plainly heard
throughout the house in the rattling of the cupboard doors and dishes as well
as felt underfoot indoors and out-of-doors. No landowner deserves to have his
home invaded by the level of sound these machines make. Light flicker,
especially continuous light-flicker, is equally disturbing to healthy living. This
information is gathered world wide, but problematically these reports are for
the most part more available in Europe than in the U.S.A.

(Please see: https://stopthesethings.com/2019/05/07/far-out-german-study-finds-
pulsing-wind-farm-infrasound-20-kilometres-from-turbines/ ) Note: Infrasound is found
20 kilometers away from turbines.

This site goes on to say: “Industrial wind turbine infra-sound is not the best weapon, but it is a
weapon.” This German video documents the harmful effects of the infra-sound produced by
industrial-sized wind turbines. “Wind turbines appear to be at the apex of producing human
discomfort, annoyance, and harm, in particular, infra-sound and low-frequency noise (ILFN)
harm because of impacts unique to this concoction of noise.

The dangers of infra-sound have been known since the 1980s when the U.S. military
heavily invested in infra-sound (below 20 Hz) as a weapon. It looked like it had great
promise, according to Col. John B. Alexander who was involved in weaponizing it.

The military gave up on infra-sound as its effects on people were too random: some
potential targets were seriously debilitated; others not so much. A five year old review of
various studies by acoustical engineers and other scientists includes a look at infra-sound’s
affect on the ear, the heart, the brain and other organs. Please see:
https://www.masterresource.org/wind-power-health-effects/infrasound-growing-liability-
windpower/

Further effects that need safe mitigation go unmentioned in this request for Horse Haven
wind-turbines:

Effects of “Ice Throw” and “Shadow Flicker” – are addressed in this paper: Turbine Health
Impact Study

https://puc.sd.gov/commission/dockets/electric/2018/EL18-
003/testimony/dakotarange/rExhibit7.pdf

In summary, this project IS by it’s construction harmful to soils, to the
livelihood of farmers, to the health of nearby population centers and outlying
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suburbia. It promises to serverly harm the flyway for migrating birds, destroy
the bat populations with alluring vibration noises and hinder wildlife and
domestic animal health. It is an ugly eyesore which uses up sparse natural
mineral resources unnecessarily. And it is an unavoidable scenery wound on
the high desert Eco-system, in the face of citizens and travelers for at least two
counties. All this without one iota of reduction in our state’s carbon footprint.

The real problem is the unnecessary costs to the rate-payer. Scout Clean
Energy is building this wind farm in the wrong state because windturbines in
this area have an average capacity factor of only 27%. (The capacity factor is the
percentage of the time a system is supplying its nameplate or installed capacity.) If
efficiency is going to be so low, there really is no reason to be investing so much is
such monster machines. This would be a deliberate theft of the rate-payers,
especially since every bit of electricity the project produces must be backed up with
the steady source of electricity already produced in the county by the BPA’s
renewable hydro-power, as well as carbon-free nuclear power supplied by U.S.
Department of Energy, Hanford. Every megawatt of electricity generated by windmills
or solar power in the Mid-Columbia must be backed up with dispatchable generating
sources to ensure electricity when the wind is not blowing but demand is high!

Furthermore, no honest investor would “buy” 240 “super-machines” when not even one of
them has been test-proven to function as promised after manufacture and installation. Their
projected life span of their machines sounds quite fanciful for an untested monster
machine. This has proven to be a problem in the Diablo Canyon Project of Oregon where
there is already talk of “renewing” poorly functioning wind-turbines after only half of their life
span has been accomplished. One cast off a blade, several have lost bolts and the project,
as a whole, is only producing electricity at half the promised rate of it’s manufacturer.

Thank you for your attention

Karen Batishko

Past Precinct Committee Officer of Precinct 1365

Benton County, WA
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From: Bayard, Trina
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: copy of Audubon WA 8.23 Horse Heaven Wind public hearing comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 6:00:55 PM
Attachments: AudubonWA_Horse Heaven Wind Adjudication public hearing comments.pdf
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Please see attached for a copy of my comments provided at the 8.23 Horse Heaven Wind
public hearing.
 
--
Trina Bayard, Ph.D.
Director of Bird Conservation
206.704.4303
Pronouns: she/her
 
Audubon Washington
5902 Lake Washington Blvd. S.
Seattle, WA 98118
wa.audubon.org
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August 23, 2023 


 


 


RE: Horse Heaven Adjudication Public Hearing 


 


 


Dear EFSEC officials, please see below for a copy of my comments provided at the public hearing for Horse 


Heaven Wind on August 23, 2023.  


 


Good Evening,  


 


My name is Dr. Trina Bayard and I am the Director of Bird Conservation at Audubon Washington, a state office 


of the National Audubon Society.  


 


Climate change poses a severe threat to birds and people, and Audubon supports the build out of renewable 


energy in a way that is compatible with birds, wildlife, tribal rights, and cultural heritage.  


 


Unfortunately, the proposed design for the Horse Heaven Wind project indicates that up to 69 turbines may be 


sited within the 2-mile core area buffer for Ferruginous Hawk, which will cause high magnitude, constant, 


unavoidable, negative environmental impacts to this state endangered species. As currently proposed, the 


environmental review documents do not provide assurance that the builder will mitigate these impacts to the 


extent that is possible. 


 


The project also creates barriers to wildlife movement and habitat connectivity, in a landscape that is already 


heavily fragmented.  


 


Wildlife and habitat experts have already weighed in on the record with specific, reasonable and achievable 


measures that can help avoid, minimize and mitigate negative impacts to imperiled wildlife. These common-


sense measures would help maintain landscape connectivity, and mitigate appropriately for habitat loss. 


These recommendations, if adopted, provide a pathway for EFSEC to support a more environmentally 


responsible build out of the project, which would be better aligned with the state’s other investments shrub-


steppe ecosystem conservation.  


 


Audubon requests that EFSEC adopt a project decision that incorporates the wildlife and habitat mitigation 


measures recommended by WDFW and the Yakama Nation and described in our January 31 DEIS comment 


letter. 


 


These measures include, among other things: 


• Committing to micrositing decisions that eliminate turbines within 2 miles of Ferruginous Hawk nest 


locations and between Sheep and Webber Canyons, 


• Mitigating appropriately for habitat loss across the entire Project Lease Boundary area. 


• Reducing the density of turbines in the Fourmile Canyon linkage area. 


• Assessing the need for a curtailment plan. 


• Designing the East Solar Field to eliminate the creation of a pinch point for wildlife connectivity. 


• Conducting habitat restoration within the Fourmile Canyon linkage area.  







 


 


• And affirming the scope and role of the Project’s Technical Advisory Committee as post-construction 


adaptive management.  


 


Thank you for your hard work on this project and for the opportunity to comment. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


 


Trina Bayard, Ph.D. 


Director of Bird Conservation  


 


 


 


 


 







From: John Bender
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Green Energy is Neither
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 1:52:46 PM

External Email

Comments for EFSEC:

No to wind turbines a mile from my house.  No to wind turbines anywhere within my site line.

Vast majority in Benton County does not want this project.  If it were to be voted on, this project would go down in
a landslide defeat.

Out of state company taking our money and the minuscule power these turbines make and leaving our state with us
holding the empty bag.  Are these green energy people planning on cleaning up, removing and disposing of this
mess when the damage has been done?

All these green energy scoundrels need to reevaluate why this is moving forward, if they were truly worried about
the environment, this would not even be a discussion.  Apparently the green energy propaganda has been swallowed
whole.

Stop this project now!

John Bender

From John's iPhone
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From: jascben@charter.net
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Wind Turbine Project
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 11:58:36 AM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine
project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to
hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire
United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our
cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this
ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife population.
Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to
collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by construction
activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural
habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft
from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry
seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times
during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for
protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on
tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for
us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits
at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such
as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local
wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by
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the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come
at the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by

James C. (Jim) Bennett
21706 S. Spruce St.
Kennewick, WA 99337-6258



From: Bob
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Just say NO to the Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm Project.
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 10:07:18 AM

External Email

This is simply an UNACCEPTABLE project!  The facts are the NIMBY greenies in Seattle and our
Governor think we need this and are more than willing to make others deal with the adverse effects
as they do not have to.  This debacle is made worse by the Governor’s decision that the locals can
have no real impact on siting decisions, aka he will decree what will happen no matter what.
 
JUST SAY NO!!!
 
Robert Birney
Richland, WA 99354
rebirney@gmail.com
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From: Mike Bosse"
To: EFSEC (EFSEC)
Cc: austinh@strategies360.com
Subject: Testimony
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:07:19 PM
Attachments: HHCEC Testimony.pdf

External Email

Although I am scheduled to give public comment tonight at the public hearing regarding Horse
Heaven Clean Energy Center, I am submitting the attached as written testimony for your records.

Mike Bosse

IUOE Local 302

mbosse@iuoe302.org
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From: kmbrun@gmail.com
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm proposal (on the Updated ASC)(EF-210011)
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:37:20 PM
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Corrected version below
 

From: kmbrun@gmail.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:35 PM
To: comments@efsec.wa.gov
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm proposal (on the Updated ASC)(EF-210011)
 
I am eligible to comment having previously made comments prior to the 1/31/23 deadline.  Since I will not
be able to submit my comments during the open comment campaign, I am submitting them this way.  I
am also on the list to make oral comment.  If only one of these can be accepted, I want it to be this written
one.
 
My additional comments follow:
 
As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am opposed to the proposed
Horse Heaven wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents - 100,000 within 6 miles. By comparison, all other Washington counties
where wind power exists have a combined affected population of less than 20,000 at
6 miles.  This is the largest project proposed for Washington State, if not the entire
United States. The sheer size of the turbines and the proximity of these turbines to
heavily populated residential areas will destroy our cherished views and forever
change the landscape we hold dear.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines will, more often than not,
severely limit aerial firefighting capabilities. The FAA has a 20,000’ buffer area for any
structures 499’ and taller so that airplanes can safely take off and land at the same
height and speed that aerial firefighting planes use to drop fire retardant.  The
proposed towers are 499’ tall so that same 20,000’ buffer area should be
implemented for those turbines along the ridgeline.  We have multiple range fires on
the eastern slopes of the Horse Heaven Hills every year.  I fear that not having aerial
firefighting capability will result in unacceptable loss to wildlife and properties. Having
unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties.  

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
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environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.  One of the applicant’s witnesses talked about some kind of detection
application that would track instances of endangered wildlife but there’s no indication
anywhere that this is going to be used or who’s going to monitor any of it.

To add insult to injury, this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies
and credits granted to an out-of-state developer.  If not for this governmental help
(i.e., taxpayers, since the Federal government has no money other than what they
take from us), projects like this would not be economically feasible.   It is unjustifiable
for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial
benefits at our expense.

Washington State is unlikely to reap any benefits from this project as there are no
public utility districts, investor-owned utilities, or independent power producers willing
to commit to purchasing the power.  They know that wind power produced in Montana
and central Oregon is much more reliable, has higher capacity factors, and is cheaper
than what this project will produce.  Because of that, Washington State will not get the
net carbon gold star that Governor Inslee and his ilk want.  The Governor has been
travelling the world trying to entice companies to move to Washington to take
advantage of the cheap and abundant power.  They walk away when they find out the
truth.
EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal, responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.
I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Karen Brun
105506 Tripple Vista Drive
Kennewick, WA 99338
 
 
 



From: kmbrun@gmail.com
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm proposal (on the Updated ASC)(EF-210011)
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:34:41 PM
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I am eligible to comment having previously previous comments prior to the 1/31/23 deadline.  Since I will
not be able to submit my comments during the open comment campaign, I am submitting them this way. 
I am also on the list to make oral comment.  If only one of these can be accepted, I want it to be this
written one.
 
My additional comments follow:
 
As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am opposed to the proposed
Horse Heaven wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents - 100,000 within 6 miles. By comparison, all other Washington counties
where wind power exists have a combined affected population of less than 20,000 at
6 miles.  This is the largest project proposed for Washington State, if not the entire
United States. The sheer size of the turbines and the proximity of these turbines to
heavily populated residential areas will destroy our cherished views and forever
change the landscape we hold dear.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines will, more often than not,
severely limit aerial firefighting capabilities. The FAA has a 20,000’ buffer area for any
structures 499’ and taller so that airplanes can safely take off and land at the same
height and speed that aerial firefighting planes use to drop fire retardant.  The
proposed towers are 499’ tall so that same 20,000’ buffer area should be
implemented for those turbines along the ridgeline.  We have multiple range fires on
the eastern slopes of the Horse Heaven Hills every year.  I fear that not having aerial
firefighting capability will result in unacceptable loss to wildlife and properties. Having
unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties.  

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.  One of the applicant’s witnesses talked about some kind of detection
application that would track instances of endangered wildlife but there’s no indication
anywhere that this is going to be used or who’s going to monitor any of it.

To add insult to injury, this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies
and credits granted to an out-of-state developer.  If not for this governmental help
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(i.e., taxpayers, since the Federal government has no money other than what they
take from us), projects like this would not be economically feasible.   It is unjustifiable
for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial
benefits at our expense.

Washington State is unlikely to reap any benefits from this project as there are no
public utility districts, investor-owned utilities, or independent power producers willing
to commit to purchasing the power.  They know that wind power produced in Montana
and central Oregon is much more reliable, has higher capacity factors, and is cheaper
than what this project will produce.  Because of that, Washington State will not get the
net carbon gold star that Governor Inslee and his ilk want.  The Governor has been
travelling the world trying to entice companies to move to Washington to take
advantage of the cheap and abundant power.  They walk away when they find out the
truth.
EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal, responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.
I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Karen Brun
105506 Tripple Vista Drive
Kennewick, WA 99338
 
 
 







From: Karen Brutzman
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: HHH Wind Farm Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:12:13 PM

External Email

I have been given permission to speak, but fear that I might not have an opportunity
given the short duration of the meeting. I am sending them in this email so that they
may be included in the record. 

My name is Karen Brutzman. I have lived in Kennewick for nearly
40 years. I am concerned about climate change and support the
idea of clean energy, but do not believe that our Horse Heaven
Hills are an appropriate location for the project proposed by
Scout Clean Energy.

"Clean Energy" is a misnomer for this project. Concrete leaves a
huge carbon footprint. The environmental impact of concrete, its
manufacture and applications, are complex, driven in part by
direct impacts of construction and infrastructure, as well as by
CO2 emissions. The cement industry is one of the main

producers of carbon dioxide, a potent greenhouse gas.

The Tri-Cities are already a hotspot for ozone health risk. The
Tri-Cities Ozone Precursor Study (T-COPS) final report dated
December 12, 2017, was prepared by the Laboratory for
Atmospheric Research, the Department of Civil & Environmental
Engineering, and Washington State University. It can be found by
following this link: https://ecology.wa.gov/DOE/files/93/934a2f46-
b000-4f9a-837c-a286ccfa615e.pdf

This study was conducted because Air Quality managers noticed
that the daily predictive air quality forecast model operated by
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Washington State University (WSU), consistently showed
elevated ozone in the Tri-Cities area. The ozone in this study is
attributed to car emissions, but we can’t ignore the pollution
created by the millions and millions of tons of concrete that will
be used to erect these gigantic wind turbines and the emissions
from the trucks transporting concrete and water to the worksite.

A standard 328' tall wind turbine requires 30,000 tons of cement
for the foundation. I'm an elementary school teacher, not an
engineer, but one can predict that a 500-foot-tall wind turbine
requires a proportionate amount of concrete-- probably 50,000
tons. There are 244 wind turbines that will be sited in the Horse
Heaven Hills Wind Farm. That means approximately 12,200,000
tons of concrete! That’s a lot of cement trucks!

Building this project is going to require at least 220,000 gallons of
water per day for dust control and construction. Our community
does not have enough water to support the construction phase of
the project. That means an armada of 40 to 50, 5,000-gallon
trucks driving from the Port of Walla Walla on highways and
county roads each day for several months of the year. We
already live in a dusty place — this project will make it much
worse.

Over 100,000 people live within six miles of the project boundary.
Potential loss of life and property damage must be taken
seriously. Siting massive turbines on the ridgeline of Horse
Heaven Hills directly threatens the safety of the citizens living in
Benton County. The towering height of these industrial wind
turbines could impede firefighting aircraft from effectively
combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry



seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on
swift response times during emergencies. Having unobstructed
access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and
properties. 

For these reasons, and many more, I believe that the Horse
Heaven Hills are clearly not appropriate and should be off-limits
to energy developments. The Horse Heaven Hills Wind and Solar
Project is not in the best interest of the citizens of the Tri-Cities or
Washington State. The developer has not proven the benefits
outweigh the costs and impacts to those of us who call
Washington our home.

-- 
Karen Brutzman
509-947-4143



From: Keith Brutzman
To: EFSEC (EFSEC)
Subject: Comments for 8-23-23 HHH Wind Complex Meeting
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:28:50 PM
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As an over 6o year community member and business owner in the Tri-Cities, Washington, I want to
strongly recommend against the proposed wind turbine project.
 
The size and quantity of the turbines would severely hamper firefighting in this delicate shrub steppe
environment. The scarring to the landscape and increased smoke in the air would ruin our beautiful
views and compound a growing health hazard.   The height of these turbines obstructs access for
firefighting aircraft.  This jeopardizes both our property and lives as we rely on swift response times
during emergencies.
 
EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and legal responsibility to balance the needs and desires of the Tri-
Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed
as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and
wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our
cherished environment can be achieved. I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine
project. I believe that renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not
come at the expense our community’s well-being and natural beauty.
 
Submitted by Keith Brutzman
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Subject: Horse Heaven Hills / Scout Clean Energy Project
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To the EFSEC Members,
 

Our family has lived in the Prosser/Tricities area for over 70 years by
choice.  We value and enjoy this desert plateau of diverse landscapes
and abundant wildlife, with three rivers flowing through it.  This unique
area has given us a beautiful place to live and raise our family, job
opportunities and many outdoor recreational activities. We support
“green energy” solutions knowing we need to reduce our reliance on
fossil fuels, but we DO NOT support the HHH/Scout Clean Energy
project’s proposed location. 
 

Point 1)
The sheer size of the project is massive.  The preliminary review of its
impact to wildlife (animals, birds, bats, bees etc.) is incomplete not only
because of not enough of a study but also SCE has not provided exact
siting information for the turbines.
Point 2)
We are concerned about the effects on people from noise and light
flicker from the 244 turbines.
Point 3)
Again the size of the project will impact our views and enjoyment of our
community.  Why is Scout siting this large of a project, within the view
and usability of hundreds of thousands of people? There are miles of
open space in Eastern Washington with little to no population to place
a project of this size.
Point 4)
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In relation to the siting of the HHH/Scout Energy, where will the energy
produced by this project be going? Western Washington? California? If
this is the case then why not place the project in a less populated area
and nearer to where the energy is needed.
Point 5)
Who is going to benefit most from the HHH/Scout Energy project?
  Who will receive the money from federal subsidies and the profits
from the sale of electricity? The TriCities? Washington State? Or Scout
Clean Energy? This goes back to where to put this project, put it where
the benefits of its energy and tax dollars will go.
 

Our points here are abbreviated; we submitted a more complete
explanation of our views in the original public comment period in
January 2023.
 

In addition, what we find unconscionable is Scout Clean Energy
circumvented our local authorities permitting process and applied
directly to the State for approval, thus cementing a distrust of SCE to
work with local jurisdictions on the environmental and personal impacts
of the project now and in the future. The first step in siting any project
should be the input of the surrounding communities. It makes us so
livid that the approval of this project, given its size and consequence
has been given to the State and those who will not have to live with the
direct daily consequences.

To the Members of the EFSEC, this project by Scout Clean Energy
should not be approved for our community.

Sincerely,

Alison and Stacy Burgett
 



From: gus calapristi
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Cc: Gus Calapristi
Subject: Against Horse Heaven Hills wind farm
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As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States.
The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and
forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons.
This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting
lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:
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1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the
Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

4. Also, wind turbines are a very expensive form of energy,  especially when sited in
an area such as ours where wind is generally calm in the summer and winter.  The
proposed wind farm is NOT a cost effective form of low carbon electricity and will
result in higher electricity rates for everyone in the state.  

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. Also
consider locations that have more consistent wind. The Horse Heaven Hills locations
do not have consistent wind in the Winter and Summer when energy needs are at
their highest. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and
preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.
Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by

 
Gus Calapristi  
West Richland WA

 

Gus
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To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Comments in Objection to the proposed Horse Heavan Hills wind farm project
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I am a resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, living above the Franklin County side of the
Columbia River with a panoramic view of the Horse Heavan Hills.  My view stretches
from the Horse Heavens above the west end of Kennewick to the Horse Heavens
area above Prosser.  I am strongly opposed to the proposed wind turbine project
(wind machines).  It will create an unreasonable destruction of the beauty of this area
and it imposes a massive and unequal burden upon the citizens of this area, that has
never been imposed upon any other area of the state.

As I stated in comments upon the Draft EIS, this proposal sites a massive industrial
like activity in the open spaces of the Tri Cities, and the costs of that project that are
imposed upon TriCity residents are simply unfair and not compensated for by the
meager energy net benefit that this project may provide.   It is especially important
that EFSEC understand and consider that not only will a substantial number of
thousands of existing TriCity residents be adversely affected by this project, but the
project will also affect the future residents of the Tri Cities.  The city of Pasco alone is
expecting 40,000 new residents to live in the booming area of West Pasco, and area
that is only now starting to develop.  Most of the housing that will be built in the West
Pasco area will have views of the Horse Heavens Hils and the majority of these new
40,000 residents will be adversely affected by the destruction of their viewsheds buy
this project.  The adverse impact upon these future residents is a reasonably
foreseeable impact of the proposed project, and thus must be considered.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too massive,  but also too close to
thousands of residents living in a major urban area. No one in their right mind would
suggest siting hundreds of windmills in Puget Sound in direct view of the citizens of
Seattle.  The views in that area are too "precious".  Just site this in the good ole Tri
Cities, they are several hundred thousand people, but they don't have any political
power, so why not impose this project on them, is the position that the smart money
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and ruling class takes. If you don't believe this, then why not site this project in Puget
Sound in view of the West Sides's major cities? Certainly, those West Coast cities are
the largest users of power, and a generation source located next to them would have
economic efficiencies of being closer to the power use centers.  The state of
Washington could then collect lease fees for the lease of aquatic lands to be used for
a Puget Sound Wind Machine power source located within the viewshed of major
Westside population centers. 

   This burden should not be imposed upon the Tri Cities, as it is already the major
power generator in the state of Washington, with a large number of dams, the state's
only operating nuclear power plant, and solar power arrays that are located in areas
that don't impact the viewsheds of the Tri Cities.   The massive number of these wind
machines proposed to be installed as part of this project, their humongous height and
the proximity of these turbines to the Tri Cities will destroy our cherished viewsheds,
significantly and adversely altering the landscape we have historically fought so hard
to protect.

I am also opposed to this project due to the significant environmental threat this
project poses to our local wildlife population. At my home I am visited throughout the
year by bald eagles, red tailed hawks, and falcons of every sort.  These beautiful
natural residents of the Tri Cities and Horse Heavan Hills will be put greatly at risk of
death or injury by the hundreds of wind machines that are proposed of this project. 
The "taking"  [a legal word for death or destruction] of these magnificent animals that
will occur by collisions with the turning blades of these wind machines will result in
population reductions of these species in our area.  Studies have also shown that
wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to changes in their habitat
caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines
will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity.

I am also significantly concerned with the potential wildfire impacts that can be
associated with the location of these hundreds of wind machines on the parched
Horse Heavan Hills.  First of all, these machines can be source of fires that can
become wildfires, and there is little or no capability to fight these wildfires in these



areas that have no water distribution system.  Secondly, these wind machines' height,
number and areal extent will make it much more difficult to fight wildfires, whether
they started from a spark from the wind machines, or whether they start from a purely
natural cause.   Because of the terrain in the Horse Heavens, there is really only one
effective way to fight wildfires.  That is with the use of large water carrying airplanes
that can come in at reduced altitudes and dump water or other fire retardants on the
wildfires.  Unfortunately, the height, and massive number of wind machines proposed
for this project will make it impossible, or almost impossible, to effectively use plane
tankers to discharge water or other fire dispersants since the wind machines
themselves will preclude the aerial tankers from making drop runs at the altitudes that
are necessary to effectively fight wildfires. This jeopardizes both property and lives as
we rely on swift response times during emergencies.  These wildfires are a continuing
threat to the Tri Cities and neighboring communities, and this project would put at risk
the residents of the Tri Cities and nearby towns from an out-of-control wildfire starting
in the Horse Heavens.  And even more importantly, it would put the lives of local and
state fire fighters at additional and unnecessary risk in fighting wildfires in this area. 

As I noted earlier, the Tri Cities already is the hub of power generation in the state of
Washington, and we are prepared to support economically supported and
environmentally friendly additional power generation sources.  For example, our local
power generation agencies have started to work on the development of additional
nuclear power generation using state of the art small and safe modular nuclear
reactors.  Compared to wind machines that will work for only a very small time period
of the year, these carbon free modular reactors can steadity and continuously operate
for months or years at a time providing power 24 hours of the day, every day of the
year.  The current Energy Northwest commercial nuclear power plant at Hanford has
demonstrated that capability. The proposed wind machine project is so inefficient that
it is only economically viable if the state and/or federal governments make energy tax
credits and other benefits available to the developers of these projects.  They offer
false economics because of the tax credits and other subsidies offered by federal and
state programs,  and taxpayers should not be required to support the siting of this
project and bear the significantly adverse environmental impacts that will be imposed
upon the local community, just so out of state developers and project financiers can
collect tax subsidies and energy credits.



I am not the only one to recognize the adverse impacts that projects like this one
impose.  For example:

1.  Studies issued by environmental organizations such as Greenpeace and Sierra
Club, document that wind machines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.2.  A report published by The National
Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns regarding fire safety near wind
turbine installations.3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial
incentives provided by the Federal government for renewable energy projects,
including wind turbines.

EFSEC must recognize that the far greater adverse impacts of this proposed project
upon citizens of the Tri Cities greatly outweigh the potential benefits of this project.. 
Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose
exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife
habitats, or exploring alternative power generation sources such a carbon free 24
hour per day modular nuclear reactors.. By doing so, a balance between clean energy
generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I request that you reject this ill-conceived wind machine project. and advise the
Governer of this state that it is not in the state's best interests, and the applicant's
request for authorization to build this project must be denied.  I clearly support the use
of carbon free energy sources for future energy generation, but it should not be
provided by projects like this,  that are inefficient in useful power generation, or ones
like this that impose such significantly adverse environmental impacts on the
surrounding population, and that are financially unviable without massive
governmental subsidies or tax credits.

The Tri Cities had done more for power generation than any other part of the state of
Washington.  Please do not impose this hideous project upon us.  If you must
approve a site somewhere in the viewshed of a large metropolitan area, please site it
nearer to the large cities that use most of the power and that currently do not
generate power.  The Tri Cities have already made far too many sacrifices for the
benefit of power users on the West side. It is time for EFSEC to consider not only the
interests of power users and project proponents, but also to protect the citizens of
areas like the Tri Cities who have already done their part to provide power to the
state, and to recognize that the adverse impacts of this project on the Tri Cities are
just too great accept.



Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 
August 23, 2023

Respectfully submitted, 

Robert M. Carosino

130 Terrace Drive,

Pasco, WA 99301

Sent from Outlook
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From: Geneva Carroll
To: EFSEC (EFSEC)
Subject: HHH Wind Turbines
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 8:20:33 AM

External Email

Given the recent fire on Horse Heaven Hills, it is clear that having a huge infrastructure of wind turbines
on the property is unsafe for the community. Wind power has shown to be not as effective as the dams on
the Columbia and Snake Rivers which is clean energy as opposed to the ugly, noisy and bird killing wind
turbines.  No wind turbines on Horse Heaven Hills!  

Geneva Carroll
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From: columbia georesources
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills DEIS Comments 8-23-2023 Attached
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:56:36 PM

External Email

 

HORSE HEAVEN HILLS WINDFARM DRAFT EIS
COMMENTS – 1-31-2023 Amended and
Resubmitted for Project Adjudication Public
Hearing 8-23-2023 Docket No. EF-210011
("Project")
 

This project is not ripe for a Final EIS (FEIS) or for an EFSEC Site Certification Approval
recommendation to the Governor.  Based on the available data and analysis of the limited
alternatives, the continuous scope modifications, and the  insufficient demonstration of need, it is
requested that the proposed action be denied approval for the following reasons:

 

1. Failure to adequately and fully address ecological concerns

a. The applicants failed to include operating impacts of destruction of migrating bird flyways and
already declining populations of endangered and threatened species (e.g., red tailed hawk and
bats). According to the Cumulative Impacts to Birds, Bats and Land Cover from Renewable

Energy Development in the CPE  wildlife study provided, the wildlife take annually could be as
high as 13000 birds, not including raptors, and 6000 raptors including the red-tailed hawk, bald
eagle and owl populations. Mitigation by habitat avoidance during and after construction does
not address accountability or mitigation measures for the wind farm operation taking of
wildlife.*

 

2. Failure to adequately and fully address health and safety concerns

a. Construction noise mitigation – allowing work up until 10 pm does not constitute  “within
daytime” hours. Daytime ends at sunset.

b. The wind turbine blades generate significant amounts of hazardous chemical waste. The
quantity of hazardous waste designated for disposal following wind tower demolition was not
analyzed or presented regarding 1) human health exposure scenarios, 2) transportation of
hazardous waste accident scenarios to a certified hazardous waste  facility, 3) lifecycle
disposal cost of the blades upon their demolition and removal, or the cost of creating
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additional disposal space and groundwater monitoring. Since these factors were not analyzed
for cost/benefit against other potential alternatives, it is recommended that a second draft EIS
be prepared that more completely addresses the required cumulative impacts before issuing a
final EIS for decision.

 

3. Failure to adequately and fully address viewshed and tourism concerns

a. The viewshed study prepared is a purposefully deceptive presentation of
what will actually appear.  A drive down the gorge illustrates the expanse
and extent of the true visual impact of these large towers. There is a reason
there are no windmills along the west end of the gorge around Mt. Hood, Mt
Adams and Mt St Helens. They are eyesores and obstruct scenic views.

 

4. Failure to adequately and fully address other options

a. Failure to analyze the “other” alternatives that were “considered and eliminated because they
did not meet the “desired capacity” and eliminating said alternatives before issuing a draft EIS
demonstrates the lack of compliance with federal NEPA implementing requirements 40 CFR
Parts 1500–1508. Failure to adhere to federal requirements disallows any federal “green”
funds to be utilized by the State.

b. The purpose of the draft is to discuss and analyze more than one alternative besides the no
action alternative identified in a public scoping meeting.

c. The lack of a public scoping meeting further demonstrates that this EIS does not meet the
requirements for NEPA, that the EFSEC process was not conducted in accordance with NEPA
implementing regulations and therefore does not meet requirements necessary for issuing a
Final EIS much less a Record of Decision. Thus, the State of Washington is not acting on
behalf of it’s citizens health and safety, or the environment.

d. The executive summary fails to adequately address “TBS Option 2”, which utilizes a different
array of wind turbine towers (i.e. different number and size of towers).

 

5. Failure to adequately follow the intent of the SEPA/NEPA and EFSEC Public Involvement Process

a. When did Scout Clean Energy and their investors begin and complete their
third-party lease options of farmland and payment to landowners for
easements? Did this activity start before the NEPA notice of Intent in order
to circumvent the Public Involvement Process due the citizens of Benton
County under this SEPA and EFSEC review and decision determination
process?

b. By “fast-tracking” the determination decision process, the public, local public
utility district, local governments, and confederated tribes have been denied
their only legal right to provide input on Energy Plant location alternatives or
other green energy supply alternatives. The fact that public utility districts
outside of the local region hold determination power over the citizens that



are directly impacted by the construction and operation of the proposed
77,000 acre Energy Site with 244 turbines, 500 ft, tall (as in the Seattle
Space Needle) operating over 11,800 acres and 24 miles of scenic ridge
tops is unjustified and a misuse of government taxpayer money. Would
western public utility districts (PUDs) agree to having eastern Washington
PUDs determine where to locate 244 wind turbines in their districts?
Especially when the Project does not comply with their local County Growth
Management Act Comprehensive Land Use Plan?

 
6. Failure to establish the need for this project

a. This project is not needed in a state that already has 88% of it’s energy
coming from renewable resources.

b. FERC Reviews the siting application for electric transmission projects under
limited circumstances.  It is not unrealistic to assume that the power
generated at the proposed 77,000 acre Energy Plant will be sold (if not
sooner then later) to neighboring states, resulting in interstate utility
transmission actions.  Thus, construction of this new Energy Plant project
would be a connected action and therefore, would need to be addressed in
the cumulative impact analysis of this project and its siting reviewed by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) per the Energy Policy Act
of 2005. It appears it is the intent of Scout Energy  to avoid the scrutiny of
the long term cumulative environmental, health, and cost of this project by
segmenting activities over the next 20 years and disregarding the impacts to
future generations as required by SEPA regulations.

c. In the interest of fast-tracking this project, Scout Energy acquired land
easements for this project before completing the public scoping process per
the NEPA requirements resulting in a predetermined scoping of alternatives
and likely EFSEC decision of those inadequate alternatives. Scout has not
included alternatives that would eliminate or reduce the destruction of the
viewshed and flyways along the Horse Heaven ridges. (e.g., all solar or
micro-nuclear facilities.)

d. Public Utility Commissions. The NARUC website provides information about
each Public Utility Commission on the National Associations of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners (NARUC) website.  Other Public Utility Districts
support this action because they are not impacted by it.

e. Scout has failed to address the life-cycle cost to taxpayers with regard to the
demolition, removal, disposal and replacement of 244 X 3 (non-recyclable,
epoxy-resin-filled wind turbine blades and materials that will require massive
amounts of Hazardous Waste Landfill space and taxpayer dollars to be



constructed, lined and groundwater monitored for centuries. Also,
demolition, removal, and disposal is a connected action whose human
environmental health and safety impacts need analysis. Should Scout elect
to sell or abandon their interests in this Energy Plant in the future, it is a
reasonable assumption that it will be the federal and state taxpayers who will
be liable to pay for the cleanup of the hazardous waste from retired wind
turbines not unlike the cleanup of the Hanford Site.

 
Supplemental:
Cumulative Impacts to Birds, Bats and Land Cover from Rewable Energy Development in the CPE
*Based on the current and future levels of wind energy development within the CPE,
between 17,000–33,000 birds (excluding raptors) would be killed annually, the
majority (67%) of which would be composed of species in the Passerine group that
have robust populations (>1 million individuals) followed by non-native species in the
Upland Game Bird group (12%) that have open hunting seasons. Based on the
current and future levels of wind energy development within the CPE, between 800–
1,500 raptors would be killed annually, of which, the majority (81.5%) would be
species in the Diurnal Raptor group. Red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) and
American kestrel (Falco sparverius) fatalities would be highest but composed 0.4–
0.8% of their estimated population in the CPE, respectively.
However, some species may be disproportionately affected by wind energy
development due to small populations or low reproductive rates. Ferruginous hawk
(Buteo regalis) is a Washington state endangered species with increased
conservation concern due to declining population trends in the region and a small
population size. Elevated projected fatality estimates for the breeding population of
ferruginous hawk in future development scenarios will likely contribute to cumulative
effects with other stressors in the CPE (e.g., habitat loss, prey availability, shooting).
Although fewer ferruginous hawk fatalities have been documented at wind energy
facilities compared to other raptors, ferruginous hawk breeding populations in the
CPE are comparatively small with sustained declining populations that makes the
species more sensitive to increased mortality from any source.
For example, an estimated 2.9 billion birds are killed annually by domestic and feral
cats but typically do not affect raptors. The concern of cumulative impacts to raptors
are comparatively higher than other bird species because raptors are typically long-
lived species with delayed reproductive maturity, low reproductive rates and flight
behaviors that make them more susceptible to wind turbine collisions
Based on current and future levels of wind energy development, between 7,300–
13,800 bats would be killed annually, of which, the majority (96%) would be
composed of migratory tree roosting bats that include hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
and silver-haired bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans). Although the proportion of wind
energy derived mortality on bat populations and other sources of bat mortality in the
CPE are unknown, bat occupancy rates in the CPE have declined in past years,
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suggesting declining populations. White-nose syndrome (WNS; Pseudogymnoascus
destructans), a lethal fungus that has decimated bat populations in the Midwestern
and Eastern US, was first detected in Washington in 2016 and within the CPE (Kittitas
County) in 2018 and Chelan and Yakima counties in 2020. The scale of bat mortality
in the US caused by WNS is analogous to cat mortality in songbird populations. Of
the 14 bat species that occur within the CPE; six species have exhibited a
symptomatic lethal response to the fungus, three species have been asymptomatic
(including silver-haired bat), and five species currently have no documented response
(including hoary bat). As the disease spreads in the western US and potentially
changes pathology to affect more bat species, WNS could have a decimating impact
on bat populations in the CPE as observed elsewhere in the US. Better estimates of
bat population sizes and dynamics are crucially needed as a first step to
understanding the effect of wind energy mortality on bat populations.
 
G. Cummins
Kennewick, WA
 
 
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: bronwyn evans
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 10:48:37 AM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind
turbine project that threatens to devastate our community. This proposed wind turbine
project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented
for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these
turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold
dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to
collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by construction activities.
The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a
decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our unique
ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage. Additionally, the quantity and height of the
wind turbines could severely limit aerial firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could
impede firefighting aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our
area during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response
times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for
protecting lives and properties. What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial
feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is
unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial
benefits at our expense. To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant
facts:
1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines. EFSEC has the moral,
ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with
those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as
planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas
and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving
our cherished environment can be achieved. I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind
turbine project. I believe that renewable energy is important for a sustainable future;
however, it should not come at the expense of our community's well-being and natural
beauty.
Thank you
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Bronwen Evans



From: Ken Gano
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Scout Clean Energy Horse heavens wind farm
Date: Monday, August 21, 2023 2:43:10 PM

External Email

The proposed horse heaven wind farm project will devastate the view shed of the entire
TriCities area as well as have major impacts to wildlife. 

The EIS does a fine job of admitting there will be lasting impacts to wildlife and plant
communities.  I’ve worked in the field of habitat restoration and can tell you it is impossible
to restore native plant communities in our desert environment. You can try to plant a half
dozen or so species but you can never restore a complete native community. There are no
seeds available for 90% of the grasses and forbs that live on those ridge tops. As for impacts
to wildlife, they try to say impacts will be minimal and no more impacting than another
wind farm east of the TriCities. They don’t mention the cumulative effects of all these wind
farms, which is a requirement for all EISs. This wind farm is in the main fly way for sand
hill cranes and all waterfowl flying between the Umatilla wildlife refuge and the Columbia
river in the TriCities and the Columbia basin to the north.  It will have major impacts to the
migratory silver hair and hoary bats, whose populations are already in decline. There are
some mitigation measures that can be employed to reduce impacts to bats, such as curtailing
operations when the wind is less than 6 mph. I did not find any mention of this in the EIS. 
If allowed to go forth, this should be a required minimum mitigation measure. Most greedy
wind farm projects don’t employ any bat mitigation measures because it might cost them a
nickel or two. What are they going to say when our migratory bat species hit the endangered
species list. 

There will also be impacts to all the local raptors. This is one of the last places in the state
that has ferruginous hawks. These people claim there will be minimal impact. If you take
out the last one, that is not minimal impact. 
What are you going to say when some of these species become extinct? Sorry about that?
That doesn’t cut it!

Finally, the impact to the viewshed of the TriCities will be monumental, as admitted in the
EIS.  If this project was proposed for the west side of the state within the viewshed of
200,000 people it would never get off the ground. 

Please do not allow this project to go forward.
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From: Grama Son
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: No windfarm
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 3:00:09 PM
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From: Patrick D. Grengs II
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: EFSEC - HHH - Public Comment Hearing Wed. August 23, 2023 5:30-8 PM / feedback
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:15:04 PM

External Email

Hello EFSEC HHH Comments and Feedback Collector –
I am writing with respect to the HHH (Horse Heaven Hills) wind project that is being proposed by
Scout Clean Energy.  As a 30-year TriCitian, I am opposed to this project and offer the following
rationale for my opposition.

The project will destroy the unique landscape and appearance around the TriCities and
seriously reduce property valuations:
o   I own 40 acres in West Richland with 120 degrees of view toward the West including the

Rattlesnake, Red, Candy and Badger mountains.
o   The destruction of the visual landscape will reduce the value of my property to both me

and any future developer.
o   Property devaluations are a consistent result in localities where wind turbines are

constructed.

o   Significant vehicular traffic during the construction of the turbines will increase the
level of dust and noise in the area.

o   Increased construction traffic raises the potential for accidents on the roadways and
will certainly exacerbate traffic congestion.

o   The wind turbines will generate long shadow flicker across the miles of property
that they impact.

o   Ongoing studies show detrimental health effects to individuals who live near these
turbines.

o   There will be the expected noise pollution generated by the wind blades.

o   The winking red lights will despoil the quiescence of the Tri-Cities night.

o   All of these results contribute to the lowering of property values and the standard of
living of the people living in the TriCities.

The project is not fiscally viable:
This project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies and credits granted
to an out-of-state developer.  It is unjustifiable for TriCities taxpayers to bear the
burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.
All wind power must be supplemented by hot-standby power (typically natural gas
plants).  The additional costs of these plants act as a multiplier on the costs of wind
power, wherein this multiplier is typically 3 or greater.
Additionally, the backup power (hydro, nuclear, nat. gas) will need to be on stand-by
mode while the wind power is feeding the electric grid.
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The turbines have an expected life of 15 years (despite the PR material that shows
25 years for the amortization).
Nearing the end of the 15-year expected life of a wind turbine, the maintenance
costs exceed the wholesale rate of energy production (this would be the rates
charged to the local municipalities, Rural Electric Associations and consumers of the
power).
The natural resources and costs to mine the materials, fabricate, ship, install,
maintain, and decommission a turbine exceeds the sum of the intermittent power
that it will generate over its lifetime.
Wind turbines have a cut-in and cut-out wind speed.  That is, the turbine will not generate
power until the wind reaches the cut-in speed.  The cut-out speed is the wind speed
where the turbine is brake-locked.  As such, during very high winds, the wind turbines will
not even be rotating; all the while, the blades are wearing out due to stress fractures.
Wind turbine blades can only be “recycled” at exorbitant costs.  Instead, government
municipalities have taken in spent turbine blades; for this, they receive tax-credits and
other State-incentive subsidies.  Instead of burying them in landfills, they are piled up out
in the desert or open spaces of sparsely populated areas – out of sight, out of mind.

Wind power is unreliable, unaffordable and dangerous:
Where wind power has been implemented on a large scale, power costs have
increased dramatically.  This can be seen throughout countries in Europe as well as
Southern California.

The winds are intermittent; as such, power produced is not reliable.  In Germany, where
wind turbines liter the landscape, there are long periods of Dunkelflaute (weeks and
months when there is little wind).  The TriCities experiences a similar phenomenon
wherein the wind turbines will essentially stand idle.

Expensive energy may have killed more Europeans than Covid-19 during the Winter
of 2022-23.  The expense was brought about by the massive implementation of both
wind and solar installations which failed to produce adequate power (Germany
experienced a long period where the wind speed slowed, essentially rendering the
wind mills impotent).

The wind turbine debacle in Texas (2021 Winter) was just one example where the failure
of wind power (frozen turbines) resulted in a catastrophic failure of the electric grid.  This
failure then caused a surge in excess deaths (which was not experienced by neighboring
states during the same period).

Wind turbines are not “green”:
Washington State already has over 65% of its electrical power provided by safe,
quiet, green, paid-for hydroelectric plants.
It is interesting that Washington State politicians insist that hydropower is not green
– this designation has been made so that the highly-subsidized wind farms can be
installed at great cost both economically and environmentally.
The 2500 tons of concrete at the base of a 2MW baseplate turbine (one of the typical
turbines with a 200’ tower and 100’ blades) requires 600,000 pounds of cement –
just the creation of that cement generates ~300 tons of CO2.  This does not even
include the costs for the rebar, forms, transportation and installation of the concrete
base.  The much larger turbines in the HHH project will require significantly more
materials and generate a far greater amount of CO2 (so much for the clean-and-
green claims for wind turbines).

The National Ready Mixed Concrete Association says that, during production, each



pound of concrete releases 0.93 pounds of CO2.
https://www.ecori.org/climate-change/2019/10/4/global-warming-has-a-co2ncrete-
problem

All the components for a turbine must be transported and installed using trucks, trains
and cranes that require substantial fuel which generates more CO2.
Wind turbine blades wear out like aircraft wings.  Stress fractures break down the
effectiveness of the blade which requires replacement prior to catastrophic decay. 
Germany is already experiencing the result of this as wind farms have been
decommissioned due to known material degradation of the blades.  Many of the turbines
in the Columbia Gorge were installed during the period 2008-2010.  These will need to be
replaced no later than 2025.  Watch for the online films of an ever-increasing number of
turbine failures.
Offshore wind turbines need to be replaced more frequently due to the adverse effects of
salt water.

Wind turbines change the climate:

o   Wind turbines alter the surface air temperatures during the day (cooling) and night
(heating).

o   Wind patterns will be impacted because of this huge installation and can have
detrimental effects on the local crops in terms of precipitation patterns.

o   Wind turbines change the wind velocity to such an extent, that in the larger wind farms
(report by US Wind Power 2016), the rows of turbines at the trailing end of the wind
vector move more slowly because of the momentum of the wind being significantly
dampened by the turbines on the front of the wind wave.  In short, the actual amount of
power produced is significantly less than the calculations from the models.

o   Wind turbines directly change the climate by parasitizing the surface convective air
currents which place a drag on the vertical advective atmospheric mixing.  This effect is
mostly evidenced in offshore turbines that dampen the smooth laminar flow of air that
oscillates between the land and the sea.

o   When you have over 250,000 wind turbines, around the world, that directly change the
climate via parasitization of surface convective air currents which dampen atmospheric
mixing and nobody from the Sierra Club, Earth First or the Union of Concerned Scientists
is even bothering to wave a flag of concern, then you can be assured that Climate
Change Catastrophism is less a matter of science and more a matter of politics.

The basic premise of the wind project is to reduce “Climate Change” – this premise is
fundamentally flawed:

Whether the sea levels are rising or falling, glaciers are advancing or retreating, mean
atmospheric temperature is increasing or decreasing, ocean pH is becoming more acidic
or base; know this:  the climate is always changing.  If we lived in a static climate, this
would be cause for concern.  In short, there is no such thing as a “climate change denier.”
The “Science” on climate change is certainly not settled – insisting on such is antithetical
to Science.  Additionally, Science is not conducted by consensus.
"Climate Change" as advertised by the mainstream media and state scientists, is bunk – to
wit, the 97% consensus is a fraud:

The Cook study of climate paper abstracts and its resultant 97% consensus has been
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roundly discredited.
The online climate survey by Doran, et. al, with its 97% results, when looked at
mathematically, has similarly been revealed to be without merit.
10 minutes of research on the internet illustrates the 97% figure to be an arbitrary
fabrication.

The climate change alarmists will insist that AGW (Anthropogenic Global Warming) is the
major contributor to climate change.  This is not the case.  The large nuclear furnace in
the sky, the sun, is primarily responsible for the periodic changes in the climate.
Weather is different from Climate – the mainstream media makes a lot of noise regarding
weather events as though they are particularly unusual; when, in fact, they are simply
party to a global climate that has been experiencing changes for millennia.
Climate change models have been notoriously wrong in their predictions.  We constantly
hear the din from governments and the media that the world has only 12 more years until
we will require a Planet B.  This claim is absurd.  Predictions relating to the melting of the
polar ice caps, the drowning of vast coastal areas and 10s of millions of climate refugees
has not come to pass.  Instead, the climate change alarmists just kick the date for the End-
of-the-World further down the road.
The sea levels have been rising at the rate of ~ 2mm per year over the past 150 years. 
That’s one foot over 150 years.  This is not an emergency.  This is not a crisis.  This is
normal.  Humans have adapted to these changes over the millennia and will continue to
do so.
If the sea levels were dramatically rising, as claimed by the climate alarmists, then banks
would not offer loans to developers that are constructing buildings along the coastlines.
Wind turbines are a so-called solution to a problem that does not exist – we have
safe and effective green power already.  More importantly, CO2 is not a pollutant, it
is a necessary ingredient for plant growth.
The claim is made that a Carbon Tax will help to reduce CO2 and result in a decrease in
global warming (climate change).  This is nonsense.  The entire premise of "Cap and
Trade” is nothing more than pushing ‘carbon credits’ around the plate while incurring a
cost (taxes) to be captured by the carbon traders.  It would not change the amount of
carbon produced.  It would enrich those who develop and administer the Carbon Tax
Credit Exchanges.  Costs for energy and everything downstream of energy would become
more expensive to the consumer.  The whole thing is a scam.
When 25+ years of IPCC reports slowly remove any notion of the existence of the
Medieval Warm Period (the premise of which would invalidate the necessity for AGW),
you must know that something aside from Science is taking place.
When 95% of all the greenhouse gases consist of water vapor, and you cannot put a tax
on water vapor and life-giving CO2 is labelled a pollutant, then you need to be assured
that something is rotten at the very core of the Great Climate Change Fraud.
When children are used as tools to further the notion that Climate Change, as the result
of man-made use of hydrocarbon fuels, is radically changing the Climate, then know that
you are dealing with Climate Charlatans.

 
To Summarize:  Electricity produced by nuclear plants and hydroelectric dams provides the
most cost-effective and reliable form of energy.  Nuclear plants and dams do not shut down at
night.  They do not shut down when the wind stops.  The fluctuations of so-called "green



power" (solar and wind) are highly dependent on power from 24/7 sources including
hydroelectric dams and nuclear plants.  Solar and Wind farms require far more land area per
kilowatt hour produced when compared to Hydro and Nuclear.  Additionally, both solar panels
and windmill parts have a tremendous cost in terms of the waste products from their
manufacture and disposal.  Climate Change alarmism is less a matter of science and more a
matter of politics and taxpayer financed corporatism.  I see the HHH wind project as both a
criminal waste of resources and the application of unnecessary technology that will destroy the
beauty and value of property owned by individuals throughout the Tri-Cities.
 
Submitted with respect to the HHH Wind - Public Comment Hearing on Wednesday, August 23,
2023,
Patrick D. Grengs II / Property owner and rancher in West Richland of 17 years, TriCity resident of 30
years.
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Please include my attached written comments as part of the official record in addition to my spoken
comments.
 
Thanks,
 

Rylan Grimes
Lead Organizer
IBEW LU 112
Cell: 509-619-4547
Office: 509-735-0512
Fax: 509-735-0514
Email: rylang@ibew112.com
join112.com
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My name is Rylan Grimes, and I am an organizer for the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers local union 112 representing over 1300 electricians in southeastern Washington and northeastern Oregon. I am a lifelong resident of the Tri-Cities having graduated from Southridge High School in 2003 and currently a resident of Benton County just outside West Richland.  IBEW Local Union 112 supports this project because of the many good family wage jobs it will bring close to where many of us live both during construction and after. And because Scout has entered into an agreement with the building trades unions it will ensure that all the hiring for the project will be local with our neighbors benefiting directly from this work. 

The area needs this power now for projects like the Atlas Agro Fertilizer plant in Richland and the new Darigold in Pasco and while we to are looking forward to the small modular nuclear reactors we can’t afford to wait 7-10 years for DOE to stop dragging their feet and get the ball rolling. We believe in an all the above approach to power generation and that includes renewables such as the Horse Heaven Wind Project.  

I would also like to talk about one thing that kind of gets overshadowed in all of this and it’s the Landowners and their stake in this. I have worked on the state line wind project, and I have seen firsthand the limited impact that it has on a farmer’s operations and their yield.  While they may give up some farmable acreage to the footprint of the towers, the leasing fees they get from this will far exceed the limited impact to their crop yield and allow them to continue to farm their land for decades.  Why should we stand in the way of local farmers supplementing their income so that they aren’t someday faced with selling their land to some mega corporation or China as Representative Newhouse has been actively fighting against.

So, in summary, the power is staying here, it will employ a local workforce and it will keep our local farmers in business for the foreseeable future.  The pros of this project far outweigh the cons and I thank the council for the opportunity to speak today.



Thank you.
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As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine
project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of
residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer
size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the
landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to
our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds
and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural
habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental
challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This
jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies. 
Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers
to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and
desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind
turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther
away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy
generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable
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energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of our
community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by

Eugene Guse

Kennewick, WA
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Why would you approve a project on the HHH that destroys the environment?  This
project relies on the most toxic and industrial processes that's ever been created!
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHSGsDipTOU
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We have lived in this area for going on 19 years.  We moved to the country to enjoy
the beautiful vista view, the peaceful country living and quiet it provides and don’t
want it destroyed by ugly, noisy, irritating turbines that will destroy the spectacular
landscape of the HHH, disturb wildlife, habitat and kill the magnificent birds that use
the sky highway above us as they migrate south.  

 

This turbine wind project will definitely affect the property value of our home.  We
have seen what these monstrosities have done to other neighborhoods, the
detrimental health on people birds and animals, damaged wildlife habitat and
shrubsteppe, the ruined view, the swish sound of the blades, low frequency sound,
blade flicker, ground vibrations, etc. The view of our spectacular sunsets will be
spoiled by these wind turbines!  It will be difficult or impossible to sell our home unless
we give away our hard-earned investment. 

Our local authorities and public were bypassed in the decision-making process and
the choice for our county was directly placed in Olympia! Scout Energy applied
directly to the state, deceitfully circumventing our county government and the local
citizens whom they knew were not in favor of this project. They instead were hoping
they could work with EFSEC and Governor Inslee to agree to this project because of
Washington’s goal to be carbon free by 2045. People on the west side who will not
be impacted at all should not determine what gets built here that will negatively affect
1000’s of people in our community.

 

The Horse Heaven Hills are some of the most beautiful hills in our state and we don’t
want our beautiful panoramic landscape ridges marred by an industrial turbine wind
project.  They are the home of bald eagles, burrowing owls, Canada geese, and the
recently re-introduced pronghorn antelope.  Our well-known local photographer, John
Clement has taken some spectacular photos of the HHH. These gigantic turbines will
injure and kill many migratory birds on their sky highway to the South such as sand
hill cranes, Canadian geese, ducks, blue herons, snow geese, etc. Thousands of
these birds fly over our homes in the fall.  We've seen eagles flying overhead too. In
fact, my neighbor across the street had several young adult eagles perched in his tree
last year. We don’t know how other bird species in our area will be affected like
pheasants, doves, chukars, quail, hummingbirds, warblers, wood peckers, finches,
etc. We don’t know how it will affect the antelope that have recently migrated to the
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Horse Heaven Hills. 

 

This industrial turbine wind project should not be placed in the dry desert where it will
be a dust bowl during construction, use up our limited water supply and impact our
well water supply by depleting our aquifers. Heavy truck traffic will damage our roads
and place public safety in jeopardy especially to school children at school bus stops
and for vehicles meeting and following these trucks hauling turbine materials and
copious amounts of water for cement mixing and dust control. Traffic disruption –
there will be long wait times during road straightening, widening, and paving. The dust
that will be stirred up during construction is another concern.  People who don't live in
a desert have no idea what happens in a dry climate when heavy equipment start
digging and moving dirt.  Fugitive dust will be a constant battle and that fugitive dust
laced with chemicals used in farming operation on the HHH will be a major health
concern for everyone in the Tri-Cities especially to children and the elderly.

 

Fires in our desert climate is another concern.  A fire on a 671-foot tall turbine in a
desert where there are abundant amounts of tumble weeds and dried grasses will
burn rapidly and spread quickly to surrounding homes. A fire burning high on a
turbine is out of reach of local firefighting resources. Low and slow aerial firefighting
aircraft cannot be used due to the risks posed by the wind turbines. Hundreds of
acres can be consumed by a single turbine fire and just one fire incident can cost up
to $4.5 M to contain according to Wind Power Engineering. We are not dealing with
harmless, innocent windmills but rather with high voltage machines called
aerogenerators high in the sky, operating with hundreds of gallons of oil and
lubricants, and subject to lightning strikes and friction ignition from moving parts. 
Research suggests that one of the main ignition sources for fires in turbines is
lightning strikes.  We have a lot of dry lightning strikes in our desert in the summer
time.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGuzcqfcqVo

 

Nuclear Energy is cleaner, cheaper, abundant and safe. It produces massive
amounts of energy cleanly and efficiently.  Concerning safety, yearly there were 1.4M
deaths from car accidents, 2.3M deaths that’s work related, 4.2M deaths from air
pollution and less than 200 deaths from nuclear power not yearly but in the entire
history of nuclear. It would take dozens of wind and solar projects covering thousands
of acres of land that would match a single nuclear power plant can produce. If you
really want to save the planet, go nuclear. Wind power requires 30-45 times as much
land and about 10 times as much concrete and steel to produce the equivalent power
of nuclear. Building one wind turbine requires 900 tons of steel, 2,500 tons of
concrete and 45 tons of plastic! Solar power requires even more cement, steel and
glass—not to mention other metals. “Renewable energy” is a contradiction. Wind and
solar machines and batteries are built from nonrenewable materials. And they wear
out. Old equipment must be decommissioned, generating millions of tons of waste.  If
hydro and nuclear power in the PNW stay in place, we would meet a theoretical 100%
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clean electricity goal in our region.  Using wind and solar power would require a land
area of 20-100 times the area of Seattle and Portland combined. Wind development
will only increase our electric rates. Our hydro and nuclear energy have given our
area low electric rates for years!  Hydro-power is by far the largest renewable
worldwide, producing over twice as much energy as wind, and over four times as
much as solar. Why would anyone take out the dams and replace them with wind
turbines? It doesn’t make any sense at all. It seems like we are going backward to a
more primitive unreliable source of energy that produces on the average less than
20% of their capacity rather than keeping the reliable sources of hydro & nuclear we
already have. 

 

The Tri-Cities has two sources of renewable and clean energy power generation; the
Snake River dams and the Columbia Generating plant. Each of these run circles
around wind energy and generate consistent energy at more than 95% capacity even
if the wind does not blow. The Northwest is America's leader in hydro-power, the
cheap electricity is a draw for new businesses, for ongoing research at PNNL (Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory), for business and industry, and for the consumers.
Hydro-power is the greenest, most reliable energy source we have. Hydro-power fits
nicely within the energy grid work in that it can respond to energy load changes, and
still be continuously operating, Wind doesn't even come close! Scout’s claim that this
wind project will offset 3.5 million tons of CO2 is not true. There is little fossil fuel in
Washington State, and this wind power will only displace hydro, which again is a
reliable and consistent renewable, and will not have an effect on carbon emissions,
no matter where this energy ends up. If these turbines are installed the net effect
would be higher energy costs for the taxpayers to cover the initial costs, maintenance
costs and the cost of disposal when the turbines life is done. The wind turbines have
a useful life of approximately 15 years if that and then what do you do with the
massive amounts of plastic and metal? It’s doubtful that they can be recycled. Instead
of wind maybe the state should consider more nuclear such as the proposed small
nuclear plant to be constructed in north Richland. 

 

On a per capita basis, WA state doesn’t have a dirty electricity problem worth
sacrificing vast amount of our natural landscapes and risking blackouts that
jeopardize the health, safety and well-being of our citizens. Thanks to hydro and
nuclear energy, WA electricity is very clean. How does more wind development and
accepting further environmental and ecological impacts in the northwest help the
eastern states move away from coal? Natural gas is cleaner burning than coal, is
reliable can be built on a relatively small footprint and emits CO2 at a rate 60% below
some coal plants.  Transitioning from coal to natural gas can keep the US from
heading on a downward trajectory of annual emissions. Wind cannot be counted on to
provide the electricity needed on the coldest and hottest days of the year. 7,100 MW
of wind In the PNW contributes only about 500 MW to capacity needs. Sacrificing our
scenic hillsides canyons and desert vistas in Benton County will have little if any
environmental benefit. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQyoFe-K_BU
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This proposed project is located too close to people's homes!  Nothing this large has
been built this close to heavily populated areas.  Many residents who will be exposed
the negative effects of the turbines have not given their consent. The landowners are
profiting off of something on their property that infringes on their neighbors’ rights. I
am all for the property rights of owners to use their property as they choose, but there
are always conditions to that. I cannot have cows or pigs in my backyard; I don’t have
the right to do whatever I want on my property.  With property ownership comes
responsibility. We have to abide by codes, conditions and rules so we do not harm
the community or the neighbors around us. We are a community of neighbors who
hopefully care about each other. And that is more important to most people than
getting some monetary gain off of an industrial wind turbine project, knowing that they
are going to have to live with the neighbor who is exposed to it against their will,
against their consent, and may be exposed to harm. It is more important to “love your
neighbor as yourself.” We want to live together in harmony, not animosity. There are
things in this life that are a lot more important than money.

 

 These are not innocent windmills. I was reared on a farm and we raised animals and
grew crops; NOT turbines!  We had a small windmill to pump water into a holding tank
in our pump house. It was barely as tall as our two-story house or a tall tree. What is
planned for the Horse Heaven Hills are 244 industrial turbines in rows of six, some
the height of the Seattle Space Needle, 500-671 feet, stretching 29 miles from Benton
City to Finley. Farmers have long used the wind. Beginning in the 1800’s, farmers in
the United States installed several million windmills across the Midwest and Plains to
pump water and (later) generate power for lights and radios. Those windmills fit nicely
into the existing landscape and generally did not create problems for others. Today,
however, the wind energy industry is using the wind in a different manner by virtue of
large scale aerogenerators that have a tremendous negative impact on the health of
individuals and the visual landscape and the rural culture.

 

The use of the word “Farm” in the title of the DEIS, is a misrepresentation from the
very start of the SEPA Process which is repeated a myriad of times throughout the
cover letter, executive summary, the DEIS and appendices, the historic records
associated with the ASC, and all associated project documentation. The use of the
word “wind farm” is misleading since it isn’t raising animals or growing any crop for
harvest. The project is not an agricultural activity under the regulations. The “wind
farm” terminology is a distortion used in public relations to bias the view of the public
towards something perceived to be green, eco-friendly, and not industrial, and
damaging. The use of the words "farm" and "windmill" gives the impression of
innocence, insignificance and American as apple pie! That’s as deceitful as it gets.

 

Gene & Judy Guse



104902 E Tripple Vista Dr

Kennewick, WA
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As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the 
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community, and reduce 
the cherished ridges of our Horse Heaven Hills to a HORRIFIC INDUSTRIAL 
WASTELAND.

This HUGE project is sited TOO CLOSE to the Tri-Cities.  It will cause visual misery, 
loss of property value, loss of tourism, danger to wildlife, fire-fighting impediments, 
impacted air quality, and much MORE!

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to fully understand 
and fully address the PROFOUNDLY NEGATIVE IMPACTS this project would have 
on the Tri-Cities community.  

PLEASE--do the right thing--for the Tri-Cities and for Southeast Washington.  Seek a 
different site for a wind project of this magnitude.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by:

Denise Hagood
Richland, Washington
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To:  EFSEC

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by
the proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to
hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the
entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will
destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local
wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to
birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their
habitat caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of
these turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity
in an area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our unique
ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.
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Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit
aerial firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting
aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area
during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on
swift response times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for
firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges
heavily on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is
unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity
reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations
such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects
on local wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory
highlights concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives
provided by the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including
wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the
needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of
allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose
exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas
and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy
generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not
come at the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by:  Greg Hanson



709 S Penn Pl
Kennewick, WA 99336
ga_hanson@yahoo.com
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Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23
 
August 23, 2023
 
Dear Sir or Madam:
 
As a concerned life-long resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply
troubled by the proposed wind turbine and solar project that threatens to
devastate the landscape and our community. I am adamantly opposed to this
project for the following reasons, which will be stated here.
 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close
to hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not
the entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines
will destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we
hold dear. This project is also a huge fire hazard in an area already
dealing for its limited yearly precipitation and yearly wildfires.

In addition, the power from the Scout Energy combined Wind and Solar
project is not even intended to benefit the state of Washington, nor the
Pacific Northwest. The limited amount of power that could be created
from this sprawling monstrosity also will not interface well with our
already extant grid of nuclear and hydro-power. Additionally, Energy
Northwest has recently signed an agreement with X-Energy Reactor
Company, to build 12 modular nuclear reactors which will sit on the
already extant footprint near Energy Northwest, and which will tie in
harmoniously with our extant power grid and produce 200-300
megawatts of power per unit or 2400-3600 megawatts, which will be used
here in the pacific northwest. Contrast this to Scout Energy’s proposed
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1150 mg, with a grossly sprawling, widespread, unwanted footprint, a
shorter working life with no extensions, and no recycling or mitigation
plan), and which will not harmoniously interface with our existing grid
but which poses interruptions of the grid and rate hikes for it rate payers.

This ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
and local and migrating bird  and bat species. Studies have shown that
wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to collisions with
spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by construction
activities. Local Ferruginous Hawk populations, for example, are listed as
State Threatened, under the endangered species act. Habitat loss and
fragmentation of their shrub-steppe and grasslands is a huge factor in
their already threatened status. The Horse Heaven Hills ridgeline system
post a significant migration corridor and habitat for Ferruginous Hawks
and many other species of wildlife.  The ridgeline system’s value for
native plant and animal communicates cannot be overstated. The
construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats,
leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such
irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely
limit aerial firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede
firefighting aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently
plague our area during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and
lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies.  Having
unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives
and properties. As this year’s fire season in our area shows, with
significant fires on both the Horse Heaven and Rattlesnake ridgeline
systems, unimpeded access by fire fighting planes played a significant
role in getting these fires contained quickly and with the minimal possible
damage to homes and property. As fire is the second-leading cause of
accidents related to wind-turbines, the mega-sized industrial wind-farm
complex proposed by Scout Energy, would be an irresponsible and
unnecessary burden on our fire-fighting facilities with absolutely no local
return for our economy, outside of a few, short-term jobs for locals. The
few jobs provided during the construction phase of the project in no way



compensate for the negative effects of this unwanted industrial wind-farm
monstrosity being proposed. 

To add insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges
heavily on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer.
It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external
entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant
facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental
organizations such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can
have adverse effects on local wildlife populations due to habitat
fragmentation as well as actual, physical wildlife kills due to collision.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory
highlights concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives
provided by the Federal government for renewable energy projects,
including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance
the needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead
of allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I
propose exploring alternative locations that are farther away from
residential areas and wildlife habitats, or just denying the project
altogether. Our extant energy grid will soon be augmented by modular
reactors which also provide carbon-free clean energy, with a smaller
footprint, which will tie-in nicely to our already extant hydro-and nuclear
grid.  This grid, which is a balance between clean energy generation and
preserving our cherished environment, has already been proven its
reliability and environmental stewardship. Unlike the proposed wind-
power project which will jeopardize the efficiency of our energy grid and
raise rates, fragment already threatened wild lands and wildlife, create
huge eyesores and fire hazards, and be obsolete almost as soon as they are
built, with no mitigation plans for once they have become so.



Cultural, recreational, and economic and tourism viability is also being
ignored by this proposed project. The Yakama Nation oppose the Scout
Wind and Solar project as it would harm traditional Yakama cultural
lands. Recreation on the Horse Heaven Hills ridgeline system  is huge
and varied and takes place all year long, with everyone from hikers,
mountain bikers, native plant enthusiasts and bird watchers, wildlife
watchers and photographers, equestrians, paragliders, hunters, off-road
vehicle drivers, cross-country skiers and others using these ridgelines
throughout the year. Locals of all kinds enjoy recreating in these areas.
Additionally, people from the west side of the state and from out of state
enjoy the accessibility and varied recreation opportunities present there.
Native plant communities, which are already adversely affected by
mechanical disturbance in many areas, would be fragmented and
destroyed beyond viability by the proposed wind project. Wine industries,
economic industries, and quality of life would also be irreparably
affected, as has been communicated time and again, by people and groups
participating in these comment sessions, in editorials in our and regional
local newspapers, etc.

The final EIS date is unknown, yet the adjudication process is speeding
past. How is that even legal? How can anyone adequately analyze the
project when the project specifications seem to be a moving target and no
one knows really are? Requests have been denied to hold hearings in the
Tri-Cities. EFSEC is failing to balance the need to meet mandated clean
energy goals by foisting this ill-conceived and ill-sited project where it is
least needed or wanted, while ignoring the needs of the people impacted
by it and the impacts to wildlife and the environment. This project is an
attempt to exploit tax credits but doesn’t help the environment in the
slightest and will be needlessly damaging to the local environment in
myriad ways.

This project has been from its outset, steamrolled past the communities
who will be directly impacted by it and who will, ultimately be footing
the bill for it. I and others have participated repeatedly in these comment
sessions, which live versions are always limited to extreme brevity for
those brave souls who show up to participate live and online. Written



comments have been submitted also been repeatedly submitted for these
processes. But the fact is, Scout Energy and EFSEC continue to steamroll
this process, without an adequate and final EIS, and apparently without
any real consideration to the many participants who do not want this
monstrous development to become a reality in their backyards and local
recreational areas. So far, to all intents and purposes, this process has
been a farce, designed to meet the minimum appearance of token
consideration of “all parties involved” while actually listening to none of
the valid, dissenting opinions of the people that this project will most
affect and the lands that this monstrosity will most violate. This is a gross
violation of the democratic process, making a mockery of the public input
process, while pretending to actually listen to the public’s concerns.

Lastly I wish to point out, which may or may not have been covered by
others, and which should at least be given due consideration in the final
Environmental Impact Statement, before any further development of this
project can occur, what are the carbon-fixing benefits of leaving those
ecosystems intact vs building the proposed wind-and-solar farms. Carbon
sequestration by intact ecosystems results in carbon mitigation to the
average tune of 30% per year. The carbon COST or impact of just one
wind tower 1701 tons of CO-2 equivalent, which is not negligible. I
suspect that is the final EIS was being done honestly and in a timely
manner, it would show that not only does the SCOUT wind-and-solar
project come out in the Red in terms of initial Carbon impact for
manufacturing and erecting these behemoths, but that in the working life
of these machines, the offset (zero, because it doesn’t benefit us locally),
carbon sequestration benefits (zero) and other supposed “green” benefits
zero out or actually end up in the red. While just leaving those
ecosystems intact, allowing them to function as nature intended, allows
the land to go on contributing in a much more beneficial, carbon-
sequestering way. In short, NOT building the SCOUT wind and solar
industrial complex, is in fact, actually much better for the planet in terms
of true carbon sequestration and keeping carbon out of the atmosphere.
And that is what this whole debacle is supposed to be about, really, isn’t
it?

 



I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe
that renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it
should not come at the expense of our community's well-being, nor at the
expense of viable ecosystems, wildlife, native habitat and natural beauty.
 

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23
 

Submitted by  Christy Hembree, Tri-city native and life long resident
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Margaret Hue, Spokesperson, 
Decide Locally 
29204 S 816 PR SE 
Kennewick, WA 99338 
509-528-0925 
Email: m.hue39@gmail.com 


February 23, 2023 


Amy Moon 
EFSEC 
P.O. Box 43172,  
Olympia, WA 98504-3172. 


RE: Submitting 2677 Signatures Against the HHH Wind Farm Project  


A PETITION TO GOVERNOR INSLEE AND THE STATE 
ENERGY FACILITY SITE EVALUATION COUNCIL 


WE, CITIZENS OF WASHINGTON, HEREBY GIVE OUR SIGNATURE TO 
PETITION AGAINST THE HORSE HEAVEN HILLS WIND FARM PROJECT 
STRETCHING 24 MILES OF THE TRI-CITIES RIDGE LINE FROM SOUTH OF 
TRI-CITIES IN FINLEY, ABOVE SOUTH KENNEWICK, ABOVE BADGER 
CANYON EXTENDING TO KIONA/BENTON CITY. 


THE WIND PROJECT DEVELOPER PLANS TO BUILD AND ERECT 244 WIND 
MACHINES TALLER THAN THE SPACE NEEDLE ALONG THE ENTIRE SKYLINE 
OF TRI-CITIES AND BADGER CANYON. THERE HAS BEEN NO PUBLIC HEARING 
LOCALLY SO OUR VOICE HAS NOT BEEN HEARD. THIS POWER IS NOT NEEDED 
LOCALLY AND WOULD LIKELY BE SOLD OUT OF STATE. THIS PROJECT SITE 
CONSTRAINS THE BENTON COUNTY GROWTH PLAN. THE WASHINGTON STATE 
FISH AND WILDLIFE EXPRESSED CONCERNS ABOUT INCREASED MORTALITY 
OF ENDANGERED AVIAN SPECIES, SUCH AS, FERRUGINOUS HAWKS AND 
MIGRATORY BIRDS SUCH AS SANDHILL CRANES. THE FRAGILE SHRUB 
STEPPE ECOSYSTEM WILL BE FURTHER DEGRADED AS WILL NATIVE PLANTS, 
SOME OF WHICH ARE PROTECTED. THE TRI-CITIES SKYLINE WILL BE FOREVER 
CHANGED. THE CONSTANT LOW FREQUENCY NOISE, BLADE FLICKER 
REFLECTIONS, AND 244 FLASHING RED LIGHTS ON THE MACHINES AT NIGHT 
POSE HEALTH RISK TO HUMANS INCLUDING HEADACHES, LOSS OF SLEEP, AND 
VERTIGO FROM THE CONSTANT NOISE THAT CAN CARRY OVER LONG 
DISTANCES. THERE IS EVIDENCE THAT TURBULENCE FROM LARGE WIND 
PROJECTS ACCELERATE MOISTURE LOSS FROM THE SOIL AND WILL INCREASE 
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LOCAL TEMPERATURES. WE HAVE GRAVE CONCERNS ABOUT IMPACTS TO 
OUR LOCAL WINE INDUSTRY, FRUIT ORCHARDS, AND DIVERSIFIED 
AGRICULTURE. PROPERTY VALUES WILL BE DECREASED. 


I AM AGAINST CONSTRUCTION OF THE WIND FARM ON 
HORSE HEAVEN HILLS RIDGE OF TRI-CITIES AND BADGER 


CANYON.  


Attached are 2668 petition signatures Against the Horse Heaven 
Wind Farm 
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Margaret Hue, PhD 
29204 S 816 PR SE 
Kennewick, WA 99338 


August 23, 2023 


Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council 
Sonia Bumpus, EFSEC Manager 
621 Woodland Square Loop  P.O.Box 43172 
Olympia, WA 98504-3172 


Dear EFSEC members,  


Thank you for allowing my written testimony to speak against construction of the Scout Clean Energy- 
HHH (Horse Heaven Hills) Wind Project. 


In my testimony I want to address these topics: 


1. This wind energy is to replace fossil fuels that we don’t use so why the consideration as it is 
no benefit for Washington State or Benton County.  


According to James Conca, “This wind farm will have no effect on climate change or carbon emissions, 
will not replace fossil fuel at all, will mar the beautiful vistas of this area, provide a trivial number of 
temporary construction jobs, and preferentially kill raptors and migratory birds in the great Northwest 
Flyway Zone”.  Conca, James. “Wind Turbines On Washington's Horse Heaven Hills – How Not To 
Pursue A Green New Deal.” Forbes, Forbes Magazine, 8 Mar. 2021, www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/
2021/03/08/wind-turbines-on-washingtons-horse-heaven-hills--how-not-to-pursue-a-green-new-deal/?
sh=357bd41a508d.   


Thirty five years ago a few of us farmers discussed the idea of some individual wind machines to help 
with energy cost and irrigation power alternatives, but we were told that an Environmental Impact 
Study would be denied due to the Harrier Hawks native to nesting in the canyons on HHH that were on 
the extinction list and the migratory birds.  The past years we have Harrier Hawks that return to nest as 
well as  Sand Hill Cranes that stay near the irrigation canals. Has there been an Environmental Impact 
Review completed?  It seems this would be important information to share.  I request a copy please. 


The Kennewick Irrigation District plans to build a huge reservoir in the center of Badger Canyon it will 
likely become a refuge for some of the many migratory birds was well as some that will stay.  We have 
numerous Sand Hill Cranes and Pelicans that stay along the KID canal in Badger Canyon for the spring 
and summer.  Have these residents and the KID reservoir been given consideration?   


2. The Washington State Department of Agriculture (WSDA) contracted Battelle NW to do a 
“Comprehensive Meteorological Analysis of a Pesticide Drift Incident”.  This incident was a 
herbicide drift of Paraquat on one farm that allowed paraquat to drift over 400 square miles of Tri-
Cities August 10, 1988.  However, the meteorology report determined that the Horse Heaven Hills are 
unique only to Benton County as no where else in the USA has the topography, elevations flowing 
into the canyons, inversions moving air and draining into Badger Canyon, Kiona, Benton City, Tri-
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Cities and Finley which demonstrated the air flow dispersing chemicals over 400 square miles.  
Aside from the topography of Horse Heaven Hills flowing into Badger Canyon and Kiona, the area 
has the height and size of the 7 separate hills within 1/2 -1 mile on the opposite side of the Badger 
Canyon floor that changes movement and the sound and air movement bouncing off or lifting off in 
the air flow next to these hills. All of this adds to the unpredictability of air movement.   “Glantz, 
C.S., S.D. Whitman, E.D. Skyllingstad, M.N.Swartz. 1991. “Comprehensive Meteorological Analysis of 
a Pesticide Drift Incident: A Case Study.” 20th Conference on Agricultural and Forest Meteorology, 
September 10-13, 1991. 


3. The air movement off Horse Heaven Hills into the canyons, and the terrains where the wind 
machines are proposed will also carry the sound of “whir whir whir” from the wind 
machines for up to 3 miles.    Family in Iowa living near wind machines much farther apart  and 
fewer than this project proposes will validate the sound of the blades and turbines “whir whir whir” 
will carry 3 miles over FLAT Iowa CORN FIELDS.  At their public meetings the wind machine 
company said they wouldn’t be heard after a kilometer.   Using the map on page 7 of the Scout Clean 
Energy , it references in pink receptors non-compliant (is that the residents as it has pink blocks 
where residential areas are but it neglects to show a lot more who live in the areas). Using their scale 
almost 65% of the proposed 140 machines from their ML-2 site going toward Kiona are within 3 
miles of residential areas.  Their map doesn’t name roads, sections and all the canyons (like the 
largest watershed in Benton County that is the true Badger Canyon that flows into my farm and 
neighborhood).  There are 40 machines proposed within 3 miles of my farm and 32 neighbors that 
live next to where the air flow drains into the true Badger Canyon off HHH.  Furthermore the 
majority of machines are proposed to be located within the ridge peak approximately 2000 feet but 
flowing down to 500 ft. so all the sound will echo within Badger Canyon which is about 13 miles long 
and varies in width of 3/4 mile to 1 1/2 miles in width.  Approximately 140 machines will be above 
Badger Canyon where the most drainage is funneled into Badger Canyon which is a concern as per 
the Battelle Report previously mentioned.  There is no consideration for the volumes of 
machines placed and the mass contamination of noise and sounds echoing in the many 
canyons in this report and draining into Badger Canyon as evidenced by the Battelle 
Meteorology Report that air flow will drain into this area that is unique and not like any 
other location in the USA. 


4. Sound travels and bounces back off the other side of Badger Canyon hills or carries from 
the canyon like a vacuum sucks the air down.  Ask residents where the coyote howls come from 
that are a mile or more away that sound like in our back yard.  It is the echo of the canyon. Ask if we 
hear the farmer working his wheat field stubble or planting 2 miles away.  During the herbicide drift 
era with WSDA monitoring aerial permits, it would sound like flying on the ridge in no fly zones and 
the planes were 5 1/2 miles back but drained into the Badger Canyon flowing into our farm.  Another 
example of sound carrying is my son’s wedding and a small band was playing and someone over a 
mile away complained, so the sheriff came by and thought he had the wrong location as he couldn’t 
hear a band playing in front of our house, but I told him that the canyon that drains into our farm 
carries it away from the front of the house but we were surprised it carried that far and seemed 
louder than at our house.  As mentioned before one can judge the same as it has too many variables 
changing it in Badger Canyon / Kiona and HHH.  For people not familiar with Badger Canyon, it used 
to be the Yakima River before the Montana Floods rerouted it to where it is currently and changed it 
a lot. It is unique with its echoes and noises but in the summer the balmy breezes are cooling and 







the sounds of frogs in the ponds and canals, the coyotes howling and the big milky way and sky 
appear.  Somewhere in that view is not the desire to see 140 blinking red lights in our 
skyline looking down the canyon toward Rattlesnake Mountain. Neither is the WHIR WHIR 
WHIR sound of these machines echoing within Badger Canyon 24 hours a day for 7 days a 
week for 35 years or 12,783 days.   


5. The Battelle Meteorology Report contracted by the WSDA  following the 1988 Paraquat drift 
was important to residents of Tri-Cities because it explained why and how the herbicides 
had been drifting off Horse Heave Hills for the previous 40 years and why these hills are so 
unique and unpredictable.  Through positive analysis by WSDA of Paraquat August 1988 over the 
400 square miles of Tri-Cities.  Art Losey, WSDA Manager over the Pesticide Division stated in 
August, 1988, “this follows the same drift pattern off HHH we’ve seen for 40 years.”  that began with 
the first airplane application on HHH of 2-4-5T.  That first application caused damage to grapes and 
symptoms never seen before on  grapes was in 1948 with 2-4-5T with the first aerial sprayer on HHH.  


 Over time the grapes were slowly killed off in Benton County near the Tri-Cities area.  It was Dr. Walter 
Clore, who studied the grapes and damage from herbicides.  Washington State Department of 
Agriculture (WSDA) documented these symptoms on farms, doing aerial studies, wind studies yet never 
identified one source.  Part of this reason was applications were made over thousands and sometimes 
up to 10,000 acres a day in numerous areas of HHH so it was impossible to track to one source.  It was 
in the 1960’s when some grape  growers expanded to wine grapes at the recommendation of Dr. 
Clore….our Benton County was unique because of the HHH terrain, the Montana Floods, the volcanos 
and ash…it was perfect for the expansion of wine grapes especially on Red Mountain.  But Red 
Mountain struggled as well as Badger Mountain, Finley and Kennewick areas. But grapes, even wine 
grapes struggled because of 2-4-D drift. 


 In the early 1980’s experimentation on Dupont’s sulfonyl ureas and Monsanto products mixing 2-4-D 
and Roundup products started affecting all diversified agriculture.  During the early to mid 1980’s 
Alfalfa grew less than half the height and went to seed early.  These Dupont products attacked our 
diversified crops stopping the terminal growth (where the new growth grows) and stopping and 
stunting and eventually killing the root growth.  In 1987 we planted asparagus as the top producing 
crop at that time in Washington State on 1/3 of our farm as our alfalfa wouldn’t grow enough for even 
50% production.  In 1988 we had jumbo sized spears but less than a month later the field turned yellow 
and the Asparagus Association said our 1 year old field was now a “PLOW OUT” field.  In other words 
the 4 year loan for planting it was our burden and the field will never produce.  We didn’t understand.  
We called WSDA and learned that orchardist lost cherry trees, a complete peach orchard in and 
extensive damage in Kiona; then another lost all her grafts on 100 acres of cherries in Finley off 9 Mile 
Canyon Rd.  All of us diversified agriculture with devastating losses.  My asparagus never produced and 
the majority of our stand died after turning yellow in 1988.  We lost 75% of our stand the first year.  We 
had hearings in Tri-Cities for the public to speak held by WSDA requesting changes to HHH application 
and restrictions on some of these chemicals for aerial spray.  Every 3-6 months changes were made and 
more studies.  EPA tested and verified the sulfonylureas were causes of damage to orchards, 
particularly cherries and peaches.  WSU found plant bioassays sensitive to chemicals were often 
exposed at 9 Mile Canyon, Badger Canyon, Kiona and even WSU Experiment Station was not immune 
from drift.  WSU finally determined that combinations of repeated repeated and repeated exposure 
over and over weakened the immune system of the plants and they died or didn’t produce as life 







shortened.  The Dupont Sulfonyureas were the biggest threat but also the 2-4-d on grapes and the 
roundup mixes.  The products were applied by aircraft with minimal water (1 gallon per acre) that left 
minute particles floating in the air to disperse into Badger Canyon, Tri-Cities Finley and Kiona. These 
lands proposing the wind machines are the same farms that drifted pesticides on Badger Canyon/Kiona 
Benton City/Finley and Tri-City residents, children, farmers, orchardist and grape growers/vineyards 
and that caused drift and residues from DuPont products in our soils for 50 years 1948-1998 before crop 
productions started coming back and grapes came back.  Many of us lost our farms due to them killing 
our crops and not paying us for them.  So now these same farmers want to contaminate our air space 
with monstrosities 650ft in the air and 240 of them blinking red eyes at us for them to make money 
after contaminating 400 square miles of Tri-Cities.  We put up with their drift and it was proven but 
took 45 years for regulation changes.  These machines are another 35 years of noise pollution and 
environmental pollution in our skyline disturbing the most beautiful site in TriCities….the view and 
hills.   


6. The farmers on HHH impacted downwinders for 50 years with their chemicals and residues 
from chemicals that lasted til the late 1990’s.  Tri-Citians Against Chemical Trespass represented 
farmer and residents of Tri-Cities. They didn’t want to take their farming away, they simply asked 
them to “Keep Your  Chemicals At Home!” on their own property; even after they saw and heard 
how many farm families and friends lost their farms and homes over those 50 years.   Well, today we 
will say “Keep your Wind Machine Sound of the Whir Whir Whir at Home” but the farmers 
and Scout Clean Energy will say that they can’t control the sound.  This is the same thing that 
chemical trespass did…the wheat farmers didn’t care about drifting on neighbors they didn’t know 
from 1948-1998, just like they don’t care about polluting their sound, air space and view for the next 
35 years or the expense of tearing them down when they quit or are not used.  So our advice: ‘KEEP 
YOUR WIND MACHINE SOUND OF THR WHIR WHIR WHIR AT HOME!’  If you 
CAN’T….DON’T BUILD THEM!   


7. HHH has a long history of fugitive dust particulates Knowing HHH and the potential for dust 
storms with our unpredictable winds who is going to eat the dust?  These machines “micrositing  is 
over 12000 acres” inside and not the peak ridge flowing toward Badger Canyon, Kiona/Benton, Tri-
Cities and Finley. Water for the construction phase and maintenance has not been identified 
for the more than 100 miles of controlling dust with road ways and construction  of the 
turbine sites and future maintenance?  Is this daily 24/7 responsibility of the farmer or the power 
company or Scout Clean Energy who sells off the contract after built?  Who do we call for dust 
control? How long will it take them for water trucks to be there? How fast is fugitive dust going to be 
resolved?  The fugitive dust may be on Tri-Cities and wind stopped before any complaints are 
responded to due to few inspectors to investigate and only during the day and not always when the 
dust is an issue.  The turbines will dry out the soil faster and more fugitive dust.   Therefore, too 
often there is no fine, no write up or warning as one county inspector can’t manage the local 
complaints.  So what will the protocol be?  What is required on roads? Maintenance for 35 years? 


8. What is the origin of the proposed wind turbines and solar products to be used?  There 
should be no products used that are not made in America.  If they are not and we want to 
create jobs in the USA then companies need to start up and make them in the USA, not buy from 
China and contract their products out.  This project probably has some of our USA grant monies 







(our taxes) used for this funding.  We need to ask, “Why would we want our tax monies leaving our 
country and going off shore.  Americans need to take a stand and put USA first! 


9. What is the Future growth of Kennewick, Finley and Badger Canyon as growth in Benton 
County moves to HHH? Using Scout Energy and their scale it appears that the the majority of the 
wind machines are 1/4mile to 6 miles from over  100,000 residential homes and acreages.  There are 
turbines sited within 1 1/4 -1/12 miles to my farm and our neighborhood where the true  
Badger Canyon that flows from the Simmelink Farm into the largest watershed canyon in Benton 
County into my farm.  My husband and I  have lived in Badger Canyon Valley for 45 years and know 
how the sounds and echoes carry noise from canyons into the valley but also the sound echoes 
across to the opposite canyon wall and bounces back to the valley floor.  The reality is the whir 
whir whir sound and clinking of the metal will be echoed into our homes.  My cattle and 
animals that are living in the outdoors along with family and neighbors will be impacted 
negatively with the close proximity of the turbines to residential.  Just like in the 1990’s our 
property values dropped from herbicides drifting of HHH into our farm from the numerous 
canyons flowing into Badger Canyon, I fear our property values will be reduced.  How will 
residents by compensated for reduced property values, reduced Real Estate, and health problems 
from the noise pollution 


10. Vote No to Scout Clean Energy-HHH Wind Project.  As a resident, farmer, and taxpayer for 45 
years in Badger Canyon residents in Kiona, Badger Canyon, Tri-Cities, and Finley are all impacted 
with HHH terrain, canyons, air flows, our history, our uniqueness  of good and bad to HHH, but this 
is our home.  The past 70+ years of Benton County, Badger Canyon, Finley, Kiona/Benton 
City, Red Mountain, Badger Mountain and its relationship with HHH history has taught us 
things about air movement, topography, meteorology and lessons that can’t be ignored and 
should not be. The Batelle Study can teach us a lot and shouldn’t be forgotten either.  Due to 
chemical drift or chemical trespass off  HHH and into Badger Canyon and Tri-Cities, these hills have 
probably been researched more than any other in the country, don’t forget it and what it has taught 
us when it comes to a decision that may sound environmentally sound…putting chemicals on with 
airplanes was faster and cheaper for the farmer, but it hurt others and the burden of proof was on 
the victim.  The burden of proof should not be on the victim receiving the noise and ugly site of 240 
wind machines.  The burden is really wind machines that are not needed and should not be 
recommended in our county…it isn’t good for residents living with these machines towering over 
our lands and heads living below them, residents view, Benton County or Washington State.  The 
only ones benefitting are the dozen or so farms that want the money.  Wow! A dozen vs. over 
3000,000 residents.   


11. The latest census showed 319,000 people in Tri-Cities area.  Tri-Cities residents do not want 
wind turbines.  The wind turbines should not be allowed so close to 319,000 residents. 


12. I am against the Scout Energy wind and solar farm proposed in Benton County.  The 
residents downwind of HHH need to have their health and property values protected.  
There is one meteorology study by Battelle Meteorology done on air movement off Benton 
County HHH and flowing unpredictably into Badger Canyon and yet it has not been 
recognized or mentioned in any review from EFSEC.  Why not?   







Thank you for allowing this testimony to reject the Scout Clean Energy HHH Wind Machine Project. I 
hope considerations will be given to the history of our unique, complicated terrain and the beautiful 
setting of HHH and topography to Badger Canyon and the Tri-Cities Area.  It is important to maintain its 
beauty and respect nature and to listen to the hills, canyons, valleys and their voices.  I would like 
answers and these concerns addressed and copies mailed to me.  The fact Badger Canyon is unique to 
the topography it especially cannot be compared to other regions and areas as noted in the Battelle 
Report.  It is its own rare beauty and must be protected. 


Sincerely yours, 


Margaret Hue 


Margaret Hue, PhD 


m.hue39@gmail.com 


509-528-0925 
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From: Becky A. Hughes
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: HHH wind turbines
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 10:58:57 AM

External Email

Not sure the original of this actually sent
 
Thank you for the opportunity to voice our objection to this poorly planned blite on our
neighborhoods, 

I will not be able to speak at your meeting but please enter my objections to this project. I do not
want these wind Turbines built in my neighborhood.   Many individuals neighborhoods, animal,
wildlife, bird sanctuaries, back up to the hills which are the raptors hunting grounds. The high
powered electric lines they will be installing to service the wind turbines can impact health too not
mention the actual construction will have on the environment badger is the only 2 lane rural
road for the residents to move thru the area and if they tear up the sand it will be blowing
everywhere making outdoor life unbearable causing lung and health issues. . This Project is
backed by Australian investors (motivated by our tax payers subsidy) that hired a Colorado based
Company (Scout Energy) to erect 244 wind machines 671 feet tall for 24 miles on private wheat
farms, protected Lewis and Clark Heritage Trail along a ridge/canyon area. These are placed in
the Pacific Flyway migration path, degrading the shrub steppe ecosystem (federally protected
birds and plants.) There is no energy/economic impact of this project other than the out of state
user or large corporation that will benefit from purchasing a "green energy source" with
transferable tax credits to another facility not meeting energy guidelines (no penalty.) Other
states denied this project. Our local authorities and public were bypassed input and it was directly
placed in Olympia! Negatively impacting our wine and agriculture, higher energy bills for
consumers. Currently Europeans are rethinking this minimum producing wind turbine energy and
beginning to dismantle them. European data points to health hazards including the environmental
impact (Netherlands and Germany dismantling has begun). 

We have One of the Hawk pairs that lives in the tree at the intersection of Badger Rd and Badger
Canyon Rd. I have previously sent you pictures of.  There are many more nests in our canyon this
is only one. We also have other protected species living in our land. There has been no real
impact statements produced locally only the investors who bypassed us. Dust blowing in
residential environment both from the wind turbines and the construction. Demand for Water,
depleting the aquifers, all residents are on well water with no other source This is Protected Birds
breeding/hunting grounds and migrating fly way Wildlife & protected antelope range in the living
environment Construction of both KID water shed storage and the power lines will make living
and traveling thru the area unbearable. Restricted small 2 lane road, Noise and heavy equipment
tearing up roads and blocking emergency vehicles.  They do not care that any fires in this area
immediately travel acres and endanger residents and wildlife, they have no real water or plan to
keep batteries from burning our homes.  Just a spark from a rock icing each ther causes hundreds
of acres to burn quickly and we will have no way out of the canyon!  What are you doing this is a
horrible plan putting us all in danger.  

There has been no Placement plans of turbines and no noise, dust temperature studies. Our
Health and air quality will deteriorate to unbearable levels Harvard study showed an Increased
heat 8* our temp last summer were often in the 100* already! This is Poor, unreliable and costly
power production that has been proven to cause Heath problems for people forced to live in
immediate area. I do not want the wind turbines in anyone’s living environment. Look what is
happening to the wales on the east coast.! 

mailto:becky@wmhughes.com
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  If you must destroy the environment at least put it in uninhabited areas or in your own back
yard this is a horrible idea!  
 
Becky Hughes Concerned citizen of Badger canyon Kennewick, WA 99338
 

--
Sent from Canary

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcanarymail.io%2F&data=05%7C01%7Ccomments%40efsec.wa.gov%7Cc918f3faf1e94d534ac308dba4029523%7C11d0e217264e400a8ba057dcc127d72d%7C0%7C0%7C638284103370805055%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hzuvA4clJomqSUtizf5DdKelVrFb5Kk5BCEfrYNDRe0%3D&reserved=0


From: Becky A. Hughes
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Hhh turbine objection
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 8:37:25 PM

External Email

I will not be able to speak at your meeting 1, but please enter my objections to this project. I do
not want these wind Turbines built in my neighborhood. Many individuals neighborhoods, animal,
wildlife, bird sanctuaries, back up to the hills which are the raptors hunting grounds. The high
powered electric lines they will be installing to service the wind turbines can impact health too not
mention the actual construction will have on the environment badger is the only 2 lane rural
road for the residents to move thru the area and if they tear up the sand it will be blowing
everywhere making outdoor life unbearable causing lung and health issues. . This Project is
backed by Australian investors (motivated by our tax payers subsidy) that hired a Colorado based
Company (Scout Energy) to erect 244 wind machines 671 feet tall for 24 miles on private wheat
farms, protected Lewis and Clark Heritage Trail along a ridge/canyon area. These are placed in
the Pacific Flyway migration path, degrading the shrub steppe ecosystem (federally protected
birds and plants.) There is no energy/economic impact of this project other than the out of state
user or large corporation that will benefit from purchasing a "green energy source" with
transferable tax credits to another facility not meeting energy guidelines (no penalty.) Other
states denied this project. Our local authorities and public were bypassed input and it was directly
placed in Olympia! Negatively impacting our wine and agriculture, higher energy bills for
consumers. Currently Europeans are rethinking this minimum producing wind turbine energy and
beginning to dismantle them. European data points to health hazards including the environmental
impact (Netherlands and Germany dismantling has begun). One of the Hawk pairs that lives in the
tree at the intersection of Badger Rd and Badger Canyon Rd. There are many nests in our canyon
this is only one. We also have other protected species living in our land. There has been no real
impact statements produced locally only the investors who bypassed us. Dust blowing in
residential environment both from the wind turbines and the construction. Demand for Water,
depleting the aquifers, all residents are on well water with no other source This is Protected Birds
breeding/hunting grounds and migrating fly way Wildlife & protected antelope range in the living
environment Construction of both kid storage and the power lines will make living and traveling
thru the area unbearable. Restricted small 2 lane road Noise and heavy equipment tearing up
roads and blocking emergency vehicles.  They do not care that any fires in this area immediately
travel acres and endanger residents and wildlife, they have no real water or plan to keep batteries
from burning our homes.  Just a spark from a rock icing each ther causes hundreds of acres to
burn quickly and we will have no way out of the canyon!  What are you doing this is a horrible
plan putting us all in danger.  There has been no Placement plans of turbines and no noise, dust
temperature studies. Our Health and air quality will deteriorate to unbearable levels Harvard study
showed an Increased heat 8* our temp last summer were often in the 100* already! This is Poor,
unreliable and costly power production that has been proven to cause Heath problems for people
forced to live in immediate area. I do not want the wind turbines in anyone’s living environment.
Look what is happening to the wales on the east coast.!   If you must destroy the environment at
least put it in uninhabited areas or your own back yard this is a horrible idea!  

Becky Hughes Concerned citizen of Badger canyon Kennewick, WA 99338

--
Sent from Canary
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From: Ira Johnson
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Wind Turbines.
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2023 3:01:56 PM

External Email

I was one of the first to stand before you when we were able to make comments to you face to
face in Kennewick.  I was against the installation of wind turbines then and still do not want
them.  When you consider all the pros and cons it's plain to see the proposal needs to be
rejected.

Please I pray that you will do what's right for the people of Washington state. Not what the
federal and state governments want.

Sincerely
Ira Johnson

mailto:johnsonira967@gmail.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


From: Bob Johnson
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Letter For The Public Comment Hearing On 8/23/23
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 3:04:16 PM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed
wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of
residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The
sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever
change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to
collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by construction activities.
The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a
decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our
unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This
jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives
and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense. This project is fiscal irresponsibility at its finest!!

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as

mailto:bob@thejohnsongroup.us
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the
Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.
4. These turbines will not produce electricity when it is most needed – summer and winter –
because the wind seldom blows during those times!

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to give priority to the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities over those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive
wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that
are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats, or cancel the windmills and
invest in a small, modular nuclear reactor which uses new, safe technology and eliminates
ALL the negatives of a wind farm. By doing so, clean energy generation and preserving our
cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable
energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of
our community's well-being and natural beauty, AND it should be from a source that has
isn’t so worthless as wind turbines!!.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by: Robert A Johnson



From: art kelly
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills Wind Turbines
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 6:04:22 PM

External Email

23 Aug 2023

Dear EFSEC:

Please know that I am opposed to this proposal to construct up to 244 Wind Turbines in the
Horse Heaven Hills here in the Tri-Cities. We have had hard evidence that Hydro-power and
Nuclear power has long been efficient and reliable here in this region to meet electro-power
needs in our region as well as contribute excess power to the Bonneville Power Administration
to meet other region needs as well as selling power out of state to California. The Wind
Turbines will not produce substantial power based on national statistics/surveys via
governmental/environmental agencies/organizations compared to what we already have.

The construction of these massive and intrusive wind turbines will not only be an issue with
birds/wildlife, but will have an effect upon those orchardists/ranchers/farmers/homeowners
who live close to such turbines due to the wind conditions/temperatures as well as noise/lights
that these turbines create. Such turbines will certainly obstruct the natural beauty of the Horse
Heaven Hills too which is so much appreciated here by local citizens as it would be in parts of
Western Washington or even other parts of the state.

I would highly recommend that EFSEC look into Tulip(flower) windmills that can be used on
private properties, businesses, governmental buildings and operate at a higher efficiency rate.
They produce electricity even at lower wind speeds; plus, these windmills lower the cost of
electricity bills. Such windmills have been widely used in the Netherlands, Germany and other
parts of Europe and elsewhere and are indeed much smaller and far less intrusive and do not
require massive amounts of land.

These massive wind turbines are extremely questionable when it comes to the recyclability of
the blades, lithium-ion batteries and other components; plus, the life span of such turbines are
relatively short compared to our existing sources of power. Contingencies are certainly
questionable and need to be raised in terms of the cost of ongoing operating expenses, the
possibility of turbine failures should proposed power standards do not meet a higher
benchmark level, the potential of downside economics which could cause the Scout Energy to
foreclose, the termination of federal/state subsidies, the cost of turbine replacements due to
mechanical/weather/electrical issues, the question of wildfires in the Horse Heaven Hills, etc.
The construction of such a project does not outweigh the benefits of what reliable power
sources we have already.

The overriding issue here is that EFSEC, the legislature,and the Governor have refused to put
this issue up to a vote of the residents who live here in this region and would be affected by
this project. Where is our final voice in this project? Would you bypass people in other areas
of the state if such a project were being proposed? EFSEC may be complimented in other

mailto:summerfest.44@gmail.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


areas of agency business, but unfortunately, you are amiss by not providing the final voice of
the people here. Thank you for allowing me to email my comments to you.

Sincerely,

Art Kelly
Richland



From: Kathy
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Wind Farm- Ferruginous Hawks
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 12:54:25 PM

External Email

August 22, 2023

Dear Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council:

Re:  Scout Clean Energy Horse Heaven Wind Farm

Scout’s proposed wind farm will have negative consequences for the endangered
Washington state ferruginous hawk and environmentally sensitive areas the hawk needs
to be able to hunt and nest in.And as I have stated before in my previous comments
submitted to you, Scout still has NO MEANINGFULLY COMPENSATION proposals
nor any real mitigation efforts for any negative effects suffered from their proposed wind
farm for the hawk. 

The U.S. and Wildlife Service estimates that between 140,000 and 500,000 bird deaths
occur at wind farms each year and the most significant threat is posed to species of large,
threatened and high-conservation-value birds such as the Washington state Ferruginous
hawk. 

Our farm is in the Conservation Reserve program for the Ferruginous hawk and our farm
is less than two miles from this proposed giant wind farm. While our land is attracting
hawks the turbines will be chopping them up as they fly in to hunt and nest. 

Please do not approve this giant wind farm. The endangered Washington state
Ferruginous hawk should not be sacrificed to meet the green energy goals for
Washington. 

Respectfully,

Kathryn Knutson and Gordon Knutson 
Furnace Canyon Ranch 
1333 Hains Avenue
Richland, WA 99354
kknutsonwa@gmail.com
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From: Paul Krupin
To: EFSEC mi Comments; EFSEC (EFSEC)
Subject: HHH Adjudication public comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 5:09:12 PM
Attachments: KRUPIN - EXH-5301-T Final Public comments.pdf

KRUPIN - EXH-5302-T final 0800 AM 061223.pdf
Paul J Krupin Fire Water response Rebuttal 071423 combination fr public comment.pdf

External Email

Tri-Cities CARES, an approved intervenor in the adjudication, is fighting this project. We
believe EFSEC must deny this proposal, or significantly reduce the number of wind
turbines, because it will not produce reliable, abundant clean energy and will cause
significant environmental, social, and economic impacts to the citizens who live here.

To date, this process is failing to identify and discuss the substantial risks and
consequences this project will cause.

Judge Torem has made the adjudication process more difficult, expensive, and
cumbersome by: 

Rejecting testimony containing important evidence that shows the benefits of this
project are dramatically outweighed by the impacts to the environment and the
serious risks to the health and welfare of people.

Favoring the applicant and approving their requests to add evidence, testimony
and witnesses and denying the other parties the same privileges.

Making decisions that prevent the presentation of reasonable information
describing the severity of the impacts of the project from the Council.

Making decisions that prevent the identification, description, and evaluation of
reasonable siting alternatives.

This information is needed by EFSEC to fulfill its responsibility and take appropriate
measures to minimize the impacts on the environment and people.

This project is an all or nothing proposition and EFSEC is failing to identify and evaluate
siting restrictions that will effectively reduce the significant impacts on the local area.

This siting process is ignoring and minimizing critical elements of science and
economics, unreasonably accelerated adjudication schedule.

The Tri-Cities is going to be irreparably harmed by the unacceptable impacts of the
project unless highly visible turbines are pushed back away from Horse Heaven Hills
ridgeline.

The Council for the Environment, the office charged with protecting Washington citizens
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Q:  Please state your name, address and qualifications. 


A:  My name is Paul Krupin.  I am retired. My home address is 2404 South Lyle St.  


Kennewick, WA 99337. 


 


Q:  Please describe your educational background. 


A:  I received a BA in Environmental Biology from the University of Colorado in 


1976, an MS in Physical Geography, Hydrology and Water Quality from Oregon State 


University in 1978, and a Juris Doctor with a Special Certificate in Dispute Resolution 


from Willamette University in Salem Oregon in 1991. 


 


Q:  Please summarize your professional background and experience. 


A:  I am a retired environmental protection specialist with a BA in Environmental 


Biology from the University of Colorado, an MS in Physical Geography, Hydrology and 


Water Quality from Oregon State University, and a Juris Doctor with a Special 


Certificate in Dispute Resolution from Willamette University. I worked as an inter-
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disciplinary hydrologist, environmental scientist and attorney for numerous state and 


federal government agencies from 1977 to 2003 in a variety of diverse technical 


professional and project and program management disciplines and positions at 


complex industrial, commercial and nuclear waste management facilities. I retired 


from government service in 2003. Agencies I worked for include: the Oregon 


Department of Environmental Quality Water Quality Division, the USDA National 


Forest Siuslaw National Forest, the USDI Bureau of Land Management in Salmon 


Idaho, and the US Department of Energy Hanford Site in Richland Washington. I am 


the co-author of a USGS Water Supply paper. I served on the Planning and Zoning 


Commission for Salmon, Idaho, the Civil Defense Director for Lemhi County, and 


Emergency Medical Technician in Salmon Idaho. My duties as an environmental 


specialist include performing multi-disciplinary environmental impact assessments and 


the permitting and siting of logging projects, roads, bridges, construction projects, 


dams, oil, gas, mining projects, radioactive and hazardous waste facilities, nuclear 


power and nuclear and chemical processing facilities. I have worked as a project 


leader and program manager of regulatory compliance programs covering air, 


fisheries and wildlife, surface water, ground water, geology, soils, contaminated 


animals and vegetation, threatened and endangered species, flood hazard, landslides, 


earthquakes and other environmental hazards, land use planning, performance 


assessment and quality assurance.    


 


Q: What is your role and experience with Tri-City Cares? 


I first learned about the project in the Tri-City Herald starting in the spring of 2021 from 


reading the articles in the Tri-City Herald. In June 2022, I was introduced to Pam 


Minelli and Dave Sharp and offered to get more involved in TCC because of the 
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anticipated release of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. I decided to offer 


and use my skills, education, and experience to help the organization take an active 


role in the review of the project and support its goals to protect the Tri-Cities from the 


impacts the project will have. I started studying the ASC and other materials posted on 


the EFSEC website. The more I learned about the project the more concerned I 


became.  


My actions and support of TCC involve technical, legal, and strategic program 


leadership and management. I coordinate the development and deployment of TCC 


initiatives, public relations and outreach, fundraising efforts, educational activities and 


legal strategy and regulatory analysis and support. I coordinated the development and 


submittal of the TCC comments on the DEIS.  


 


Q. Have you prepared a report regarding the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 


application?   


A. Yes, I created a detailed report containing my observations and concerns about 


the project and the impacts it will have on the Tri-Cities. My report is TCC’s Exhibit 


Number EXH-5302_T.  
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 TCC    
 Public Comment  
 Paul Krupin 
 EXH-5302_T 


  
 


BEFORE THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
ENERGY FACILITY SITING EVALUATION COUNCIL 


 
 
In the Matter of the Application of: 
 
Scout Clean Energy, LLC, for 
Horse Heaven Wind Farm, LLC, 


                                   Applicant. 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 
DOCKET NO. EF-210011 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS OF TCC WITNESS 
PAUL KRUPIN 


   


 


Q: Have you studied and reviewed the Horse Heaven Hills Wind and Solar Project 


Application Project?  


A: Yes, I have read and reviewed both the original ASC and the Updated ASC the 


redlined version of the ASC, and the draft EIS. I have read and reviewed both the 


applications text sections and figures, drawings, tables, and attachments.  


I conducted and led tours of the project site numerous times with local city, county, 


and state government officials, and representatives of many local organizations. I 


created graphic tour guides which I posted to the Tri-City Cares website and which 


can be viewed and downloaded here: 


Take a Tour — Tri-Cities C.A.R.E.S. (tricitiescares.org). 


 


Q.  What are is your overall view of the project?  


A. In my opinion, the project is too big, with too many turbines too close to people, and 


there are severe impacts that have not been adequately mitigated at all. There are no 



https://www.tricitiescares.org/take-a-tour
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common-sense alternatives identified to offset the damage the project will cause as it 


is presently described. 


With the other board members of Tri-Cities CARES, we wrote an article which was 


submitted and published in the Tri-City Herald as an op-ed on June 9, 2023. This link 


opens up the Herald article. 


Horse Heaven Hills Op-Ed  


 


I do not believe this project should move forward in its current condition. The proposed 


project as described in the Original Application as well as the Updated Project 


Application is deeply flawed and fails to adequately address the requirements of 


Chapter 463-43 which requires that EFSEC must follow the guidelines for applications 


found in Chapter 463-60 Washington Administrative Code (WAC). The guidelines 


require the applicant to fully address more than 60 subjects dealing with 


environmental and socioeconomic impacts, including measures the applicant will take 


for mitigating or offsetting impacts the project may have. 


The HHWF application is filled with errors, omissions, and misrepresentations 


regarding the Project’s purpose and need, premise, financial feasibility and viability, 


proposed action, lack of feasible reasonable alternatives, lack of mitigation measures, 


and the significance of environmental and community impacts that cannot be avoided. 


Even in spite of these flaws and issues, the Application clearly demonstrates that the 


Project will bring about more harm than good. It is imperative that EFSEC identify 


develop, analyze and present alternative solutions, and not just a single proposed 


action, that actually meet the need for power generation and do not impose such 



https://www.aol.com/tri-citians-wa-council-steamrolling-164813459.html

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=463-60
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extraordinary damage on the environment and the people who live in communities of 


Benton City, Richland, Kennewick, and Finley, as well as the rest of Benton County 


and the Tri-Cities and beyond. 


The Project is Not a Farm 


The use of the word “Farm” in the title of the project, is a misrepresentation from the 


very start which is repeated a myriad of times throughout the cover letter, summary 


document, the application and appendices, the historic records associated with the 


ASC, and all associated project documentation. The use of the word “farm” is 


misleading since it is not growing any crop for harvest at all. The use of the words 


"farm" and "windmill" gives the impression of innocence, insignificance and American 


as apple pie.   


The project is not an agricultural activity under the regulations at all. The use of the 


words “wind farm” terminology is a distortion used in public relations to bias the view 


of the public towards something perceived to be green, eco-friendly, and not industrial 


and more damaging.   


The Project is defined as an “Alternative Energy Source” using wind and solar to 


generate electricity under RCW 80.50.020 (1) (a) and (b).   


The Applicant is required to include all topics listed in the RCW unless the applicant 


requests they be deleted and EFSEC allowed them to be deleted 


WAC 463-60-115 General—Specific contents and applicability. 
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It is recognized that not all sections of these guidelines apply equally to all 


proposed energy facilities. If the applicant deems a particular section to be 


totally inapplicable the applicant must justify such conclusion in response to 


said section. The applicant must address all sections of this chapter and must 


substantially comply with each section, show it does not apply or secure a 


waiver from the council. Information submitted by the applicant shall be 


accompanied by a certification by applicant that all EFSEC application 


requirements have been reviewed, the data have been prepared by qualified 


professional personnel, and the application is substantially complete. 


The application and all associated documentation with the Project should be revised 


and utilize the definitions in the RCW and WAC accurately and consistently.  


Cascading Errors and Omissions Render the Document Unusable for Rational 


Decision-Making  


The RCW requires that an Application shall provide impartial discussion of significant 


environmental impacts and shall inform decision makers and the public of reasonable 


alternatives, including mitigation measures, that would avoid or minimize adverse 


impacts or enhance environmental quality. 


In almost every case, the errors, omissions and misrepresentations contained in the 


application are failures and flaws which are first identified in the beginning sections of 


the application.  
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These failures and flaws then cascade into subsequent sections and are causally 


connected to additional flaws and failures found in the remainder of the document.  


Remedying these errors, omissions, and misrepresentations must be done carefully 


and EFSEC must recognize that all the sections of the Application are interrelated and 


must be made consistent with the necessary changes identified in the public review 


and adjudication processes. Examples include:   


• The Application fails identify, quantify and analyze power generation needs and 


capabilities. 


• The Application fails to identify, characterize and analyze numerous elements 


of the environment adequately and understates the impacts on the affected 


environment and people.  


• The Application fails to identify reasonable, logical, feasible alternatives that 


can meet the project objective and result in far less degradation and destruction 


of the affected environment.  


• The Application fails to identify reasonable, logical, mitigation measures to 


protect the environment from long-term degradation and destruction of the 


environment.   


These and other errors and omissions trigger a cascade of subsequent failures that 


spiral through the Application starting with the failure to identify and analyze the 


impacts to the affected environment, which then results in no suitable alternatives 
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being identified and analyzed, and then in no suitable mitigation being identified and 


analyzed, and no cumulative impacts being identified and analyzed. 


These issues occur throughout the Application and thus render the document useless 


as a rationally prepared document for proper decision-making under the laws of the 


State of Washington.  


The Application is Poorly Done and Uses Out-of-Date Publishing Technology 


The manner in which this document has been published is out of date with current 


digital publishing technology and methods. The way this document was published 


resulted in a disrespectful, massive waste of valuable time on the part of everyone 


who sought to read, review, and comment on this document.  


The Application and all the associated documentation needs to be thoroughly edited 


by skilled technical editors familiar with the styles and technologies used in digital 


publishing.  


The Application Table of Contents needs to be thoroughly book-marked with live links 


that go directly to the internal sections of the document. This will save every reader 


and potential reviewer inordinate amount of time having to scroll through hundreds of 


pages to find the right section of the document. If the Table of Contents properly 


linked to bookmarks in all the internal sections, paging through the documents will no 


longer be needed.  
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A similar approach using links needs to be adopted and utilized everywhere in the 


document and all associated documents to make using these materials quicker and 


more efficient. Right now, every time one encounters and seeks to refer to an external 


document that is mentioned, one needs to open up a new browser to search for, find, 


and then read the reference text. This results in a gargantuan difficult, arduous waste 


of time on the part of many participants, and reviewers.  


Using bookmarks and hypertext links will help eliminate time wasted on the part of 


every user of these documents and make the act of going to a section of a document 


and every reference nearly instantaneous. Live, tested, validated hypertext links need 


to be utilized in every element or document in the application:  


This change will dramatically improve the readability of the document and cause a 


dramatic improvement in the efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of the public review 


and comment process, and will significantly improve the quality of the permitting 


process outcomes.   


The process being conducted by the applicant and EFSEC has not been adequately   


“transparent and inclusive”. EFSEC has not been adequately adept at “encouraging 


meaningful public comment and participation in energy facility decisions” under RCW 


80.50.010 (both added in 2022). 


The Application needs to be revised and re-issued once these changes have been 


completed and a new public comment should be conducted in order to satisfactorily 


achieve the requirements of RCW 80.050.010. 
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The ASC was Updated on December 1, 2022 without proper and adequate public 


notice.  


Even the most cursory review of the ASC Update from December 1, 2022 shows 


massive numbers of revisions and substantive changes on dozens and dozens of 


pages. No public notice was provided. No timely opportunity to review the document 


was provided.  


In addition, there is a lengthy biological effects document that was only prepared and 


distributed on January 9, 2023.   


EFSEC should have given those who submitted scoping comments or otherwise 


expressed interest in the project notice that the ASC had been revised and amended.   


Moreover, the Application itself should have provided notice that the ASC had been 


amended and adequate time should have been provided for a meaningful public 


review.  


The Update to the ASC raises serious questions about the integrity of the SEPA 


process and compliance with the WAC.   


Both the Application should be revoked and reissued with a new comment period. 


The Application fails to make use of digital GIS mapping systems 


It is common sense to think that the applicant would use the best commonly and 


readily available technology to help the agencies and the public explore and fully 
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understand the scope and magnitude of the project, the affected environment and the 


impacts of proposed actions and alternatives.  


But that was not done here. The Application documents fails to adequately describe 


the major environmental impacts of a proposal and fails to show how measures that 


can be taken to mitigate those impacts. The manner in which these matters is 


presented determines the quality of the process and the outcome.  


The Application uses an archaic decades old style of presenting text, tables, color 


graphics using paper styled maps. The resulting quality of the documents are poor. 


The maps in particular are poor - the scale of the maps is so large it makes it 


exceedingly difficult to show the elements of the environment of the entire site on one 


page.  The resolution and robust utility of digital GIS information resolves this quality 


problem and allows users and reviewers to readily get suitable information right down 


to individual turbine locations.  


The details on the maps are fuzzy, the colors for the legends are often of such poor 


contrast it makes it exceedingly difficult to distinguish where specific elements are 


located and how they relate to project components. While the developer and EFSEC 


contracts may have used GIS tools to conduct their survey, they did not make use of 


these technologies in the Application effectively.  


The ASC presents does not present maps that identify and number key project 


location including proposed micrositing corridors, turbines, solar arrays, roads, 


transmission lines, substations or other infrastructure components. These maps do 
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not offer the detail needed at a scale that allows a reviewer or a government official 


charged with making decisions the ability to rationally understand and assess the 


proposed actions and alternatives, and the environmental and social impacts that 


result the proposed actions and alternatives.   


GIS is a readily available tool that that can be used to assess the spatial distribution of 


social impacts. It makes it much easier to show how the proposed projects and 


alternatives intersect and conflict with elements of the environment. They can be used 


to create highly effective tools that depict and explain the conflicts at the intersection 


of engineering and environmental elements, political policies, developmental 


regulations, media influences, environmental pressures, globalization, and human 


rights.  


References:  


https://proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf/proc97/proc97/to200/pap171/p171.htm 


https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/9f8caef8d9ee49f4ae73cf2df26b09a0 


https://www.esri.com/en-us/lg/industry/government/stories/assessing-impact-new-


developments-using-3d-gis-tools-lynwood-wa 


Numerous federal, state, county and city agencies are utilizing digital interactive GIS 


tools to help navigate the governmental document and database management. Using 


these types of tools to navigate the energy project review process will dramatically 


improve the efficiency and effectiveness of all the agencies involved and make best 



https://proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf/proc97/proc97/to200/pap171/p171.htm

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/9f8caef8d9ee49f4ae73cf2df26b09a0

https://www.esri.com/en-us/lg/industry/government/stories/assessing-impact-new-developments-using-3d-gis-tools-lynwood-wa

https://www.esri.com/en-us/lg/industry/government/stories/assessing-impact-new-developments-using-3d-gis-tools-lynwood-wa
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use of the limited resources (staff and funding) that are tasked with the role of 


developing and reviewing documents in an expedited manner. Had digital interactive 


tools been developed for this Project, the review process would have been 


significantly streamlined and there would have been a community input process that 


would have been more effective, far less time consuming and highly beneficial.  


Project design layers need to be easy to access and imposed on the elements of the 


environment so people can readily explore and understand the effects of the proposed 


action on elements of the natural and built environment. Interactive maps can be 


panned and zoomed right down to reveal details at specific trees, homes, and 


structures. Interactive GIS tools can be used in the documentation to help people 


writing the Application and the EIS’s as well as by people reviewing and commenting 


on the documents.  


The Application needs to use readily available digital interactive GIS tools to make it 


easier for reviewers and decision-makers to explore and explain the conflicts between 


the proposed action and alternatives and the required elements of the natural and built 


environment. Using GIS in the permit application review process and downstream 


documentation can dramatically improve the quality of the communication of key 


issues related to proposed actions and alternatives and the evaluation of the impacts 


to the environment and mitigations contemplated.  
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The application does not contain maps of the project that identify micrositing 


corridors and turbine numbers and locations suitable for a reasonably accurate 


analysis of the impacts.  


In particular, the lack of turbine numbers in the layout maps for Options 1 and Option 


2 make it very difficult to identify and analyze conflicts with elements of the 


environment.   


In order to conduct a proper review and develop comments that did identify problem 


project components, reviewers Dave Sharp and Paul Krupin made use of the Benton 


County Interactive GIS Data base systems and the Cal Topo Digital Mapping System.  


Turbine location maps were created by transferring by hand, the location of the 


turbines on the Option 1 and Option 2 Project Component Maps to digital maps in the 


Benton County GIS and in Cal Topo.  


In April 2023, we discovered that the DoD Agreements with Scout, which contained 


tables of the turbine numbers with the exact GPS coordinates of the turbines, had 


been published to the EFSEC website quietly with no public notice. This data was 


then utilized to create interactive digital GIS maps in Google Maps, Google Earth and 


CalTopo.  


Here is a snapshot of a CalTopo map showing the entire project along with numerous 


key observation points in residential areas in the Tri-Cities.  
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Her is an enlargement of a digital map using the aerial photo as a base. 
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This map clearly shows the turbine numbers that in close proximity to frequently used, 


recreational sites, wineries with public tasting rooms, parks, and residential 


communities in the Benton City.  


The Google Map can be freely used here  


 
HHH Turbine Location Map using DOD Agreement GPS Location Data.  
 
Here is a snapshot of the Google Maps with the turbines in close proximity to Highway 


395 south of Kennewick. 


 



https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=15tU3mPOElNai502C1lRNVgLc8YziqAo&ll=46.15652989564679%2C-119.24451905315469&z=11
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Here is a snapshot taken from the Google Earth Pro platform (which is free and can 


be used by anyone) showing the turbine south of Benton City from the north looking 


south. The pin points in the thumb nail tabs are located on the precised GPS location 


coordinate for each wind turbine.  


 


 


 


 


 


The are all just simple examples of the types of images that can be readily developed 


and presented. But none of these tools were provided in the application.   
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Including turbine numbers makes it much easier to identify and evaluate conflicts the 


proposed action has with other resource elements and values, and would significantly 


aid the public and EFSEC in identifying and evaluating potential alternatives that can 


reduce the impacts on the environment.  


Project component map layers with numbers need to be utilized in a digital interactive 


GIS mapping system along with data sets for all appropriate elements of the natural 


and built environment so that easy and efficient analysis of potential conflicts can be 


conducted and achieved.   


The Application fails to identify, document and demonstrate that the Project does 


anything at all to mitigate the cited near-term and long-term impacts from climate 


change.   


The Application fails to present or even reference any evidence that the Project will have any 


positive impacts on climate change and global warming. It is irrational to evaluate the 


application without reviewing the data that shows that the project can even do the very thing it 


is being proposed for. There is no justification provided.  


The Application fails to describe or justify how the Project contributes to helping solve climate 


change problem at all. The need for this particular project seriously needs to be questioned. 


Much of the alleged need for this project appears to come from well-popularized and poorly 


documented fears about global warming and climate change. In the haste for new sources of 


supposedly clean renewable energy, EFSEC runs the risk of being responsible for the 


destruction of the very environment they are charged with protecting.  
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This project deserves unprecedented scrutiny because of the significant environmental 


impacts it is going to cause. The project is the largest wind project ever proposed in the state 


of Washington. It is over 25 miles wide and eight miles across. Over 244 499 ft high wind 


turbines are to be constructed within six miles of over 100,000 people. These imposing 


structures will turn a natural looking skyline enjoyed by the residents into a constantly moving 


highly visible and damaging energy industrial complex.  


The lack of a detailed statement of need and purpose is nothing more than a band-aid. To say 


the need is a given and does not need to be addressed is wrong – it is a ludicrous post-hoc 


justification for an already decided project, rather than a well-founded decision that prompts 


and is supported by a well-coordinated, quality search for a well thought out solution to an 


established, widely recognized, well-documented and widely accepted need.  


Unless the Application can demonstrate with a reasonable degree of rational scientific 


certainty that it will produce reliable and substantial benefits on climate change that outweighs 


the damage and destruction it causes, then the Project should be denied. There must be proof 


that the underlying premise meets the requirements of RCW 80.50.010. EFSEC must not just 


blindly assume that this Project is needed and can be supported.  Too many people are going 


to be harmed.   


The Application must identify and describe the impact the Project will specifically have on 


climate change and global warming.  


 


The Application Fails to Identify and Analyze the Impact Climate Change will have on 


the Project 
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Conversely, the Application does not identify or present any information or evaluation of the 


impact climate change and global warming will have on the Project.  


The state of Washington is forecast to experience several climate changes — summers are 


forecast to get hotter, storms may hit harder, wildfires may burn more frequently and burn 


longer, and extreme weather may also increase.   


Will climate change undermine the ability of the Project to meet its stated purpose and need?  


The impact that climate change will have on the wind and cloud cover needs to be identified 


and analyzed as the “worst case scenario.” 


The types of climate changes that are forecast may have a profound and detrimental impact 


on the project. The best-informed and most up-to-date climate change projects are also 


accelerating the rates of warming globally and regionally.  


The Washington State Department of Transportation, University of Washington, the U.S. 


Environmental Protection Agency and many other scientific organizations have written widely 


about the types of changes in store for the next few decades.  


References:  


Guidance for NEPA and SEPA Project-Level Climate Change Evaluations (cakex.org) 


https://www.pugetsoundinstitute.org/2020/02/new-report-describes-anticipated-climate-


change-effects-in-washington-state/ 


https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/climate-


change-wa.pdf 


https://cig.uw.edu/learn/climate-impacts-in-brief/ 


https://cig.uw.edu/learn/climate-change/ 



https://www.cakex.org/sites/default/files/documents/ENV-Climate-ClimateGuidance-2.pdf

https://www.pugetsoundinstitute.org/2020/02/new-report-describes-anticipated-climate-change-effects-in-washington-state/

https://www.pugetsoundinstitute.org/2020/02/new-report-describes-anticipated-climate-change-effects-in-washington-state/

https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/climate-change-wa.pdf

https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/climate-change-wa.pdf

https://cig.uw.edu/learn/climate-impacts-in-brief/

https://cig.uw.edu/learn/climate-change/
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In particular, it appears that  wind speeds and cloudy days will change in a manner that will 


negatively affect the feasibility and viability of the project.  The anticipated changes will reduce 


the amount of power that can be created during the life of the project in response to climate 


changes locally in the Project location, This needs to be carefully explored and evaluated.  


These questions are not addressed in the Application at all. The Application must create a 


identify and evaluate climate change and take it into account for this Project. It needs to then 


carry that assessment into every section of the document as needed to properly forecast the 


impacts for rational decision-making. The Application must identify and describe the impact 


climate change and global warming will have on the Project. 


 


Proposed Action and Alternatives Are Inadequate  


The application fails to offer any detailed analysis of alternatives with fewer wind 


turbines and alternative locations because they would not generate the designed 


nameplate generating capacity required by the Applicant.  


The Application fails to identify and evaluate the costs and benefits of a reasonable 


alternatives that can be demonstrated to feasibly attain or approximate the Projects 


objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or decreased level of environmental 


damage. The Application is clearly biased towards reaching a final decision before the 


EIS process has been completed. 


The Application fails to adequately address the requirements in the WAC to identify 


and discuss alternatives. The detailed discussion and evaluation of alternatives is also 


required by SEPA.  
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As described above, the application fails to cite and present the most current 


information regarding feasible power generation interconnection capacities and levels 


for the Project.  


A review of the current BPA Large Interconnection Protocol requests on record 


indicates that the project is 850 MW, with up to 350 MW going through the Boffer 


Substation and up to 500 MW going through the Webber Canyon Substation. Within 


that 850 MW, there are a range of reasonable solar and wind turbine generation 


combination options that can readily be analyzed and discussed.  


This analysis also indicates that the proposed action in the Application contains 


turbines in excess of the number of turbines needed to attain the project objects, and 


that turbines and the many miles of micrositing corridors and roads, can be eliminated 


from consideration and still meet the underlying purpose of the project. These 


proposals clearly illustrate that alternatives exist that can attain the project’s objectives 


at a lower cost and a decreased level of environmental degradation.   


The Application needs to be revised and reissued to include and evaluate reasonable 


alternatives. The project appears to contain over 70 unnecessary turbines. The 


micrositing corridors, turbine locations and other infrastructure should be eliminated 


and relocated to avoid and prevent significant conflicts with important resources and 


elements of the environment namely, wildlife corridors, wildlife habitat, fire safety and 


visual impacts. Reasonable alternatives must be identified and evaluated so that 


mitigation can be achieved to protect the natural and the built environment from 


damage and harm. 
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Visual Impacts 


The Application Fails to Adequately Identify and Evaluate the Visual Impacts of 


the Project on People in the Tri-Cities   


Aesthetics is a required element of the built environment that must be identified and 


evaluated in Application. The information provided below is designed to supplement 


and complement and not duplicate the testimony provided by Dean Apostol.  


The Application Visual Assessment Appendix 3.10-2 on page 4 states that the SWCA 


2022 Visual Impact Assessment Report utilizes several key guidance documents to 


develop the visual inventory and analysis in the ASC and the Application.  


References:  


A Visual Impact Assessment Process for Wind Energy Projects, State Clean Energy 


Program Guide, Clean Energy State Alliance, May 2011.  


https://www.cesa.org/wp-content/uploads/CESA-Visual-Impacts-Methodology-


May2011.pdf    


BLM.2013. Best Management Practices for Reducing Visual Impacts of Renewable 


Energy Facilities on BLM-Administered Lands. BLM Wyoming State Office, Cheyenne.   


https://blmwyomingvisual.anl.gov/docs/BLM_RenewableEnergyVisualBMPs_LowRes.


pdf . 



https://www.cesa.org/wp-content/uploads/CESA-Visual-Impacts-Methodology-May2011.pdf

https://www.cesa.org/wp-content/uploads/CESA-Visual-Impacts-Methodology-May2011.pdf

https://blmwyomingvisual.anl.gov/docs/BLM_RenewableEnergyVisualBMPs_LowRes.pdf

https://blmwyomingvisual.anl.gov/docs/BLM_RenewableEnergyVisualBMPs_LowRes.pdf
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Sullivan, R. G., L. B. Kirchler, T. Lahti, S. Roché, K. Beckman, B. Cantwell, and P. 


Richmond. 2012. Wind Turbine Visibility and Visual Impact Threshold Distances in 


Western Landscapes (2022) https://blmwyomingvisual.anl.gov/docs/WindVITD.pdf  


The Application Visual Assessment Report contains numerous errors, 


omissions and misrepresentations which render the document ineffective as a 


basis for decision-making  


These problems include:  


• Failure to recognize the visual character and viewer sensitivity accurately. 


• Failure to define, identify and evaluate the visual impacts from appropriate 


representative viewpoints. 


• Failure to properly characterize and evaluate the severity of the visual 


impacts on people, property, agriculture, the local wine industry, and tourism 


in the affected environment in close proximity to the Project.  


• Failure to classify the impacts as Unreasonable and Unacceptable.  


The application fails to even try to create a reasonable understanding of the size and 


visual impact of the wind turbines at all.  


We created the following illustration to achieve that goal; 



https://blmwyomingvisual.anl.gov/docs/WindVITD.pdf
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EFSEC needs to recognize and acknowledge the wide-spread expectation on the part 


of tens of thousands of home owners that there is a real risk of harm that will be 


caused by the visual impacts of the project. The openly voiced concerns focus on the 


risk of negative impacts on real estate valuations, access to recreation, the wine 


industry, and to tourism.  


It is now widely accepted that anything that reduces the scenic values of the 


landscape will reduce the economic value of the properties affected. 


Reference:  


https://scenicsolutions.world/pricing-landscape-quality/ 


Very clearly, the project, if constructed as proposed, will dominate and replace the 


highly sensitive natural views of the Horse Heaven Hills with that of a massive, 



https://scenicsolutions.world/pricing-landscape-quality/
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complex industrial energy facility. This will change the image people have of the entire 


region as a whole for decades to come.  


The Application fails to even consider turbine elimination and relation as mitigation 


measures that can be used to reduce the visual impacts of the project. To date, the 


posture of the Applicant is that they want to build the largest project possible and they 


declare without proof, that anything less than the maximum will render the project less 


than viable. 


EFSEC has without rational explanation or appropriate justification just taken the 


developers proposal and interests into account at face value and given property 


owners and public benefits short shrift when weighing the regulatory acceptability of 


the project.  


The Application underestimates the expectations of homeowners and developers who 


purchased land and built homes believing that the basic natural visual character of the 


Horse Heaven Hills would be maintained and not destroyed by government approval 


of this wind turbine project. 


The Application fails to even identify the fact that the Red Mountain AVA and the new 


Goose Mountain AVA both lie immediately adjacent to and due north of the Project 


boundary and the construction and operation of the Project. There is no evaluation of 


the potentially significant adverse impacts the Project will have on this billion-dollar 


wine industry.  
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The application needs to specifically identify turbines and micrositing corridors and 


other infrastructure from the Project that need to be eliminated or relocated to prevent 


significant adverse environmental impacts from being caused by the Project.   


The Application fails to characterize and analyze, and provide information to 


allow reviewers to quantify the level of impact to population.    


The Visual Analysis Section 4.2.3 of the Application along with APPENDIX Q SWCA 


2022 Visual Impact Assessment Report are seriously flawed and fail to adequately 


identify, quantify and evaluate the visual and consequential impacts on the people 


who will be affected by the project.   


The Application fails to accurately identify and quantify that a large number of 


people in near proximity to the project are substantially impacted.  There is 


absolutely no substantiative mitigation offered. 


The Benton County Policy Guidelines for Visual Impact in the Benton County 


Comprehensive Plan state: 


▪ Public Lands designation Goal 3: Conserve visually prominent naturally 


vegetated steep slopes and elevated ridges that define the Columbia Basin 


landscape and are uniquely a product of the ice age floods.  


▪ Policy 3: Pursue a variety of means and mechanisms such as the preparation 


of specific and area plans, conservation easements, clustered developments, 


land acquisitions and trades, statutory requirements to protect the natural 
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landform and vegetative cover of the Rattlesnake uplift formation, notably 


Rattlesnake, Red, Candy, and Badger Mountains and the Horse Heaven Hills. 


 The Application fails to identify and evaluate the Benton County policy goals 


meaningfully and the fails to recognize the importance that the features hold for 


the County and its residents. 


.Attention and evaluation of comprehensive plan policies are required by BCC 


11.50.050 PROCEDURES—VARIANCE AND CONDITIONAL USE PERMITS section 


c.2. which states (in pertinent part): 


(2) Each conditional use permit approved by the Hearings Examiner shall 


specify the location, nature and extent of the conditional use, together with all 


conditions that are imposed to ensure the proposed use is consistent with all 


applicable state laws, the Benton County Code, the Benton County 


Comprehensive Plan and any other information deemed necessary for the 


issuance of the permit. 


The application does not adequately address this requirement.  


Wind Developers generally have looked to General Industry Best and Customary 


Practices in rural areas to analyze visual impacts of their project. However, the 


guidance does not cover a situation where the project wind project is located in close 


proximity to a major metropolitan area. The State of Washington is a good example.  


None of the wind projects in the State have been developed near a metropolitan area, 


or even a mid-sized town.  
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The BLM VRM methods were generally developed prior to the increase in wind 


industry projects around the world and the nation. The most recent method to be 


commonly referenced is the Visual Impact Assessment Process for Wind Energy 


Projects from the Clean Energy States Alliance (CESA), which were developed to 


address the unique visual characteristics of wind energy projects (CESA 2011). 


The Application fails to accurately apply the most applicable and relevant visual 


assessment guidance to describe and evaluate visual impacts.  


The Application primarily uses Developer Graphical Information and Tools.  These are 


inadequate, and do not allow a full picture of the affected environment making an 


effective evaluation impossible.  There are numerous errors, omissions and 


misrepresentations.  


The Application provides a Viewshed Assessment Map that extends the zone of 


influence to 25 miles.  However, there is no indication of the degree of impact and 


influence that the views of the project will create. How many residents are within 25 


miles?  Unknown. How many residences are in the Mid-range viewpoint, which CESA 


recognizes as one of the more problematic locations.  The answer is approximately 


100,000 population within 6 miles and 50,000 within 5 miles.   


The project maps are provided in the application are poorly done.  These maps do not 


help anyone adequately survey and evaluate the identification, discussion and 


mitigation of the nature, severity and extent of the visual impacts the project will have 
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on wildlife, endangered species, cultural resources and real estate values, growth and 


development.  


The Applicant has identified the viewpoints, KOP’s, Key Observation Points.  


However, they skew toward rural and low trafficked areas, and away from residential 


areas.  Here are just a few of the specific errors and flaws.  


KOP 3# taken near Chandler Butte.  Viewpoint Focus-This is a very untraveled 


viewpoint.  The access to the Butte is locked to prevent public access, and it is off 


project property be over two miles.  In spite of that, nearly every turbine is visible from 


hub height.  This is not an appropriate site when a key highly used point, McBee Hill 


on Chandler ridge just as easily could be used. 


KOP #5-Picture from top of Badger Mountain. This has light to moderate hiker traffic.  


This KOP had only a single frame picture, and 101 of 101 turbines are visible from 


hub height.  A panorama would be nearly 180-degree field of view and every turbine 


at hub height would be visible.  We do not understand why the Applicant would not 


have provided the entire panorama. Additionally, the photo quality of this one picture 


of all of the other crystal-clear photos was heavily grayed out, and photoshopped 


toward the base.   


This video from the Benton County GIS system shows what the view is from the 


location of the photograph used.  The panorama is taken on the ridge crest between 


Little Badger and Badger Mountain.  View of Horse Heaven Hills using Benton County 


GIS    Benton County GIS (arcgis.com) 



https://benton-county-gis-bentonco.hub.arcgis.com/
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KOP #9-From Benton City-This Visual Representation photo location mis-represents 


the dominance of the turbines on Chandler Ridge.  Two of the 4 are hidden, one 


behind a sign, and the other behind a tree.  Instructions to the developer during the 


SEPA scoping phase were to take the photograph from an unobstructed location.  


There are many unobstructed views from Benton City.  The one is from 988 Babs 


Avenue on State Route 221 through Benton City. 


KOP #10 -This KOP was added as a result of SEPA Scoping.  The picture location is 


about 2.5 miles to the Southwest of where was supposed to be taken.  As incorrectly 


taken, the photo is marked high impact and correctly characterize the impact.  


The is where KOP was supposed to be taken.  As can be seen, there will be much 


greater visual Impact. 


The Application fails to identify the numerous urban areas with business 


sectors, highly trafficked roads and residential communities that will be subject 


to prominent views of hundreds of wind turbines in close proximity.  


Documentation of the Area’s existing landscape character visually is lacking almost 


entirely. The application fails to identify, describe and evaluate the visual 


characteristics of the affected environment north of the site, where over 300,000 


people live and work.  


The Horse Heaven Hills, particularly the Chandler Ridge are the most photographed 


ridgeline features in our area and the local Red Mountain Wineries, provide a high 


traffic stopping and relaxing point.   
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The following phot was taken from a drone in the Col Solare winery location, Hedges 


is on the left side of the picture.  Fidelitas, Tapteal, Kiona, Frichette, Hamilton Cellars 


are just some of the wineries that have outdoor seating areas. 


This ridgeline will be covered by turbines from east to west. This view will be marred 


and obliterated forever.  


 


 


The Red Mountain AVA Wineries are in the shadow of Chandler Ridge and the 


Southern rim of the Horse Heaven Hills.  These wineries do not have it easy.  


Competition is fierce in the Columbia Valley.  The Project will not be viewed positively 


by the tens of thousands of customers to the Red Mountain Wineries. 


The natural nature of this picture will be turned into an energy industrial complex.  
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Here is an artistic depiction of what will happen to this view created by photographer 


John Clement. 


 


There are over a dozen wineries and tasting rooms on Red Mountain.  
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This is the View from Goose Ridge Winery Outdoor Area Toward Chandler Ridge  


 


The Application fails to describe and evaluate the visual impacts on the 


Wineries 


The Project proposed 244, 499 foot-high turbines, miles of transmission lines, over 


100 miles of roads, at least 3 switchyards, and will have red flashing strobe lights on 


all night long. The topography of the HHH is such that for the central portion of the 


project there is a general upslope for about 3 miles, a crest, and then a downslope.  


This means mid-range distance from the project will be most visually impactful.  More 


than one string to turbines will be seen.  There are no intervening ridges, trees, or 


other objects to diminish the strong contrast that the turbines installation will generate. 
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The Project will produce and impose a glaring industrial facility on what is presently a 


landscape characterized by rolling hills, canyons and arroyos, and steep slopes which 


historically and presently provide a wonderful palate for artists, or photographers, and 


recreationists. The stunning visual contrast coming from the sun highlighting features 


is invigorating.  


 


The Application fails to accurately describe and evaluate the scenic resource 


attributes and sensitivity levels accurately.  


As can be seen from the photos, and from many sources, this is truly a scenic 


resource. John Clement, a local photographer provided the photo below.  As you can 


see below, a great deal of the Horse Heaven Hills is untouched. What it means is that 


the nearly each and every 499 foot-high turbine will be extremely visible. People in the 


adjacent areas will see dozens and dozens of turbines, strings of them.  
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The next photo shows Right to Left-Chandler Ridge, Webber Canyon, Sheep Canyon, 


Scouten Canyon, and Badger Canyon. 


 


The project will occupy and fill the entire skyline with 499-foot high wind turbines.  


The Horse Heaven Hills in unique, The rims of these hills look like they do because of 


repeated carvings and runoff from the ice age floods.   


The Developer continues to assert that the Ice Age Floods flowed around the Horse 


Heaven Hills.  The HHH were a lakeshore, up to a level of about 1250’ above sea 


level.  Approximately 15 turbines will be installed below that elevation.  This is the only 


geologic feature in the world like this. 
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The Number of People Affected By the Project is Significant  There are 300,000 


population living in the immediate area, 100,000 within 6 miles, tens of thousands of 


people drive through the transportation hub with Interstate Highways, Amtrack, a mid- 


sized regional airport that has multiple airlines.  Compare that to the other 10 counties 


in Washington that house wind projects.  This is a routine travel and visitation route of 


travelers from Western Washington for a stop at the Red Mountain wineries and then 


traveling on to Walla Walla, and then returning.   


Beyond visual impacts, the Application totally fails to identify, describe, and evaluate 


the socio-economic impacts of the Project on the wine industry. 


Application at ASC Page 3.16.1.4 Economic Conditions brief summary misses the 


entire industry entirely.   


“The economy in Benton and Franklin Counties has largely been dependent on 


federal funding for Hanford Site projects. Employment in the Hanford area has 


decreased in recent years as part of federal spending cuts. This decrease was 


part of a region-wide decline in employment between 2012 and 2013 and the 


end of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funding (BFCOG 2021). As 


the Hanford Site’s role in the region’s economy decreases, agriculture, food 


processing, and transportation services have experienced growth in recent 


years. Additional economic trends within the study area relate to increases in 


agricultural tourism. These changes in economic conditions are often 
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associated with an emerging viticulture (wine) industry and specialty crop 


farming and tourism-related commercial and recreational activities. The 


region’s tourism activities are often associated with the Snake, Columbia, and 


Yakima Rivers (Benton County 2021a).   


The application fails to recognize that the wine industry in this area has a billion dollar 


value in Benton County alone, and the fail to accurately describe and analyze the 


impacts that the proposed project will have to the wine industry and tourism in the 


region. The application does not identify and evaluate the impacts on the workers that 


support the wine industry adequately.  Benton City has the lowest family income of all 


the communities impacted by the Project. The KIBE school district has the largest 


number of non-proficient english speaking students compared to the other 


communities.   Any impact to the wine industry not only impacts the wineries, but also 


the workers and their families. 


Reference: https://www.tri-cityherald.com/news/local/article32059959.html  


The Application fails to accurately describe and evaluate the way the Project 


will be and experienced from Important viewing Locations in the surrounding 


area.  


The Project developer expresses the opinion that visual presence and impacts of the 


existing Nine Canyon Project are similar to that of the proposed Horse Heaven Hills 


Project. But the project turbines are almost twice as tall and they wrap around and 


show over the existing Nine Mile Turbines. This snapshot from CalTopo shows that  



https://www.tri-cityherald.com/news/local/article32059959.html
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from Finley, WA just to the NE of the project, over two dozen 499 foot high turbines 


will be visible at three to four miles away, even closer than the smaller, existing 


turbines in the Nine Mile Project.  


 


The Application fails to recognize that the sheer expanse and size of the HHWF 


Project dwarfs the Nine Canyon Project with higher turbines that occupy more 


landscape that people will see.  


The Application fails to describe and evaluate the visual impacts consistent 


with the CESA 2001 guidance factors in a way that enables the population that 


will be affected to become aware of and understand the magnitude of the 


impacts of the proposed project. 
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The HHH project is the largest wind farm proposed to date in the State.  Other wind 


projects tallest towers are significantly shorter than the turbines on the proposed 


project.  


The CESA guidelines have historically been utilized on small wind farm installations, 


in rural areas, significant distances from major municipalities.   


The Application does not discuss the impacts of viewing the Project turbines while 


travelling along the many Tri-Cities roads and highways. There are busy highway 


interchanges and numerous very busy roundabouts Much of the wind turbines on this 


project will be seen at a 120- to 150- degree field of view.  The most prominent visual 


impacts will be felt by the people who are located 3 to 8 miles away from the project.  


Many more people will see the project from 8 to 12 miles. The shape of the valley 


make the turbines along the ridgeline prominent and highly visible. The viewshed for 


tens of thousands of people will be cluttered. There will be multiple strings of turbines 


visible because of the shape of the basin and the lack of intervening topography.   


ADLS Lighting. The application does not call for mitigation of the flashing red lights at 


night. However, SHB 1173 was signed by the Governor on May 9, 2023 and will have 


to install FAA-approved light mitigation technology.  


The Application fails to describe and evaluate the project based on the CESA 


2021 Guidance 2021 regarding “Unreasonable or Undue Visual Impacts”  
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The application fails to identify that a exceptionally high degree of visual 


dominance will occur from the project at a large number of highly sensitive 


viewing areas within the region.   The KOP’s selected do not adequately identify or 


even describe the key residential area, highly trafficked roadways, recreational spots, 


winery outdoor seating areas, elementary schools, parks, river recreational locations, 


activities -- None of these are described or evaluated in the Application adequately.  


The Application fails to identify and describe reasonable measures that can be 


taken to mitigate and minimize the visual impacts on the environment.  


The Application fails to specifically and expressly make identify any mitigation 


measures to reduce the visual impacts of the project. Not one wind turbine or other 


prominently visible project structure was identified or considered for elimination or 


relocation.  


References: 


BLM’s Best Management Practices for Reducing Visual Impacts of Renewable Energy 


Facilities on BLM-Administered Lands (BLM 2013)  


CESA’s visual impact assessment process (CESA 2011) 


As discussed previously, the existing turbine layouts identified as Option 1 and 2 in 


the Application, contain no turbine numbers to help identify visual impact conflicts and 


evaluation in the visual assessment.  
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Turbine elimination and relocation are not discussed at all as a reasonable means to 


reduce impacts on visual resources. Clearly, reducing the number of turbines in view 


can dramatically reduce the impacts on the visual resources.  


The mitigation measures proposed by the Applicant Application for the design, 


construction, operation, and decommissioning stages will produce non-existent 


mitigation and absolutely no meaningful protection of the visual resources.  


Since the Developer did not provide coordinate locations in the application, the result 


is that the application understates and misrepresents the impacts of the turbines and 


fails to propose even a single location for relocation.  


The Application fails to recognize that the Visual Impacts on Benton County are 


Significant and Disproportionate When Compared to Every other Wind Project 


in the State of Washington  


The impacts of this project on a large number of people are unprecedented and far 


outside industry practices.   Nowhere in Washington are there the number of people 


this close to this close to a large project.   


The National Wind Database and US Population Census Data can be graphically 


portrayed to show how the wind power projects in Benton County compare to the 33 


wind turbine project in the rest of the state of Washington.  


The Application does not report this data at all.  
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This table provides the numbers that support this graphic. 


 


Reference: The Power data tool created by TCC to make these graphics is discussed 


herein on page 79.  Internet link to the power data tool website. 



https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMzZhZTFhMGYtYjM5MC00MWYyLWFhOTUtNjk0YjliZThiNDg4IiwidCI6IjY3NGQxNWZlLTAzYzYtNGE2Mi1hYzlkLTZkNWNjZWViOGZiYiIsImMiOjN9
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Table 1 on Page 8 of Application Appendix 3.10-2 lists KOPs and RV’s The KOPs 


descriptions are not easily located on a map. There are no geographic coordinates 


provided. There is no way to validate the KOP location or any of the other KOP 


locations, at all.  


The Visual Assessment Map Viewshed Analysis Results for Turbine Layout Option 1 


is pretty much impossible to use for a reasonable evaluation of the visual impacts by 


reviewers or by anyone in the affected areas.  
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It is impossible to see the KOP’s. It is impossible to read the KOP number.  


It is impossible to determine the exact location of the KOP’s There are no reference 


location markers (Highways, cities, rivers, etc) on the map anywhere.  


Even the color legend makes it difficult to interpret what the colors mean. The 


gradients for the number of turbines visible go from low to high. The color spectrum 


starts at white, goes to yellow, then to green, then to yellow again, and then to 


lavender and purple.  


This was very confusing so one of the members of TCC used Photoshop to recolor 


the legend and the map using a color spectrum found on the National Weather 


Service maps for temperature and precipitation. These maps use a color spectrum 


that goes from light to dark corresponding to low to high values.  
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Even with the revised coloration, it is still extremely difficult to make reasonable use of 


this map. It is impossible to see the locations and details accurately.  
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However, with this recolored map and legend, it is clear that a large portion of the 


people who live north of the Project will be seeing lots of turbines - 50 to 100, 100 to 


200, 200 or more.  This is not stated or described adequately in the application.  


The Visual Assessment in the application fails to provide the “transparent and 


inclusive” requirements under RCW 80.50.010. 


The Application Visual Assessment and Maps need to be completely redone. Using a 


digital GIS mapping system would also make these maps capable of being enlarged 


and panned so that people can see the impacts at known locations all across the 


region much more precisely.  


The Horse Heaven Wind Project Visual Assessment includes 11 KOP’s. This a very 


small number of KOPs given the size and geography of the Project. There needs to be 


more KOPs to properly sample and assess the visual impacts of the Project.  In 


comparison, the Visual Assessment in the FEIS for the Whistling Ridge Project, with a 
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proposed 50 221 to 262 ft tall wind turbines contains 23 KOP RV locations.  


 


Reference:  Whistling Ridge Original Application.  The Aesthetics Section pages 4.2-


27 to 4.2-72  


A project the size of the Horse Heaven Hills Project needs more KOPs to accurately 


determine and evaluate the visual Impacts. More KOPs are needed.  
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The KOPs selected and utilized in the Application Visual Assessment do not 


accurately capture the number of people that will be affected by the visual impacts in 


the Tri-Cities.  


Only three of the eleven KOPs are located in in residential areas. However, U.S. 


Census data from 2020 indicates that over 100,000 people live within six miles of the 


project boundary. The three locations do not properly sample or represent the number 


and location of the residential areas within this six-mile radius where people live. 


Residential areas with unobstructed views of a regionally important and memorable 


scene would be very sensitive to objects or structures that would impede views.  


Most of the remaining KOPs are from rural areas where very few people live, or on 


rural roads, or from recreation areas. The ratings of KOPs from seldom traveled rural 


roads where infrequent motorists have only distant, oblique views of wind turbines in 


an unremarkable setting would likely not qualify as representative of the populations 


affected by the Project.  


Each of the Visual Simulations in the Application contains fine print that details the 


number of wind turbines that will likely be seen from each KOP after the project is 


constructed.  
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If you enlarge the page on your computer, you can then read the fine print. 
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The Application does not provide a summary table so we tabulated the data and 


created an Excel spreadsheet.   


 


What this reveals is that the KOPs do not accurately correspond to or consistently 


represent what is presented in their Viewshed Maps for Options 1 and 2. Neither the 


table nor the viewshed maps reasonably help a reviewer or an EFSEC decision-maker 


determine and evaluate the visual impacts on the Tri-Cities.  


There is also no evidence of any ground truthing in the Application.  


The Viewshed Analysis in the Application Could Not Be Used to Evaluate the 


Project  
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Since the viewshed analyses in the Application was so poor and could not be utilized 


to adequately assess the project, a number of special actions were taken. 


1. Bruce Bjornstad, PhD. Geologist volunteered to take drone photos at several 


proposed turbine locations on the Project. This is the view from the Proposed 


Turbine Location just east of Webber Canyon.  


 


This photo is taken 500 feet above the ground at a proposed turbine location off 


Dennis Road and Weber Canyon. It provides perspective and insight into the question 


who can see this turbine. With permission and photo credit to Bruce Bjornstad.  


This photo reveals that people who live in Benton City, South Kennewick, Richland, 


Kennewick, Pasco and Finely will be seeing 100 to 200 turbines or more from their 


homes, on roads, and businesses, day in day out.  


A 57 second drone video from this same location can be viewed here:  


https://presari.com/media/dji_0005.mp4 



https://presari.com/media/dji_0005.mp4
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This helps answer the question “who can see this turbine?” We took similar photos 


from four locations, but for the sake of brevity, are only presenting one. The others 


reveal similar views from other locations.  


2. Since the Application Viewshed Assessment does a very poor job describing 


what people will see from many critical residential areas in the Tri-Cities, we 


utilized a pro subscription version of the CalTopo Digital Mapping System 


https://caltopo.com/. CalTopo can also be downloaded to a smart phone and 


used in the field if wireless access is available. Free versions are also 


available.  


The desktop version was utilized to create a whole series of Viewsheds to cover the 


KOPs that the Application could have and should have covered.  


TCC identified and selected over a dozen key observation points representative of the 


residential communities and other highly populated viewing locations in Finley, 


Kennewick, Pasco, Richland, West Richland, and Benton City.  


We then created CalTopo Viewsheds that can be viewed and downloaded as pdf files 


using the following links:  


Benton City 


Red Mountain Wineries 


Queensgate Area 


Summit View Residences 


Reatta Residences 



https://caltopo.com/

https://caltopo.com/

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Benton-City-Viewshed.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Red-Mountain-Wineries-Viewshed.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Queensgate-Area-Viewshed.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Summit-View-Residences.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Reatta-residential-Viewsheds.pdf
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Leslie Road at I-82 


Badger Mountain Preserve 


Badger Mountain South Residences 


Tripple Vista Residences 


Thompson Hill Residences 


Canyon Lakes Residences 


Kennewick High School 


Finley 


The following viewshed is centered on the location of the roundabout at the Leslie 
Road exit on Interstate 82 in Kennewick WA.   


 


The links above then open up individual viewshed graphics from each of the separate 


locations.  



https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Leslie-Road-at-I-82.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Badger-Mountain-Preserve-Viewshed.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Badger-Mountain-South-Residences.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Tripple-Vista-Residences.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Thompson-Hill-Residences.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Canyon-Lakes-residences.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Kennewick-High-School-Viewshed.pdf

https://www.tricitiescares.org/s/Finley-Viewshed.pdf
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For each graphic, the viewpoint location is the red dot at the center of the range rings. 


The range rings are 1 to 10 miles in one-mile increments. The black markers are HHH 


turbines; the yellow markers = the existing Nine Mile turbines; Black marker on Purple 


= the hub is visible. Black on Gray = partially visible to not visible depending distance 


and on intervening topography.  


The viewsheds are aimed at the hubs on the 499 ft. high turbines, you will see more if 


they build the 671 ft. high turbines, which are taller than the space needle.   


We ground truth each of these photos by going to each location and taking ground 


photography using a hand-held smart phone.  


In order to understand how the height of the wind turbines would be perceived from 


varying distances, we used Internet calculators to create the following chart. We were 


conservative and utilized the height of the largest turbines in the Nine Mile Project. (14 


turbines at 415 ft high compared to 49 turbines at 299 ft high).  


We conducted many ground truthing road trips and then reviewed the USGS topo 


maps, the CalTopo Viewsheds, and the proposed project maps for Option 1 and 


Option 2 from the  Application. We reached the conclusion that the CalTopo Viewshed 


maps are conservative in that they likely show less than what will actually be visible.  
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By selecting the distance in miles, you can then see the radial angle of the height of 


the wind turbines you are interested in.  


We used a digital compass on a smart phone called Spyglass to ground truth this 


table. 


The closer you are, the bigger the turbines will appear to you.   
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To offer some ground level perspective, here is a photo taken from 75802 East Reata 


Road in Kennewick, followed by the CalTopo Viewshed taken from the same location 


with the viewshed elevation set at the height of the hub on the 499 ft high turbine.  


 


There will be more than a dozen turbines in full view from the flat bench in the center 


of the photo to the left (and to the south on the viewshed map). This is just three to 


four miles away from the photo location.  
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Both the picture and the viewshed face toward the Southwest. The photos indicates 


that people who live and drive in this neighborhood will be seeing full views of 150 to 


200 turbines of the A, B, C and D Turbine Strings from the south east through the 


southwest.  
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Here is the Viewshed provided in the Application taken from downtown Benton City  


The application simulation literally blocks and obscures the view of the project that will 


be seen from this location. The gas station sign and the trees obscuring more than 


half of the view in the photo and they analysis yields absolutely no information of value 


to the visual assessment. It’s basically useless.   
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This next viewshed sample Viewshed is located on the Fidelitas Winery on Sunset 


Road in the middle of the Red Mountain AVA.  


The nearest turbines are 4.5 miles away and they will be able to see a dozen or more 


5 to 7 miles away. Right from the porch at the wine tasting room.  


The higher you go on Red Mountain, the more wind turbines people will see.  
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This next viewshed is located on the Thompson Hill Residences just off the 


Hildebrand Street - Bob Adams Parkway Intersection with Highway 395 in South 


Kennewick  


50 or more turbines will be visible from this residential community at distance from 5 to 


98 miles away. The Nine Canyon turbines are also visible from this location. They are 


smaller than the Horse Heaven turbines, which will be larger 499 feet high or 671 feet 


high, and will be visible towering over the smaller one.  


A ground photo taken from one of the homes on South 26th St helps put the viewshed 


into perspective.  
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Finally, we received a photograph taken by retired engineer Elliott Aholo, who lives at : 


30751 E Red Mountain Road, Benton City.  The camera he used is a Nikon D800, 


200mm lens. The photo was taken on 13 March, 2016 at 6:37 pm.  The photo meta 


data shows 5:37 pm, but the length of the shadow of Red Mountain suggests the 


camera clock was not “sprung forward” to Daylight Saving Time. 


 


Landmarks that can be seen in the photo: 


 


1. Grain elevator on Clearwater Ave is at extreme left of image. 


2. At center is the radio tower on the hill south of Finley near Highway 397 and S 


Finley Rd. 
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3. At far right is Thompson Hill and the water tanks on the eastern flank of Badger 


Mountain, south of Trailhead Park. 


4. All the turbines are on the east side of the Columbia River, the ones near the 


center of the photo are of the eastern State Line Wind project on the ridge just 


south east of Wallula Junction (Washington). 


5. Kennewick Walmart is large white building in the middle of the photo just below 


and right of the Finley radio tower. 


6. The intersection of Keene Rd and Belmont Blvd in southern West Richland is at 


left foreground. 


7. The turbines at the extreme left are part of the Combine Hill II project located just 


south, and a little east, of the intersection of Hudson Bay Rd and Schubert Rd 


about 8 miles due west of Milton-Freewater. 


a. The dark hills in middle of photo are those south of Kennewick. 


b. The sunlit hills in the background are between Wallula and Milton-


Freewater. 


c. The Oregon Blue Mountains around Tollgate would normally dominate 


the far background if they were sunlit and not in cloud shadow. 


A CalTopo Map was created to show the location where the photo, the segment of the 


terrain that the photograph captures, and the viewshed map of the HHWF turbines, 


facing the direction.  


This set of illustrations shows that the wind turbines are visible from as far away as 60 


miles.  
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These samples and the accompanying photography indicate and support the 


conclusion that Application Visual Analysis is seriously flawed and does not provide a 


rational basis for decision-making. More work needs to be done to establish a better 


understanding of the visual impacts on the people affected by the Project especially 


near the residential areas two to ten miles away from the Project boundaries.  


The Application fails to identify and discuss the perceived size of turbines with 


a proper scientific understanding of how big they will appear on prominent 


ridgelines to viewers in the town.   


The wind turbines will appear differently depending on a variety of factors including 


distance.  
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The following graphic was prepared to compare the perceived size of the turbines for 


the existing Nine Canyon Project as compared to the proposed Horse Heaven Hills 


Project including the 499-foot turbines in Option 1 and the 671-foot turbines in Option 


2.  


Here is a photo taken from downtown Kennewick looking south towards the Nine Mile 


Project. The foreground turbines above the roof is a measured Amistad Elementary 


School is 6.4 miles away from the photo location using CalTopo’s measuring tool 


(accurate to distance feet). The ridgeline is 7 miles away and more as one looks down 


the ridge to the east.  


 


Compare this to the size of the turbines in the Application Visual simulations which 


state in the fine print that the turbines in the middle and lower photo simulations are 


three miles away.  
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The wind turbines in the Application computer simulations appear smaller at 3 miles 


than the smart phone photo of the Nine Mile turbines at 6 to 7 miles.  


This raises serious concerns about the accuracy and validity of the entire visual 


assessment presented in the Application.  


The Application fails to select an adequate number of KOPs. The KOPs in the 


Application are not representative of the people who live in the affected environment. 


The Application and SCA Visual Simulations fail to provide accurate depictions of the 


Project viewsheds. The analysis and the rating of viewer sensitivity and impacts is 


flawed. The Application fails to provide clear criteria regarding the threshold between 


“reasonable” and “unreasonable” visual impacts. The CalTopo Viewsheds created 
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with a digital GIS mapping program with the parcel data showing residential 


community locations and the radial distance rings are helpful in identifying threshold 


distances or ranges.  


CESA 2021 recognizes the sensitivity of viewsheds to residential communities at five 


to ten miles. Based on the guidance in the CESA 2011 Step 2, on page 25, a distance 


of six to seven miles may be deemed acceptable and defendable, since it is what 


people are used to seeing in south Kennewick. However, the Horse Heaven Hill 


turbines will be much larger than the Nine Mile turbines, and there will be more of 


them, and they are proposed to be much closer than the Nine Mile turbines.  


Turbines at distances of less than six miles or seven miles should be deemed to be 


unacceptable, too sensitive, too visually intrusive and imposing to too many people in 


too many thousands of homes.  


The developer has not yet identified a viable and adequate source of water for 


the project.  


The application fails to demonstrate compliance with the requirements WAC 463-60-


165 which states in pertinent part):  


Proposal—Water supply. 


(1) Water intake and conveyance facilities. The application shall describe the 


location and type of water intakes, water lines, pipelines and water conveyance 
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systems, and other associated facilities required for providing water to the 


energy facility for which certification is being requested. 


(2) Water supply and usage alternatives. 


(a) The applicant shall consider water supply alternatives, including use of 


reclaimed water, water reuse projects, and conservation methods. The 


application shall describe all supply alternatives considered, including the 


associated cost of implementing such alternatives, and the resulting benefits 


and penalties that would be incurred. 


(b) The application shall include detailed information regarding using air cooling 


as an alternative to consumptive water use, including associated costs. 


(c) The application shall describe water conservation methods that will be used 


during construction and operation of the facility. 


Even if the developer uses a water source identified at the mouth of the Snake River 


in Burbank, there is no identification of the impacts and evaluation of the traffic and 


other problems that will result in 45 to 60, 5,000-gallon trucks traveling day and night 


on Highways I-82 and I-84, and Highways 395 and 397, and the County Roads for 


months during construction This is going to create more traffic problems than are 


being identified or discussed.  


The application does not identify the source, nor the quantity, and the impacts 


of gravel and cement that will be needed for the project 
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Section 2.16 Construction management in the application repeatedly refers to the use 


of on-site and temporary concrete batch plants, rock quarries, and rock crushers and 


that they will be permitted in accordance with local processes.  


 


However, the application fails to identify, describe and evaluate the source and 


impacts associated with the creation, transportation, and management of the massive 


quantities of concrete and gravel required for the project.   


 


An estimate can be developed using data from the Blue Creek Wind Farm in Ohio.  


To create just one turbine foundation measuring 6o ft x 20 ft deep requires 40 trucks 


of cement, which yields a total of 960 tons of cement ... 1 average cement truck 


carries @ 12 cubic yards. at 4,050 pounds per cubic yard, which weighs 


approximately 24 tons.   


 


References: 


 


www.windpowerengineering.com/take-a-closer-look-at-pouring-turbine-foundations/ 


 


www.utilitysmarts.com/renewables/wind-power/how-big-is-the-concrete-foundation-


for-a-wind-turbine/ 


 


Other similar wind turbine projects show similar volume and weight estimates.  


If one uses these same numbers at the Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm, 244 turbines 


times 40 trucks/turbine at 24tons/truck requires totals 234,240 tons of cement. 



http://www.windpowerengineering.com/take-a-closer-look-at-pouring-turbine-foundations/

http://www.utilitysmarts.com/renewables/wind-power/how-big-is-the-concrete-foundation-for-a-wind-turbine/

http://www.utilitysmarts.com/renewables/wind-power/how-big-is-the-concrete-foundation-for-a-wind-turbine/
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The application does not identify the source for the rock and cement needed for the 


project. 


 


The application does not identify and describe the impact transporting 234,000 tons 


across county roads will have.  


The application does not identify the sources for crushed gravel source for making 


concrete The application does not identify the location of a batch plant and the 


consequent impacts on noise, vibration, dust and wildlife and people. 


The application lacks the information needed to reasonably satisfy the transparency 


requirements of RCW 80.050.010  


 


The Application Fails to Adequately Identify and Evaluate Significant Impacts on 


the Environment and People 


The Application fails to take a adequately and appropriately identify and evaluate the 


impact the proposed action and any reasonable alternatives will have on people & the 


environment.  


The Application consistently and repeatedly describes and portrays the distance of the 


project to the cities of Finley, Kennewick, Richland, and Benton City in an erroneous 


manner.  This misrepresentation is carried through the entire Application and into the 
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EIS materials as well. This is yet another systematic failure ot comply with the 


transparency and inclusivity requirements of RCW 80.50.010.  


The Application needs to address this error and misrepresentation by accurately 


identifying and evaluating the number of people in the affected environment and then 


accurately identifying and evaluating the socio-economic impacts the Project will have 


on these people.  


The official EFSEC Tour Never Set Foot on the Project at All.  


The November 1, 2022 Road tour to the Horse Heaven Hills Project did not provide 


EFSEC with a reasonable means of describing, experiencing and evaluating the 


proposed Project, the affected environment, the lack of alternatives, and the need for 


mitigation measures to protect the environment.  


Neither of the tour stop locations is on the HHH project property but are located about 


a mile north of the project boundary.  EFSEC members did not view the actual 


proposed site locations and will not be able to gain a reasonable or realistic 


description of what and where the applicant has proposed facilities. Basically, from 


these locations, you will not be able to even set eyes on the actual project itself.  


The project is 25 miles from west to east and is 8 to 10 miles across from north to 


south. The project lands cannot be readily viewed from the two locations identified. 


Very simply, the proposed stops are in the valley below the elevation of the project. 


From these locations, you get to look up and the Horse Heaven Hills ridgeline blocks 
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the view of the project lands, so all you will see is the sky above just a few of the 


northern-most proposed turbine locations.  


The road tour failed to describe the proximity of populations of people to the Project. 


The red stars on the following map shows the road tour stops were located where the 


hillside obscured the views of the residential areas where people live.  


 


Neither the EFSEC Tour nor the Application accurately describe the populations in the 


affected environment accurately.  


The Application fails to describe the disproportionate impact the Project has on people 


when compared to every other wind project in the State of Washington.  
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The following table contains 2020 Census Data for the state and for the affected 


towns near the Horse Heaven Hills Project.  


 


Data compiled from the National Wind Turbine Data Base, Population data from the 


U.S. Census 2021, Distances Measured Using CalTopo digital GIS with the USGS 


Topo Maps base maps, Distances are in miles.  


EFSEC needs to do another tour to revisit the site and actually get on the Project and 


see and understand first hand the disproportionate impact the Project has on the 


people in Tri-Cities and the degree to which the Project causes significant impacts.  


The Application needs to be revised to accurately describe and evaluate the 
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populations and communities near the project and the impacts the Project will have on 


people.  


The Application does not accurately describe and evaluate the location, 


proximity, and impact on people who live in close proximity to the Project. 


The Benton County GIS system, which is available to the public online at the following 


website https://benton-county-gis-bentonco.hub.arcgis.com/ can be used to create 


graphics which show describe and evaluate the Project, and depict the proximity of 


the project to people and the designated land use categories that are affected by the 


project at present and in the future.  


The following map is for the area near Webber Canyon. The highlighted RL-5 Zoning 


Classification indicates the location of existing and planned residential communities.  



https://benton-county-gis-bentonco.hub.arcgis.com/
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The following map is for the area south of Kennewick to Finley. The highlighted RL-5 


Zoning Classification indicates the location of existing and planned residential 


communities. 
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The Application does not identify and evaluate the proximity of the Project to 


people adequately. The distances described in the Application are in error and 


misrepresent the real conditions found at the present time.  


The Application does not use digital GIS Mapping to identify and evaluate the 


elements of the environment and the significant impacts the project and alternatives 


will have. As noted in another section of the comment, CalTopo is an inexpensive and 


versatile digital GIS mapping program that can be readily used to help understand and 


evaluate the relationships between features of interest and elements of the 


environment.  
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This following graphics are centered on a turbine we numbered 1A7. It is one of a 


dozen turbines labeled in the A String of turbines that can be seen south of Benton 


City, and south west of south Badger Road in south Kennewick. As noted in previous 


comments, the developer has not provided maps that show turbine and other project 


infrastructure coordinates and they do not number the turbines.  


The first graphic is the a CalTopo viewshed from turbine 1A7 set at hub height on a 


proposed 499-foot high turbine.  
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CalTopo can be utilized to map parcel data on to maps with markers and range rings 


to illustrate and help understand the proximity of the Project to people in near the 


project and the wind turbines proposed. 


The next graphic is a screenshot with the ownership of land identified using a data 


layer in CalTopo.  


The pink lines are the parcel boundaries the black circles are the range rings in one-


mile increments going out to six miles around the seelcted turbine. If one zooms and 


pans inward, the land owner and parcel numbers can be readily seen.  
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The following graphic repeats these two digital GIS data overlay selections to again 


illustrate the type of analysis that was not provided in the ASC or the Application for a 


Turbine we numbered 3C24 in close proximity to numerous residential areas in south 


Kennewick.  


Here is the Viewshed from Turbine 3C24. 


 


 


The viewshed map helps understand the answer to the question, “who can see this 


turbine? On this viewshed map, if a person is in a zone that colored purple, then they 
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will be able to feasibly see the hub of the turning turbine.  In particular look at the 


location of housing developments that are within 2 miles, 3 miles, 4 miles, 5 miles, and 


6 miles of turbine numbered 3C24.  These distances correspond to areas that are 


deemed to be of high sensitivity in CESA 2011.  


Here is the corresponding ownership parcel data map. 


 


 Of particular importance are the locations where a high density of pink ownership 


lines can be seen. The areas containing high density of pink grids correspond to 


locations where residential community developments are already constructed or have 
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probably been planned and approved by city and county for future expansion. Note 


the location of the KOP 14 RV 10 and the comments on the improper selection of 


location as a Representative Viewpoint.   


Observe that there is not a single other KOP located in this graphic.  


 


Here is a CalTopo graphic showing the parcel ownership & home density in the 


Summit View Residential Community. Everyone who lives in this community will be 


seeing the same viewshed of the turbines.  


 


This CalTopo graphic shows the proximity of the proposed turbines to the Summitview 


neighborhood. 
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The range rings are 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 miles.  


 


We can readily show the proximity of the HHH wind turbines to additional sample 


locations in numerous residential communities. However, the descriptions and 


comments are presented here to simply show and demonstrate the failure of the ASC 


and the Application to properly identify and even minimally describe, evaluate and 


mitigate and minimize the impacts of the project on people who live in near proximity 


of the Project.  


The ASC and the Application need to be revised and re-issued to provide what is 


required under the WAC.  
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The ASC and the Application fails to identify and evaluate the Impact of the 


Project and Feasible Alternatives Using a Suitable Analysis of Population Within 


the Affected Environment.  


The Application fails to describe and define which turbines are too close to 


people and will be deemed unacceptable 


In order to ascertain the deficiency in the analysis provided in the Application, the 


reviewers received voluntary support of a big data analyst who created a power data 


tool that can be used to provide detailed population data analysis of the areas of 


Benton County affected by the project. The power data analysis tool utilizes two 


primary data sources: 


1. The Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC), is one of the 


Distributed Active Archive Centers (DAACs) in the Earth Observing System 


Data and Information System (EOSDIS) of the U.S. National Aeronautics and 


Space Administration. Focusing on human interactions in the environment, 


SEDAC has as its mission to develop and operate applications that support the 


integration of socioeconomic and earth science data and to serve as an 


"Information Gateway" between earth sciences and social sciences.  


https://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/ 


2. The United States Wind Turbine Database (USWTDB) provides the locations of 


land-based and offshore wind turbines in the United States, corresponding wind 


project information, and turbine technical specifications. The creation of this 
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database was jointly funded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Wind 


Energy Technologies Office (WETO) via the Lawrence Berkeley National 


Laboratory (LBNL) Electricity Markets and Policy Group, the U.S. Geological 


Survey (USGS) Energy Resources Program, and the American Clean Power 


Association (ACP). The database is being continuously updated through 


collaboration among LBNL, USGS, and ACP. Wind turbine records are 


collected and compiled from various public and private sources, digitized or 


position-verified from aerial imagery, and quality checked. Technical 


specifications for turbines are obtained directly from project developers and 


turbine manufacturers, or they are based on data obtained from public sources. 


https://eerscmap.usgs.gov/uswtdb/ 


SEDAC was used to provide population estimates for each block in the database. 


Blocks are organized by country, state, county, tract, block group, and blocks. In some 


highly populated areas, blocks can be divided into sub-blocks. Each block has a 


centroid latitude and longitude coordinate. These centroids are depicted in red on the 


interactive map in the power tool. In most cases, projects contain multiple turbines and 


various turbines can affect the same block of population, or multiple projects in a 


county can affect the same block. Therefore, when evaluating the population at the 


project level, no two population blocks were counted twice. This methodology also 


holds when assessing at the county and the state levels.  



https://eerscmap.usgs.gov/uswtdb/
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The power tool lets users analyze and compare all the Wind Turbine Projects in 


Washington, Oregon and Montana. Users can then select and analyze and compare 


projects and their characteristics by county.  


On Page 1 the Power Data Tool measures include:  


• the number of projects and their projected output in MW. 


• Number, height, and hub height of turbines in projects and the location of the 


projects selected on map. 


On Page 2 the Power Data Tool measures include: 


• The state(s) or counties selected for analysis 


• Distance from the project – 2,3,4,5 or 6 miles can be selected.  


• The height and number of turbines selected for analysis 


• A data table of the Population within the selected distance from the project(s) 


selected by year using census data from 2000, 2005, 20210, 2015 and 2020 


• A graphic of the Population withing the selected distance by project  


• A graphic of the Population within the selected distance by County 


• A map showing the color graded Population Within the Counties within a 


radius based on the distance selected.  


On Page 3 the Power data Tool measures include: 
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• The state(s) or counties selected for analysis 


• Distance from the project – 2,3,4,5 or 6 miles can be selected.  


• The height and number of turbines selected for analysis 


• A circle graphic comparing the 2020 Population Within the selected radius in 


the 10 Counties compared to Benton County 


• A graphic Comparing the Benton County Wind Projects 2020 Population 


from 2 to 6 miles compared to the nine other Counties in Washington  


• A block graphic of the 2020 Population by County at the selected radius 


distance  


• A table of the wind projects in Benton County and the wind projects other 9 


counties showing a comparison of the populations with 2,3,4,5, and 6 miles 


of the projects.  


On page 4, the Power data tool measures include:  


• The state(s), counties and projects selected for analysis 


• Distance from the project – 2,3,4,5 or 6 miles can be selected.  


• A table showing the Township and Range location and the US Census Data 


plots and the population of the people for the distance selected for analysis 
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• A map identifying the location of the wind turbines in the project that are 


used to calculate the populations within the selected radius distance 


• A graphic layer on an aerial photo showing the US Census blocks with the 


2020 Population at the selected distance for analysis.  


The following pages present the results of the Power Tool Data outputs for the Project 


as compares to all the other wind turbine projects in the State of Washington.  


The results of the Power data Tool Analysis are graphical and in color.  


The following interpretations can be made from the analysis: 


• There are 2067 turbines in 33 projects in ther state of Washington. 


• The Horse Heaven Hills Project will have the tallest turbines compared to all 


the other projects in the state. 


• The Horse Heaven Hills projected output wil be the largest of any of the wind 


projects in the state (650 MW).  


• The Stateline wind project has the highest number of turbines (270) compared 


to the Horse Heaven Hills, but they are 241 feet high compared to 499 feet 


high.  


Benton County will have the highest population within six miles of any project in the 


state. Over 100,000 people live within 6 miles of the project.  
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Benton County will disproportionately impacted by the Horse Heaven Hills Project 


compared to all the other projects in the state combined within six miles of each 


project.  


Over 100K population in Benton County compared to 19.5K for all the other counties 


and projects combined. In Washington state, the average project population within six 


miles is 2,178 people within six miles. 


The power data tool can be used here (Internet link to the power data tool website). 


The power data tool screenshots of the analysis of the Horse Heaven Hills project are 


provided below.  


The ASC and the Application needs to adequately identify and evaluate the Impact of 


the Project and feasible alternatives using a suitable method to analysis the affected 


populations within the affected environment. The Application needs to include the 


utilization and application of the power data tools and digital GIS mapping tools to 


accurately identify, describe and evaluate the impacts of the project and any feasible 


alternatives have on people.  


EFSEC needs to develop and transparently propose and defend a rational sound 


basis for determining whether turbine location distances can be deemed acceptable or 


unacceptable. The basis for this regulatory framework must identify the distance 


between people and wind turbines based on a multitude of factors.  



https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMzZhZTFhMGYtYjM5MC00MWYyLWFhOTUtNjk0YjliZThiNDg4IiwidCI6IjY3NGQxNWZlLTAzYzYtNGE2Mi1hYzlkLTZkNWNjZWViOGZiYiIsImMiOjN9
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Turbines and other project components, which are deemed through evaluation to be 


within the unacceptable distance (e.g., six miles) to residential communities, existing 


and planned, must be eliminated from the project. These turbines need to be 


identified, evaluate and reviewed, and finalized before the final permit stipulations are 


issued and the Project Recommendation is prepared by EFSEC and sent to the 


Governor for a approve or deny decision.   
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The Application Fails to Adequately Identify, Describe and Evaluate the 


Significant and Unhealthy Adverse Impacts of Fugitive Dust Emissions Caused 


by the Project. 


The Application fails to describe and evaluate the incredibly risk of enormous fugitive 


dust from the project and that particulate matter will be deposited beyond the property 


line in significant quantities that will interfere with the use and enjoyment of the people 


in the downwind affected areas.  The applicant fails to identify and describe the 


reasonable precautions to prevent the release of air contaminants from materials 


handling, construction, demolition, or other fugitive emissions sources. The application 


fails to describe reasonable measures to prevent dust from becoming airborne and 


minimize emissions. 


The Application fails to identify, describe and evaluate feasible alternatives that 


can reasonably control and mitigate the health hazards from the fugitive dust 


emissions caused by the project. 


The Application identifies that there will be a dramatic increase the amount of fugitive 


dust created during construction of the HH wind farm project. This is a significant 


impact to the environment that also threatens human health. The application 


underestimates the dust that will be generated in the highly erodible fine grained 


glacial soils – the loess that covers the agricultural land the project is located on. The 


blowing dust created by the 100 miles of proposed roads will be well beyond anything 


identified in the Application. They will not be able to control the dust with water due to 
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the evapotranspiration rates found in this area. Their statements that they will mitigate 


the dust is without scientific foundation. 


The Application does not identify, describe and evaluate fugitive dust created after 


construction during the anticipated 35-year operation of the wind farm.  


The Application on page 3-46 to 3-55 utilize wind roses from the Richland Airport for 


the Annual Year 2020. They do not utilize and present the meteorological data taken 


from the meteorological towers on the Project Site itself.  


The text in Application Chapter 3 – Affected Environment states with emphasis added:  


“Atmospheric stability, which refers to a lack of vertical air movement, plays an 


important role in air quality because air contaminants are not dispersed as 


quickly or widely when the atmosphere is stable (Hanna et al. 1982). 


Atmospheric stability is generally characterized according to the Pasquill-


Gifford scheme, which ranges from Class A (most unstable) to Class G (most 


stable). Figure 3.3-2 shows the average atmospheric stability in Richland 2020. 


Similar to the wind rose in Figure 3.3-1, in this “stability rose,” the spokes in the 


figure depict wind direction, but here the colors represent the atmospheric 


stability associated with each wind direction. The figure shows that unstable 


to neutral (Class A–D) atmospheric conditions, which promote acceptable 


pollutant dispersion, predominate in all compass directions in the 


Richland area and that highly stable conditions (Class F and G) with 


reduced atmospheric mixing are less frequent.” (emphasis added) 
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This is not scientifically correct given that the Richland weather station is eight miles 


away from the northern boundary of the site and the wind increases with elevation  


The declarations made in the Application in Section 2.12 Emission Control lack 


scientific basis and misrepresent the risk and amount of fugitive dust that will be 


caused by the project construction and operation from the use of fuel-burning 


equipment disturbing the exposed surface windblown dust, access road traffic, 


bulldozing, and grading activities.  


The Application states without any explanation or quantification “Emissions during 


Project construction are expected to comply with all applicable air quality rules, 


regulations, and plans. The applicant on page 2-134 simply states:  


“To prevent and reduce fugitive dust emissions during construction, the 


Applicant would prepare a Dust Control Plan. The Dust Control Plan would 


consider and incorporate dust control guidance from the BCAA as applicable 


(Benton Clean Air Agency 2020).”  


Page 3-43 of Application states  


 “In addition to prescribing the above Washington state regulations, the BCAA 


requires notification prior to commencement of any work that would generate 


fugitive air emissions (BCAA Regulation 1 Section 4.02.D). Additionally, a dust 


control plan that identifies management practices and operational procedures 


to effectively control fugitive dust emissions must be maintained and provided 


to the BCAA prior to construction (BCAA Regulation 1 Section 4.02.E) 
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These empty declarations of intent are without any substance and detail whatsoever 


and putting the commitment to create a adequate dust control plan off into some 


undetermined future time. The Application is simply ignoring the regulatory 


requirements and is failing to address the issue in any meaningful way at all.  


 


The Application fails to adequately identify, describe and evaluate that 


unacceptable air quality conditions will occur from the road construction 


disturbance and cause significant environmental impacts that will impacts over 


100,000 people in the Tri-Cities. Project monitoring of PM2.5 and PM 10 is 


inadequate.  


The Application fails to identify and evaluate fugitive dust issues and provide adequate 


mitigation as required by WAC 463-60-312, which states in pertinent part: 


Natural environment—Air. 


The application shall provide detailed descriptions of the affected environment, 


project impacts, and mitigation measures for the following: 


(1) Air quality. The application shall identify all pertinent air pollution control 


standards. The application shall contain adequate data showing air quality 


and meteorological conditions at the site. Meteorological data shall include, 


at least, adequate information about wind direction patterns, air stability, 


wind velocity patterns, precipitation, humidity, and temperature. The 
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applicant shall describe the means to be utilized to assure compliance with 


applicable local, state, and federal air quality and emission standards. 


…[]…  


(5) Air quality. The application shall identify all pertinent air pollution control 


standards. The application shall contain adequate data showing air quality 


and meteorological conditions at the site. Meteorological data shall include, 


at least, adequate information about wind direction patterns, air stability, 


wind velocity patterns, precipitation, humidity, and temperature. The 


applicant shall describe the means to be utilized to assure compliance with 


applicable local, state, and federal air quality and emission standards. 


 


The micrositing corridors arrays of giant turbines stacked six rows deep have the 


potential to create their own turbulence and promote fine dust traveling into residential 


neighborhoods below the HH plateau.  


The Application on page 3-56 describes the air monitoring sites in the region   


3.2.1.3 Existing Air Quality 


The two most prevalent existing sources of air pollution in Benton County are 


fugitive dust and vehicle emissions. Windblown fugitive dust is prevalent in non-


irrigated agricultural areas. Fugitive dust and combustion emissions are 


generated by agricultural activities, traveling vehicles, construction, and other 
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activities that disturb the soils and use combustion engines. The nearest air 


quality monitors to the Project are located in Kennewick, Washington (with the  


monitor located approximately 4 miles to the north), which measure ozone and 


PM10. The nearest PM2.5 monitors are in Pendleton, Oregon (approximately 


35 miles southwest) and Toppenish, Washington (approximately 40 miles to the 


northwest).  


The HHWF is 25 miles across, 8 miles wide and proposes about 100 miles of roads. 


The project monitoring of PM 2.5 and PM 10 are totally inadequate.  


The Application does not provide for adequate Project Air monitoring and mitigation 


plans do not identify and commit to any increased monitoring of PM 10 and PM 2.5. 


There is no existing baseline on the smallest and most dangerous dust particles 


(PM2.5) in our area with the closest monitoring station in Toppenish. The HH wind 


farm project cannot be permitted before a good baseline of PM 2.5 in our area has 


been established and reviewed by health experts. 


The Tri-City area is a dusty place - the local baseball team is called the Dust Devils. 


Frequent storms from the west blow across the plateau of the Horse Heaven Hills and 


large clouds of dust travel into the lower areas of the Columbia and Yakima River 


Valleys. Residential areas like Badger Canyon, West Kennewick, South Richland, and 


Canyon Lakes are then enveloped in a grey-brown clouds of blowing dust.  
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Dust is harmful to human health, especially small particles of less than 2.5 um called 


PM 2.5 have shown to be very harmful as they travel deep into the lungs. Silica 


particles of that size cause inflammation and scarring of the lung tissue; serious 


complications called fibrosis are known to cause lung infection, high blood pressure 


and heart failure.  


The soil of the Horse Heaven Hills is high in silica due to the low level of organic 


content and its silty- sandy nature. When the soil is dry (most of the year in Eastern 


Washington), the fine soil particles are easily moved by wind, vehicle traffic, or any air 


currents moving across the plateau, and are blown into the lower-lying areas of the 


Tri-Cities, some 1600 feet below the plateau.  There many new communities are 


exposed to the hazards of fine dust blowing into their homes. 


The Horse Heaven Hill wind farm will significantly increase the dangerous dust clouds 


in our area. During construction and with a lot of oversight, the 36 ft wide roads with 


their 350-foot wide corridors, they have underestimated the amount of water they will 


need to spray the roads and control the dust down. Even with control that assume that 


75 % of the dust can be controlled, there will be 3080 tons of PM10 and 337 tons of 


PM2.5 from construction drifting into the air and the surrounding areas. This is an 


unacceptable impact on the affected environment.  


The Application needs to be revised and reissued to identify, describe and evaluate 


the impacts of the Project construction and operation. Alternatives need to be 


identified and evaluated to reduce the significant impacts of the dust. Fewer turbines 
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close to the urban residential area boundaries need to be considered. Relocation of 


the project away from Tri-Cities should also be considered.  


 


The dust blowing into the Tri-Cities and the effects of PM10 and PM2.5 particles on 


our communities need to be adequately identified, fully and properly evaluated and 


reliably mitigated to prevent significant impacts to people in the Tri-Cities.  


This photo depicts a wind wall in carrying dust in the Horse Heaven Hills. 
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This next photo shows dust from the HHH plateau blowing into Badger Canyon, as 


seen from Badger Valley during a dust storm from the Summit View area in south 


Kennewick.  


 


The Application fails to identify and evaluate specific turbine locations that are 


identified to cause significant impacts. The Application fails to propose or even 


contemplate any remedy if it entails turbine elimination or relocation.  


The maps described above were utilized to develop a list of the turbines that should 


be eliminated from consideration in order to protect the wildlife migration corridor, 


ecological connectivity and habitat.  


The Application fails to identify and consider the elimination and relocation of turbines, 


solar arrays and other project infrastructure to reduce the significant impacts of the 


Project on highly trafficked roadways, wildlife corridors, wildlife habitats, sensitive 


species, and visual impacts of the Project.  
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The following CalTopo map shows where the wind turbines (numbered using the DoD 


GPS Coordinates), are located in close proximity to Highway 395 south of Kennewick. 


Several wind turbines will tower above the highway where thousands of cars are 


travelling.  


The base of these wind turbines, numbered 3888, 3908, and 3894 are about 1000 to 


1500 feet away from the traveled pavement on the highway, they are located along 


the highest part of the ridgeline and Horse Heaven Pass, and the base is elevated on 


the about 40 feet above the elevation of the highway. Engineers have developed a 


formula to describe the distance needed to avoid and reduce the risks of damage and 


harm from Ice Throw.  The formula adds the hub height plus the rotor diameter times 1.5 


and then adds in the wind. which in our th case of the wind varies, but can be 


documented using the applicant’s met tower data.  


Using what is known, this yields 499 + 250 x1.5 = 1150 feet plus the wind. The shape of 


the ice and weight also make a difference. A piece of ice thrown from 499 feet in a 45 


miles an hour wind could easily blow into cars on the highway.  


It means that the proposed turbines on either side of Highway 395 can be a real hazard to 


anyone driving from ice bombs travelling at 50 to 75 mph. Here's a reference from 


General Electric.  


Ice Shedding and Ice Throw – Risk and Mitigation  



https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/review?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:3537e60e-48e9-4077-a7dd-d6a012faaffc
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https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/review?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:3537e60e-48e9-4077-a7dd-


d6a012faaffc 


 


https://www.ge.com/.../ger-4262-ice-shedding-ice-throw... 


 


 


Here is a photograph taken on the Nine Mile turbines road near Jump Off Joe in 


Kennewick.  



https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/review?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:3537e60e-48e9-4077-a7dd-d6a012faaffc

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/review?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:3537e60e-48e9-4077-a7dd-d6a012faaffc

https://www.ge.com/.../ger-4262-ice-shedding-ice-throw...
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The applicant has not presented any documentation or analysis of the hazards to 


people from falling ice and throwing snow and has identified no mitigation measures. 


These turbines must be eliminated or relocated.  


The Horse Heaven Hills Project in some respects is very similar to the Whistling Ridge 


Project, where a hotly contested issue involved in the application with the greatest 
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degree of public concern and intervenor attention was the aesthetics, in particular, the 


visual impacts.  


In Council Order No. 868, the Whistling Ridge Final Adjudicative Order on page 23 of 


52 provide the Table 1 Viewing Site Analysis identifies three options with varying 


numbers of turbines along with turbine number designations and the selected Option 


3, which had been presented by the Council of the Environment as a means to 


resolving the contested issues.  


Reference: 


https://www.efsec.wa.gov/sites/default/files/096000/02560/20111006_868.pdf 


The following is presented to provide a basis for a comparable method and process 


that can be utilized for the Horse Heaven Hills project in the adjudication process to 


reduce and narrow the contestable issues and provide a foundation for the FEIS. The 


objective is to create a rational basis for the determination of allowable wind turbine 


visibility. It is based upon an analysis of the wind turbine views from key 


representative viewpoints, particularly residential communities with large significant 


populations of residents, including and recognizing the maps, photography, and 


testimony of experts during the adjudication, along with the other documentation in the 


record. This method provides a means to mitigate adverse impacts to an acceptable 


degree and through a fair and reasoned process utilizing the information and record 


available. It is recognized that the degree of reduced visibility is not a mathematical 



https://www.efsec.wa.gov/sites/default/files/096000/02560/20111006_868.pdf
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formula, but is rather based on the EFSEC Counsel’s subjective decision to mitigate 


adverse effects of wind turbines to an acceptable degree.  


To further that objective and expedite the adjudication process we offer the following 


graphics.   


This graphic contains 4-mile, 5-mile, and six-mile range rings around the KOP 13 in 


Benton City. 


The turbines within the six-mile radius should be removed from consideration in the 


project and deemed to close and intrusive to people due to the visual impact.  
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This graphic contains 4-mile, 5-mile, and six-mile range rings around the residential 


Badger Mountain Estates residential community from 4102 Highview Street.  


The turbines within the six-mile radius should be removed from consideration in the 


project and deemed to close and intrusive to people due to the visual impact. 
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This graphic contains 4-mile, 5-mile, and six-mile range rings around the residential 


the Summitview residential community from 40197 Summit View Road.  


The turbines within the six-mile radius should be removed from consideration in the 


project and deemed to close and intrusive to people due to the visual impact. 
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This graphic contains 4-mile, 5-mile, and six-mile range rings around the residential 


the Symphony Ridge Development on Thompson Hill residential community from 


South 26th St.   


The turbines within the six-mile radius should be removed from consideration in the 


project and deemed to close and intrusive to people due to the visual impact. 
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This graphic contains 2-mile, 3-mile, 4-mile, 5-mile, and 6-mile range rings around the 


residential the intersection of Interstate 82 and Highway 395.  


The graphic clearly shows the distances to the existing Nine Mile Canyons and the 


locations of turbines that are within a comparable distance. Given the future growth 


and development in South Kennewick, the turbines within the six-mile radius should 


be removed from consideration in the project and deemed to close and intrusive to 


people due to the visual impact. 
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This graphic contains 4-mile, 5-mile, and six-mile range rings around the residential 


the Symphony Ridge Development on Thompson Hill residential community from 


South 26th St.   


In this case, the turbines within the two-mile, three-mile, four-mile, five mile and six-


mile radius should be removed from consideration in the project and deemed to close 


and intrusive to people due to the visual impact. The proposed HHWF turbines are 


larger, closer and more intrusive than the Nine Mile turbines. Finley should not be 


forced to experience increased visual impacts from the project.  
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The turbines within the six-mile stance should be considered for elimination to reduce 


and eliminate unacceptable impacts to visual resources, property values, cultural 


resources, wildlife corridors, and endangered special nesting sites.  


The Key Wind Turbines That Require Removal Are On the Ridgeline 


This recommendation is offered as a guide that points to and describes the type of 


additional analysis needed to help EFSEC responsibly identify feasible alternatives 


that can achieve power generation needs and minimize the significant impacts on the 


environment and people in accordance with its responsibilities under the RCW 80.50 


with language that was added by the Legislature in June 2022 as follows 


The legislature finds that the in-state manufacture of industrial products that 


enable a clean energy economy is critical to advancing the state's objectives in 


providing affordable electricity, promoting renewable energy, strengthening the 


state's economy, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.  


Therefore, the legislature intends to provide the council with additional authority 


regarding the siting of clean energy product manufacturing facilities. 


This identifies a method and a measure that is a priority objective of the state to 


provide affordable electricity creating the need for an economic and environmental 


review of project. 
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The Application must be revised to appropriately and adequately identify and evaluate 


different wind turbine and solar hybrid alternatives, along with a precise identification 


of turbine locations that are recognized to be unsuitable for the project along with the 


reasons supporting these alternatives.  


The reasons for turbine elimination or relocation must include wildlife migration, 


wildlife habitat, sensitive species, visual impacts, proximity to people, and other 


elements of the environment subject to significant, even permanent and irretrievable 


impact from the Project.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








Paul J. Krupin 


Public Comment Response to Brynne Guthrie, Leslie McLain, and Greg Poulos Rebuttals 


 


On Page 2 – Lines 11 to 24 Ms Guthrie states that her team completed the Visual Impact 


Assessment for the ASC while SWCA completed the visual impact assessment to the DEIS and 


SEPA Process. “My team was only responsible for providing data to the SEPA Process through 


formal data requests.  


 


This response makes the use of the visual analyses in the ASC and the DEIS even more 


confusing. The EFSEC assessment conducted on contract by SWCA used the flawed 


information provided by TetraTech. The quality issues with the TetraTech visual data cascade 


directly into the DEIS and render the visual assessments in both the adjudication and SEPA 


processes highly questionable, unreliable and of doubtful utility.  


 


On Page 3 lines 18-19, Ms Guthrie states “there are a number of reasons why Scout’s visual 


simulations contain atmospheric haze.”  


 


As an avid photographer, I would also suggest that the settings on the original camera are 


critical, as well as the resolution of each computer image that is used to create the drawings in 


the visual simulations. The fuzzy turbines may not be due to atmospheric conditions as much as 


the image dpi.  


 


On Page 4 lines 6 to 9, Ms. Guthrie seeks to explain some haziness may be dues to 


Kennewick’s average humidity, which she presents as around 60 percent.  


 


I have lived in Kennewick since 1983 and the humidity rarely is high enough to create a haze 


that will interfere with the visibility of turbines at six to eight miles. The only times the Nine Mile 


turbines cannot be seen is when the humidity is near 100 percent and the mountains are 


encased in clouds.  







The Iowa State University Mesonet site was used to create an hourly database of relative 


humidity and visibility from the dates August 2018 to June 30, 2023 at the weather station in 


Pasco. http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/request/download.phtml?network=WA_ASOS 


The data shows that visibility is ten miles consistently regardless of the relative humidity and 


indicates that relative humidity in the sixty percent range will have little to no impact on 


visibility.   


 


Page 4 Lines 12-14 Ms. Guthrie states Finally, Scout’s consultant prepared a series of 


additional visual simulations in 2021 at the request of local stakeholders, including the 


Yakama Nation and winery operators. 


 


If this work has indeed been completed, these visual simulations do not appear to have been 


incorporated into the ASC and made available to the public. There are no computer visual 


simulations provided in the ASC that are identified as stakeholder requested Key Observation 


Points Representative Viewpoints near any of the wineries near Benton City or on Red 


Mountain.  


 


On Page 6 and Page 7 through line 13, Ms Guthrie responds to Mr. Apostol’s comments on 


the adequacy of the Visual Assessment selection of viewpoints. 


 


It is doubtful to me that Ms. Guthrie has visited the Tri-Cities area enough to see, realize and 


fully understand how the list of the 23 KOPs used by TetraTech in the ASC failed to reasonably 


or adequately address and satisfy the very criteria she identifies.  


 


The ASC does not contain any maps or GPS coordinates that accurately locate the wind turbine 


locations. It is not exactly clear what turbine locations the visual simulations use.  


 


It is noteworthy that neither Ms. Guthrie nor Mr. Poulos made any use of and did not analyze the 


US Census data in their analyses of the project. Poulos waxes eloquently about projects in 


California in six to ten miles of Altamont Pass and but fails to state that there is intervening 


topography that blocks the views of the turbines so that the visual impacts are minimized.  


 



http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/request/download.phtml?network=WA_ASOS





The US Census data shows that over 100,000 people live within six miles of the northern 


boundary of the project and that over a quarter of a million people live and drive each day within 


ten to 15 miles of the project.  


 


Ms Guthrie and Mr Poulos fail address the shortcoming in the ASC to address the 


disproportionate impact the HHH project will have on the Tri-Cities and on Benton County.  


 


The TCC Power Data Tool graphically depicts the US Census Data and shows the  impact 


of the HHH project as compared to the other wind projects in the state of Washington at 


2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 miles distance from the projects. 


 


Two Miles  


 


 



https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMzZhZTFhMGYtYjM5MC00MWYyLWFhOTUtNjk0YjliZThiNDg4IiwidCI6IjY3NGQxNWZlLTAzYzYtNGE2Mi1hYzlkLTZkNWNjZWViOGZiYiIsImMiOjN9





 


 


Three Miles  


 


 







 


Four Miles  


 







 


 


Five Miles 


 







 


Six Miles 


 







 


 


 


 


Summary Chart 


 


 


 


The ASC and the Visual Assessments fail to adequately sample and represent the main 


highways and junctions, the many key residential areas, and the wineries on Red Mountain, all 


of which will be in plain view of 100 to 244 wind turbines. 







 


The digital geographic mapping system Cal Topo was used to create viewsheds from over a 


dozen locations that do identify representative viewpoints where large numbers of people in Tri-


Cities will see the proposed wind turbines each and every day.  


 


These are provided in the attached Exhibit EXH  


 


So people can see the face of the spinning turbine blades these maps aim at the base of the 


499-foot high turbines using the GPS coordinates in the DoD Agreements that were posted to 


the Federal Activities section of the EFSEC website.  


 


Please note that the ground truth activities that were done by TCC members to validate the 


CalTopo maps indicate that the viewsheds depicted are probably conservative, and likely 


underestimate what is truly likely to be seen by on-the-ground observers.    


 


The Cal Topo Viewshed graphics present numerous high visibility impact locations. 


 


Here is a graphic for Figure 13 RV 9 in the Updated ASC Appendix Q to demonstrate and 


illustrate what is on each of the following graphics,  


 


The legend states:  


 


• The black dots on the maps show the gps location of the wind turbines. 


• Black dot on purple means the foundation (cement) base of the wind turbine is visible.  


• Black on gray means the view is partial (up to the wing tip) or is not visible at all due to 


intervening topography.   


• The Range rings show the distance to the wind turbines from each location in one-mile 


increments from one mile to nine miles or more. 


 


The Caltopo Graphic for RV 9: with the green bearing line set at 195 degrees to match the 


visual simulation in Appendix Q.  


 







 


 


The Updated ASC Appendix Q Visual Simulation for RV 9 – gas station sign and trees off to the 


right blocking the view of the ridgeline and turbines.  


 


 







These CalTopo Map Attachment in EXH – includes locations that TCC selected as truly 


representative viewpoints and the few relevant RV’s from the ASC. These locations are 


provided as follows (with comments):  


• McBee Peak/McBee Hill – Popular Hiking Trails with a magnificent view of the 


valleys and the Cascade volcanoes - no visual simulation provided. Not included in 


the ASC. 80 to 100 turbines will be visible (mostly full some partial)  from 1 to 8 


miles.   


• Washington 225 Highway Benton City well-trafficked residential access road north of 


downtown. Not included in the ASC. 15 to 20 turbines will be visible (mostly partial) 


from 3 to 8 miles.  


• Anelare Winery and Recreational Trail Head on BLM Land. Popular destinations for 


Tri-City residents and tourism. Not included in the ASC. 19 to 15 turbines will be 


visible (partial or full) from to 7 miles. 


• RV 9 - Benton City (this RV needs to be moved to eliminate the signs and trees that 


obstruct the view in the computer simulation. 10 to 15 turbines will be visible (partial) 


from one to 8 miles. 


• Fidelitas Winery - just one of a dozen wine tasting rooms along Sunset Road in the 


Red Mountain AVA.  Not included in the ASC. 20 to 30 turbines (partial and full) will 


be visible from 4 to 9 miles.  


• RV 10 – Badger Valley Road – a poorly selected RV, valley bottom location with 


significant intervening topography. 5 to 10 turbines (mostly partial) will be visible from 


to 4 miles.  


• RV 5 - Badger Mountain - the visual simulations fail to show the whole panorama 


and the scale size of the turbines is questionable. Highest viewpoint in the region 







popular hiking trail, over 200,000 people per year. 75 or more turbines visible (mostly 


full view or partial) at 4 to 10 miles.   


• Badger Mountain South - a growing residential community at the south base of 


Badger Mountains filled with view properties. Not included in the ASC. 35 to 50 


turbines visible (mostly full some partial) at 4 to 7 miles.   


• RV 11 - Finley Elementary School RV 11 - the simulation is not properly aimed at the 


areas where the closest turbines will be built. 12 to 15 turbines visible (mostly full 


view or partial) at 2 to 4 miles.   


• RV 8 – Canyon Lakes - the simulation does not appear to accurately depict the 


number of turbines that will be visible.  25 to 40 turbines visible (some full view or 


some partial) at 4 to 8 miles.   


• Thompson Hill Residences – several dozens of newly constructed view properties. 


Not included in the ASC. 20 to 30 turbines visible (mostly full view or partial) at 5 to 8 


miles.   


• RV – 2 - Tripple Vista this is a small residential development with a prominent view, 


that is not truly representative of the Tri-Cities.  turbines visible (mostly full view or 


partial) at 4 to 10 miles.  25 to 35 turbines visible (mostly full view or partial) at 3 to 7 


miles.   


• Leslie Road – this is another highly trafficked gateway to Kennewick off Interstate 82. 


Not included in the ASC. 25 to 40 turbines visible (full or partial) at 5 to 8 miles.   


• Reatta Homes Residential Area – this is another are filled with view properties from 


an elevated hillside that will be impacted by views of hundreds of wind turbines. Not 


included in the ASC, 35 to 40 turbines visible (full or partial) at 4 to 10 miles.   







• Summit View Homes – this is another moderate sized residential community with 


viewshed properties that look right up at and will be severely impacted by the wind 


turbines on the Horse Heaven Hills. Not included in the ASC. 35 to 45 turbines visible 


(full or partial) at 3 to 10 miles.   


• The I-82 – Hwy 395 Intersection (the two busiest highways and the gateway to Tri-


Cities. Not included in the ASC. turbines visible (mostly full view or partial) at 4 to 10 


miles.  25 to 35 turbines visible (full or partial) at 4 to 10 miles.   


• Queensgate - this is another moderate sized residential community with viewshed 


properties that look right up at and will be severely impacted by the wind turbines on 


the Horse Heaven Hills. Not included in the ASC. 30 to 45 turbines visible (full view 


or partial) at 6 to 8 miles.   


To review all the Cal topo Graphics use EXH –  


  


Attachment Cal Topo Viewsheds 


 


Page 9 line 24 to Page 10 line 2. Ms Guthrie states. “With regard to Mr. Apostol’s opinion that 


the wind turbine layout design should “Increase the distance from most viewers to the nearest 


turbine” I would direct reviewers to the established precedent by EFSEC that turbines be 


located away from neighboring receptors an equivalent distance of at least four times the 


structure height. The Project exceeds this standard. 


 


Ms. Guthrie mis-characterizes and inappropriately uses the EFSEC receptor guidance. It is not 


intended that this receptor distance be used to identify whether wind turbines are unacceptable 


from a visual standpoint.  The are used to measure and assess the visual impact data. Her 


comment has no value whatsoever when calculating the impacts of wind turbines on people in 


their homes and residential neighborhoods.  


 


Robert Sullivan et al 2017 provides research on the siting of wind turbines in high scenic value 
locations.  This document was not referenced in the ASC.  
 







The siting of wind facilities to minimize visual impacts to high-value scenic resources presents a 
major challenge for land management agencies in the western United States. The visibility and 
potential visual contrasts associated with utility-scale wind facilities are dependent on complex 
interactions of a variety of factors, but little systematic study of visibility in real landscape 
settings has been conducted. 
 
In a study sponsored by the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land 
Management, 377 observations of five wind facilities in Wyoming and Colorado were made 
under various lighting and weather conditions. The facilities were found to be visible to the 
unaided eye at >58 km (36 mi) under optimal viewing conditions, with turbine blade movement 
often visible at 39 km (24 mi). 
 
Under favorable viewing conditions, the wind facilities were judged to be major foci of visual 
attention at up to 19 km (12 mi) and likely to be noticed by casual observers at >37 km (23 mi). 
 
A conservative interpretation suggests that for such facilities, an appropriate radius for visual 
impact analyses would be 48 km (30 mi), that the facilities would be unlikely to be missed by 
casual observers at up to 32 km (20 mi), and that the facilities could be major sources of visual 
contrast at up to 16 km (10 mi). 
 
Reference: 
 
Wind Turbine Visibility and Visual Impact Threshold Distances in Western Landscapes 
by Robert G. Sullivan, Program Manager/Coordinator, Environmental Science Division, 
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 
 


At the end of his research paper, Mr. Sullivan highlights the implications of his research, when 


he states:  


 


“In the authors’ judgment, based on the many observations for this study, and 


comparison of the corresponding photographs and narrative records from the 


observations, the photographs consistently under-represent the degree of visibility 


observed in the field. While true to some degree for all of the photographs, this is 


particularly true for photographs of the facilities taken from longer distances.” 


 


Sullivan’s research documents that the computer simulation photographs consistently under-


represent what people really see in the field. Reliance on the use of the visual photo simulations 


in the ASC is detrimental and will not replicate the actual human experience.  


The CalTopo Maps in the Attachment Exhibit, use USGS maps and aerial photos, and  can be 


used to identify turbines that should be removed from consideration due to the severity of the 


visual impact. 


 







Sullivan’s research shows that wind turbines will be very noticeable to casual observers 12 to 26 


miles away.  


 


Each of the Cal Topo Viewshed maps show that the Horse Heaven Hills wind turbines will 


produce severe visual impacts to numerous residential communities with over 100,000 residents 


and more one to ten miles away or more.  


 


The TCC testimony submitted by James Sanders, Richard Hagar, and Kurt Kielisch all 


document the reductions in property values in proximity to wind turbines, transmission lines and 


other energy facilities.  


 


In addition, a report submitted as testimony to the Adams County Board, Chicago Illinois 


McCann Appraisals documents that residential property values are adversely and measurably 


impacted by the proximity of industrial scale wind turbine projects.  


 


Reference  


https://docs.wind-watch.org/McCann-Setbacks-property-values.pdf 


 


The ASC and the testimony of Ms. Guthrie, Ms. McLain and Mr. Poulos fails to identify and 


adequately evaluate the visual impacts the Horse Heaven Hills Wind Turbines will have on 


people who live in the Tri-Cities.  


 


The CalTopo Graphics in the Attachment indicate that between 100 and 244 turbines will be 


visible from numerous residential communities with hundreds if not thousands of homes.  


 


The visual impacts are severe and will produce unacceptable property value losses to more 


than a quarter of a million people in Tri-Cities and Benton County.  


 


The report attributes this reduction to the serious impact to the “use and enjoyment” of the 


properties due primarily to the visual proximity of the turbines. The report contends that the 


visual impacts constitute a physical invasion – an industrial easement in the neighboring 


properties, that constitutes an inverse taking that impacts the property values and the rights of 


the neighbors to the quiet enjoyment of their property. 


 



https://docs.wind-watch.org/McCann-Setbacks-property-values.pdf





The CalTopo graphics can be used to identify turbines that should be considered for removal in 


the adjudication and by EFSEC. 


 


Using the graphics for the following residential locations, if the black turbine is on the purple, the 


whole turbine is visible and should be removed from consideration.  


 


• McBee Peak/McBee Hill  


• Washington 225 Highway Benton City  


• Anelare Winery and Recreational Trail Head  


• RV 9 - Benton City  


• Fidelitas Winery  


• RV 10 – Badger Valley Road  


• RV 5 - Badger Mountain. 


• Badger Mountain South  


• RV 11 - Finley Elementary School RV 11  


• RV 8 – Canyon Lakes - the simulation does not appear to accurately depict the number 


of turbines that will be visible. 


• Thompson Hill Residences – several dozens of newly constructed view properties. Not 


included in the ASC.  


• RV – 2 - Tripple Vista this is a small residential development with a prominent view, that 


is not truly representative of the Tri-Cities.   


• Leslie Road – this is another highly trafficked gateway to Kennewick off Interstate 82. 


Not included in the ASC. 


• Reatta Homes Residential Area – this is another are filled with view properties from an 


elevated hillside that will be impacted by views of hundreds of wind turbines. Not included in the 


ASC, 


• Summit View Homes – this is another moderate sized residential community with 


viewshed properties that look right up at and will be severely impacted by the wind turbines on 


the Horse Heaven Hills. Not included in the ASC.  


• The I-82 – Hwy 395 Intersection (the two busiest highways and the gateway to Tri-Cities. 


Not included in the ASC. 


• Queensgate - this is another moderate sized residential community with viewshed 


properties that look right up at and will be severely impacted by the wind turbines on the Horse 


Heaven Hills. Not included in the ASC. 







 


 


Paul J. Krupin  


Response to Rebuttal of Leslie McLain 


 


On Page 5 lines 19 to 22, Ms McClain quotes the Council Orders on the Scout Application 


and states:  


(3) The matter shall be set for an adjudication to consider any conditions which might 


be required for the construction, operation and maintenance of the Facility in the 


GMAAD, consistent with Benton County’s conditional use criteria in effect at the 


time the application for site certification was filed with EFSEC. The adjudication may 


be held concurrent with, or separate from the adjudication related to the application 


for site certification under RCW 80.50.090(3). 


 


This adjudication is being held pursuant to this order and has the objective to consider any 


conditions which might be required for the construction, operation and maintenance of the 


facility.  


 


Page 11 lines 10 to 12, Ms. McLain states: 3. Capacity of Benton County Fire District 1, 


including road and water access: The ASC includes analysis of fire risk and the 


environmental review indicates that the risk is considered low. 


 


The ASC has not properly identified and evaluated the structures on and within the property 


boundary, but has also failed to adequately and properly identify and evaluate the risks and 


dangers posed to the adjacent properties nearby the property boundary.  


 


Ms. McLain fails to recognize, address and evaluate the repeat fire hazards and history 


associated with the northern boundary of the project area.  







 


Cal Topo is a digital interactive mapping pro 


The CalTopo digital GIS map shows the fire history of the area south of Benton City.  


 


Here is the fire map provided to TCC by the Benton Fire Marshal by the Interagency Action 


Plan (IAP) for June 18, 2023.  


This is a photo showing the DC-10 dropping fire retardant on Red Mountain – the same day 


of the McBee Grade Fire.  







 


Here is an aerial photo taken from an aircraft looking down at the McBee Grade Fire area on 


June 18, 2023. DC-10 is flying 150 above the ground.  


 







The aerial photo taken on Jun8 18, 2023 of the McBee Grade Fire shows the effectiveness of 


the fire line created along the ridgeline and the containment zone achieved by the aerial 


firefighters. . 


 







A video of th fire retardant drop on Red Mountain taken by Dr. Brian Lawenda (with 


permission) is available here: 


https://www.facebook.com/brian.lawenda/videos/152777494464423 



https://www.facebook.com/brian.lawenda/videos/152777494464423





 







Cal Topo (www.CalTopo.com) was used to create a series of Fire History Maps that are used 


in the next section. CalTopo is a powerful and easy to use digital interactive geographic 


mapping platform enables the ready creation of digital map graphics to illustrate and help 


people interpret environmental data and social information.  


The following map shows the fire history map near Benton City in yellow with the property 


ownership parcels in pink. The black dots are the turbine locations with turbine numbers 


based on the GPS coordinates in the DoD Agreement on the EFSEC websites under Federal 


Activities. These locations are not provided in the ASC. 


Reference:  


 Horse Heaven Hills DoD Approval agreement between the Department of Defense and 


Scout Clean Energy for the Horse Heaven Hills protecting the military airspace corridor along 


the Columbia River   


https://www.efsec.wa.gov/sites/default/files/210011/001/20210709_DODMitAgrmnt.pdf 


https://www.efsec.wa.gov/sites/default/files/210011/001/202105_DODMitAgrmntMAP.pdf 


 


 


Fire History Map near Benton City and south Kennewick 



http://www.caltopo.com/

https://www.efsec.wa.gov/sites/default/files/210011/001/20210709_DODMitAgrmnt.pdf

https://www.efsec.wa.gov/sites/default/files/210011/001/202105_DODMitAgrmntMAP.pdf





 


Fire History Map near south Kennewick and Finley 


 


The key issue is this: Aerial firefighting cannot take place near the northern boundary of the 


project with 499-foot high obstruction in the flight path of the aircraft. 


Tall obstructions in near proximity to required airspace, pose a serious danger to aerial 


firefighters.  


The question is what is the distance needed between the aircraft and the obstructions in 


order to keep the pilots safe. 


You cannot fight fires using aircraft if there are obstructions in the flight paths required for 


safe and effective aerial firefighting.  


Wind turbines and other tall obstructions must not be sited in locations that pose a danger to 


the airspace required for aerial firefighting. Wind turbines and other obstructions must not be 


located and constructed in a manner that poses a danger to aerial firefighting airspace 


requirements.  


Wind project and obstruction developers must provide notice and receive the approval of 


local government officials before commencing construction. The approvals need to include 


the description, need and purpose for the proposed structures and the location and GPS 


coordinates.  







Possible distance criteria using FAA 14 CFR Part 77.9 as an guide which states in pertinent 


part:  


Obstructions must not be located within 20,000 feet of the airspace perimeter needed to 


conduct aerial firefighting safely.  


 


20,000 feet is 3.78 miles. 


The actual distance required for proposed structures will vary based on a number of factors 


including the number of obstructions, proximity to growth management areas and 


populations of people, fire history perimeters, elevation and height of topography, etc.  


Reference:  


https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-14/chapter-I/subchapter-E/part-77#77.9 


 


The importance of locating obstructions away from aerial firefights is documented in the 


statistics for Aerial Firefighting Fatalities in the US 


“…78 deaths occurred during 41 separate events involving 42 firefighting aircraft; 23 


(55%) aircraft were fixed wing, and 19 (45%) were helicopters. …[]… Twenty events 


involved multiple (range = two to nine) wildland firefighter fatalities. Ten (24%) fatal 


aircraft crashes resulted from structure or component failure, 10 (24%) from pilot loss of 


control; eight (20%) from failure to maintain clearance from terrain, water or 


objects;  


Reference - Aviation-Related Wildland Firefighter Fatalities 


https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6429a4.htm#:~:text=The%2078%20death


s%20occurred%20during,were%20involved%20in%20midair%20collisions. 


FAA Obstruction Requirements requires that obstructions structures above 499 feet are 


not located less than 20,000 feet from the end of the runway nationwide so that they do not 


pose a hazard to aircraft.  


The FAA Obstruction Standards Update from December 8, 2015 states: 


Among the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) main priorities is to keep all users of 


our national airspace safe. To maintain the safest aerospace system in the world, the 


FAA must make sure the national airspace is navigable and free of obstructions. 



https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-14/chapter-I/subchapter-E/part-77#77.9

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6429a4.htm#:~:text=The%2078%20deaths%20occurred%20during,were%20involved%20in%20midair%20collisions

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6429a4.htm#:~:text=The%2078%20deaths%20occurred%20during,were%20involved%20in%20midair%20collisions





When anyone proposes new construction or proposes to alter existing structures near 


airports or navigational aids, the FAA determines how the proposal would affect the 


airspace. 


These FAA determinations about the appropriate height of buildings, wind turbines and 


meteorological towers near airports, and how they are lighted and marked, contribute to 


the safe navigation of our skies. 


https://www.faa.gov/newsroom/faa-updates-airspace-obstructions-standards 


Aircraft landing and taking off of runways fly at nearly the same speeds and altitudes as 


aerial firefighting aircraft fly when dropping fire retardant.  


Firefighting aircraft, capable of dropping water or fire retardant on wildfires, fly 150 to 200 


feet above the ground, just above stalling speeds, at 140 mph to 380 mph. This is the same 


speed and elevation as aircraft landing and taking off at runways in airports nationwide.  


https://gacc.nifc.gov/swcc/dc/azpdc/operations/documents/aircraft/links/Aircraft%20Recogniti


on%20Guide.pdf 


The NIFC Guide describes the aircraft that are use for aerial firefighting.  


This table the minimum drop heights for the aircraft used. 


A DC-10 and helicopters with water scoopers were utilized on June 18, 2023.  



https://www.faa.gov/newsroom/faa-updates-airspace-obstructions-standards

https://gacc.nifc.gov/swcc/dc/azpdc/operations/documents/aircraft/links/Aircraft%20Recognition%20Guide.pdf

https://gacc.nifc.gov/swcc/dc/azpdc/operations/documents/aircraft/links/Aircraft%20Recognition%20Guide.pdf





 


Firefighting aircraft can drop fire retardant from heights as slow as of 150 to 200 feet above 


the ground level depending on the type of aircraft. The acronyms are explained as follows. 


VLAT = Very Large Airtanker  


These airtankers, also referred to as VLATs, can deliver thousands of gallons of fire retardant 


at one time. Because of their size, they are less maneuverable than smaller airtankers. 


VLATs drop fire retardant at least 250 feet above the top of the vegetation.   


Two VLATs used to support wildland firefighters on the ground are the DC-10 and the Boeing 


747. The DC-10 can deliver up to 9,400 gallons of fire retardant at one time. The Boeing 747 


can carry 17,500 gallons of fire retardant. The U.S. Forest Service is responsible for 


managing the VLAT contracts.  


LAT = Large Airtanker  







Large airtankers are sometimes referred to as “Next Gen” airtankers. They carry between 


2,000 to 4,000 gallons of fire retardant or water in support of wildland firefighters on the 


ground. These aircraft are smaller than the VLAT and are more maneuverable.  


SEAT = Single Engine Airtanker 


A single engine airtanker, or SEAT, is the smallest airtanker. These aircraft can deliver up to 


800 gallons fire retardant or water to wildland firefighters on the ground. They are ideal for 


wildfires in lighter fuels like grasses and sagebrush.  


 


Water Scoopers 


Water Scoopers are amphibious aircraft that skim the surface of a body of water and scoop 


water into an onboard tank and then drop it on a wildland fire.  


Some Water Scoopers can hold up to 1,600 gallons of water.   It can take as little as 12 


seconds to fill the tank to capacity. The aircraft can scoop from water sources that are about 


6.5 feet deep and 300 feet wide. Scoopers usually use lakes but can also scoop from rivers.  


Scoopers are capable of dropping water on wildland fires from a height of about 100 to 150 


feet above ground level.  


Reference:  


https://www.nifc.gov/resources/aircraft/airtankers#:~:text=Very%20Large%20Airtanker&text=


VLATs%20drop%20fire%20retardant%20at,fire%20retardant%20at%20one%20time. 


 


Wind turbines and other obstruction (radio towers and meteorological towers) represent a 


danger to airspace needed for aerial firefighting if they are located too close to fire zone 


perimeters.  


The proximity of obstructions, in particular in brush and forest fire situations where there is 


steep terrain, is particularly important.  


Aircraft need to be able to safely approach, complete a fire-retardant drop, turn and bank, 


and then safely climb away.  


The documented historic fire zones should be used to identify the distances needed to safely 


site obstruction (wind turbines and met towers) to ensure adequate airspace protection for 


aerial firefighting purposes.  



https://www.nifc.gov/resources/aircraft/airtankers#:~:text=Very%20Large%20Airtanker&text=VLATs%20drop%20fire%20retardant%20at,fire%20retardant%20at%20one%20time

https://www.nifc.gov/resources/aircraft/airtankers#:~:text=Very%20Large%20Airtanker&text=VLATs%20drop%20fire%20retardant%20at,fire%20retardant%20at%20one%20time





Scout and the Department of Defense negotiated and signed agreements that limited the 


turbine sites and locations along the southern boundary of the project.  


To the best of our knowledge, fire perimeters have not been identified and utilized yet for the 


northern turbine sites and location.  


However, an agreement and map similar to that incorporated into the DoD Agreement with 


Scout should be created and used to restrict the location and siting of wind turbines and met 


towers for the project o=in order to ensure that the airspace is restricted to protect firefighting 


aircraft.  


 


 


Reference: FAA requirements for Obstruction Evaluation / Airport Airspace Analysis  


In accordance with 14 CFR Part 77.9, if you propose any of the following types of construction or 
alteration, you must file notice with the FAA at least 45 days prior to beginning construction: 


• any construction or alteration that exceeds an imaginary surface extending outward and 
upward at any of the following slopes: 



https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-14/part-77#77.9





o 100 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 20,000 ft. from the nearest point of the nearest 
runway of each airport described in 14 CFR 77.9(d) with its longest runway more 
than 3,200 ft. in actual length, excluding heliports 


o 50 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 10,000 ft. from the nearest point of the nearest 
runway of each airport described in 14 CFR 77.9(d) with its longest runway no more 
than 3,200 ft. in actual length, excluding heliports 


o 25 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 5,000 ft. from the nearest point of the nearest 
landing and takeoff area of each heliport described in 14 CFR 77.9(d); 


• OR any highway, railroad, waterway or other traverse way for mobile objects, of a height 
which, if adjusted upward as defined in 14 CFR 77.9(c) would exceed a standard of 14 CFR 
77.9 (a) or (b); 


• OR your structure will emit frequencies, and does not meet the conditions of the FAA Co-
location Policy; 


• OR your proposed structure will be in proximity to a navigation facility and may impact the 
assurance of navigation signal reception; 


• OR any construction or alteration exceeding 200 feet above ground level, regardless of 
location; 


• OR any construction or alteration located on an airport described in 14 CFR 77.9(d); 


• OR filing has been requested by the FAA. 


 


Wind turbines and other tall obstructions must not be sited in locations that pose a danger to 


the airspace required for aerial firefighting.  


Restriction: Wind turbines and other obstructions must not be located and constructed in a 


manner that poses a danger to aerial firefighting airspace requirements.  


Wind project and obstruction developers must provide notice and receive the approval of 


local government officials before commencing construction. The approval shall include the 


description, need and purpose for the proposed structures and the location and GPS 


coordinates.  


Obstructions must not be located within 20,000 feet of the airspace perimeter needed to 


conduct aerial firefighting safely. The actual distance required for proposed structures will 


vary based on a number of factors including the number of obstructions, proximity to growth 


management areas and populations of people, fire history perimeters, elevation and height of 


topography, etc.  


CalTopo Maps were created to graphically depict selected fire history perimeter locations 


along the northern boundary of the Project.  


The enlargements of the following maps are provided in the attached exhibit.  



https://oeaaa.faa.gov/oeaaa/downloads/external/content/CVCC_FR_2007.pdf

https://oeaaa.faa.gov/oeaaa/downloads/external/content/CVCC_FR_2007.pdf





 


 


These locations include the following: 


McBee Ridge Fire Perimeter 







 


Webber Canyon Fire Perimeter 







 


Badger Canyon Fire Perimeter 







 


Highway 395 Fire Perimeter 


 







 


Finley Fire Perimeter 







 


 


EXH Attachment contains the enlarged complete set of CalTopo Fire Zone Maps  


 


Range rings were placed at 1,2,3 and 4 miles increments  


20,000 feet is 3.78 miles. The four-mile range ring adds 0.25 miles to account for the height 


of the terrain on which the turbines are proposed.  


The locations were selected to help define a boundary distance from known and potential fire 


zones (Badger Canyon, and Highway 395 Fire Perimeters) needing to be protected with 


aerial firefighting capabilities, due to the steepness and vegetation cover on the terrain.  


Any turbines within four miles of these perimeter locations should be considered for removal 


in order to protect aerial firefighting capabilities.   







These restrictions should be adopted through this adjudication pursuant to this Council order 


cited by Ms. McClain, consistent with the objective to consider any conditions which might be 


required for the construction, operation and maintenance of the facility. 


 


Again referring to Page 11 lines 10 to 12, Ms. McLain states: 3. Capacity of Benton County 


Fire District 1, including road and water access: The ASC includes analysis of fire risk and 


the environmental review indicates that the risk is considered low. 


This is mistaken specifically in reference to the battery storage facilities.  


Page 2.5 of the ASC Update identifies 3 Battery Storage Facilities.  


Section 2.3.5 Battery Storage Facility only states and describes two BESS facilities.  


The description on Pages 2-78 to 2-79 and Pages 4-33 of the Updated ASC is inadequate 


given the explosive, hazardous and toxic materials present and the potential for significant 


emissions to the environment, and the difficulties posed by the fires, and the extreme 


challenges associated with fighting the fires.  


Neither the Emergency Response Plan and the Updated ASC adequately and properly 


identify and evaluate the risks and dangers posed by the fires at BESS facilities adequately.  


The draft emergency response plan addresses wind turbine fires, and contains a process 


that leaves it up to the Project Site Manager to call the Benton County Fire Marshall.   


Employees are not told to call 911.  It does not identify or address BESS lithium-ion battery 


fires specifically at all. 


Fires at lithium-ion storage facilities are known to be problematic.  


https://www.nbcnews.com/news/exploding-problem-fires-sparked-lithium-batteries-are-


confounding-fire-rcna65739 


Serious questions are posed by the challenges of fighting lithium-ion battery fires because of 


the byproducts of their combustion are extremely toxic presenting an elevated short and long 


term hazards to the long term health effects to firefighters.  


The large volumes of water required for extinguishment must also be considered when there 


is a fire. These tens of thousands of gallons of water would definitely care byproducts away 


from the fire then creating a massive potentially hazardous waste cleanup project under state 


and federal superfund laws. It is very possible that the batteries would be allowed to burn 



https://www.nbcnews.com/news/exploding-problem-fires-sparked-lithium-batteries-are-confounding-fire-rcna65739

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/exploding-problem-fires-sparked-lithium-batteries-are-confounding-fire-rcna65739





naturally with an isolation and evacuation area from the toxic smoke. The plumes can travel 


great distances.  


The ASC does not indicate that the applicant has reached out and coordinated with any of 


the fire districts that provide fire protection and EMS for the identified location of the project.  


The BESS fires are so large and dangerous that they clearly exceed any of the risks 


described in the ASC and can be found on the agricultural lands comprising the project.  


The fire districts do not have the resources, the equipment, and the training to fight these 


fires.  


While it appears that sprinkler systems are required, as was installed down in Chandler, the 


Applicant has yet to identify a source of water that will be sufficient to combat Bess fires at 


these three locations.  


The research literature and the guidance published by the NFPA indicates that substantial 


amounts of water, 2,500 gallons per minute will be required, for up to four days or more.  


The Benton County Codes classify BES Facilities as Heavy Industrial Use, and the Benton 


County Fire Code has a requirement to demonstrate adequate fire-fighting capabilities. 


These details are not provided in the Amended ASC.   


There are new WAC regulations for the lithium-ion battery storage facilities that are 


scheduled to go into effect statewide on October 29, 2023.  


References:  


State Building Code WAC 51-54A   


https://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=51-54A-


0322#:~:text=Fire%20alarm%20systems.-


,Indoor%20storage%20areas%20for%20lithium%2Dion%20and%20lithium%20metal%20batt


eries,2.5%20Explosion%20control  


Section 907 is Fire Alarm and Detection Systems 


https://app.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=51-54A-0907 


 


The ASC does not contain or address the water needs for fighting lithium-ion battery storage 


facility fires at all.  



https://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=51-54A-0322#:~:text=Fire%20alarm%20systems.-,Indoor%20storage%20areas%20for%20lithium%2Dion%20and%20lithium%20metal%20batteries,2.5%20Explosion%20control

https://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=51-54A-0322#:~:text=Fire%20alarm%20systems.-,Indoor%20storage%20areas%20for%20lithium%2Dion%20and%20lithium%20metal%20batteries,2.5%20Explosion%20control

https://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=51-54A-0322#:~:text=Fire%20alarm%20systems.-,Indoor%20storage%20areas%20for%20lithium%2Dion%20and%20lithium%20metal%20batteries,2.5%20Explosion%20control

https://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=51-54A-0322#:~:text=Fire%20alarm%20systems.-,Indoor%20storage%20areas%20for%20lithium%2Dion%20and%20lithium%20metal%20batteries,2.5%20Explosion%20control

https://app.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=51-54A-0907





No water source is identified, the amount of water needed, or the ability to store and deliver 


the water needed is not described at all.  


There has been no documentation supplied that indicates that the Project can even construct 


or operate the type of fire suppression and response systems that are being required of 


these facilities elsewhere in Washington state.  


Since there are no provisions identified that demonstrate that an adequate fire water flow can 


be provided or is available, the council should reject the Bess Facilities and remove from the 


project.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







and wildlife, has been notably absent for most of the adjudication process. 

EFSEC is failing to address key compliance issues with Benton Counties conditional use
requirements and obligations. Benton County is not being given “substantial deference”
by EFSEC. 

Scout witnesses stated that there will be no impact on property values for homes within
sight of wind turbines.  If that is the case the applicant should offer a property value
protection guarantee.

Aerial firefighting will not be allowed if there are 500-foot-high wind turbines in the flight
path. Turbines need to be eliminated to ensure this capability is available.

The public participation process is failing to provide timely meaningful public
participation. To this date, no one knows what the project will be because the Final EIS
has not yet been published.

The adjudication process favors the applicant and the impacted communities are being
seriously harmed.

I am submitting my stricken testimony as public comments I encourage you to read them
and see for yourself what the Council has not been allowed to see.

The comments that Judge Torem ordered to be stricken and redacted are
attached
EXH-5301, EXH-5302, and EXH-5305
 
 
Appreciatively,
 
Paul J. Krupin, BA, MS, JD
Board Member on behalf of TRI-CITIES C.A.R.E.S
Visit: http://www.TriCitiesCARES.org
509-531-8390 cell 509-582-5174 landline  Paul@Presari.com
 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tricitiescares.org%2Fdonations&data=05%7C01%7Cefsec%40efsec.wa.gov%7C75afa409b1394790db8008dba435fe9f%7C11d0e217264e400a8ba057dcc127d72d%7C0%7C0%7C638284325517155819%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=h156IWrcT1RkLpKj5DsFMQsRDxMvKLox1pR2B2sA7mI%3D&reserved=0


From: mikelahtinen@yahoo.com
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 12:14:25 PM

External Email

Hi Michael ,R Lahtinen does not and I mean does not want the wind turbines in my own
backyard. I was born and raised in Pasco. I live in badger Canyon, Governor Insley, who I
dislike need to have it in his backyard or put it in the Puget Sound Since he wants to put it in a
community more than 100,000 or 200,000 or 300,000 because a Tri Cities is it is well over
300,000 then put it in the Puget Sound 
Better yet how about in Seattle just west of pikes in the puget Sound
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

mailto:mikelahtinen@yahoo.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmail.onelink.me%2F107872968%3Fpid%3Dnativeplacement%26c%3DGlobal_Acquisition_YMktg_315_Internal_EmailSignature%26af_sub1%3DAcquisition%26af_sub2%3DGlobal_YMktg%26af_sub3%3D%26af_sub4%3D100000604%26af_sub5%3DEmailSignature__Static_&data=05%7C01%7Ccomments%40efsec.wa.gov%7C0b762748737c47429d3f08dba343fce3%7C11d0e217264e400a8ba057dcc127d72d%7C0%7C0%7C638283284652684782%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=54V%2FNZlFS2eKnQg57pHji5CawPRmKNYTgPo%2FyGaM5hw%3D&reserved=0


From: mikelahtinen@yahoo.com
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: WIND FARM
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2023 3:49:23 PM

External Email

I
I don’t want it in my backyard I don’t wanna see it. I don’t want to hear it and I don’t want to
have the blinking lights.I was born in Pasco and live in Badger canyon for twenty seven years
I’m 66 years old 
MICHAEL R LAHTINEN 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

mailto:mikelahtinen@yahoo.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmail.onelink.me%2F107872968%3Fpid%3Dnativeplacement%26c%3DGlobal_Acquisition_YMktg_315_Internal_EmailSignature%26af_sub1%3DAcquisition%26af_sub2%3DGlobal_YMktg%26af_sub3%3D%26af_sub4%3D100000604%26af_sub5%3DEmailSignature__Static_&data=05%7C01%7Ccomments%40efsec.wa.gov%7C996e72568aaa4242e9ef08db9eab0737%7C11d0e217264e400a8ba057dcc127d72d%7C0%7C0%7C638278229631975363%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=zVyJ%2BUu0SifFThBribAy5cF3VWrtA44EmTJHByXj2TA%3D&reserved=0


From: Tim Lamberson
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Against the Scout Energy Wind Farm
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 7:50:08 AM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine
project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of
residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer
size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the
landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to
our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds
and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural
habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental
challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This
jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies. 
Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers
to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and
desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind
turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther
away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy
generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

mailto:tp.lamberson@gmail.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable
energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of our
community's well-being and natural beauty.

Thank you,

Tim Lamberson

1602 Naples Lane 

Richland, WA



From: Brad Lane
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: wind turbine project
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 9:39:53 PM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine
project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of
residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer
size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the
landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to
our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds
and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural
habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental
challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This
jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies. 
Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers
to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and
desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind
turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther
away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy
generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable

mailto:bradlane56@gmail.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of our
community's well-being and natural beauty.



From: Marleen Lechelt
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Wind Farm
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 3:42:30 PM

External Email

We are coming close to a decision that the EFSEC and our Governor will make that will forever impact our
community. When you make this decision, I ask you to consider if your parents or family were affected by all of the
valid objections we have put forth , would you vote yes? The noise and lights would affect your families mental
health, the fugitive dust with Paraguat blowing southwest into the Tricities from the deep digs in the Horse Heaven
hills that are necessary to install these huge turbines…would you want your children and grandchildren to breathe
that in their lungs? The loss of home value this will cause to homes in sight of these huge turbines, would you be
concerned if you lived there? I ask you all to put yourselves in our place when you make this decision and treat us
the way you want to treated.
Thankyou
Marleen Lechelt
34203 Cantera St
Kennewick, Wa.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:jtcj@icloud.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


From: Bill Letourneau
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Proposed Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 12:29:36 PM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine
project that threatens to devastate our community. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of residents. It is
unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of
these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife population. Studies
have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or
changes in their habitat caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of these
turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial firefighting capabilities.
Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently
plague our area during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift
response times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for
protecting lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies and
credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while
an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as Greenpeace and
Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife populations due to habitat
fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns regarding fire
safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and desires of the
Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as
planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife

mailto:bill.letourneau75@gmail.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable energy is
important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of our community's well-
being and natural beauty.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Thank you,

Bill Letourneau
West Richland, WA



From: Fred Lieske
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills proposed wind towers
Date: Monday, August 21, 2023 5:06:42 PM

External Email

This proposed site for 200 or so Space Needle sized turbines is the wrong place to locate such
a massive, hyper-industrialized, ill conceived and completely unwanted project.  The County
Commissioners, City Council members, Cities' leaders, local industry experts, local wildlife
experts, tourism agencies, and also the vast majority of TriCities residents DO NOT WANT
THIS WIND FARM.  
The proposed site is TOO CLOSE TO THE STATE'S 4TH LARGEST METROPOLITAN
AREA.  The monstrously huge scope of this wind farm would stretch for 25 miles east to
west on top of the Horse Heaven Hills' ridgelines.
Turbines would be visible from every corner of Pasco, Richland, Kennewick, and
West Richland including the immediate countryside for many miles.
If you must build a new wind farm in Washington, then build it where most of the power is
used, off the western Pacific coastline.  Or if you cannot bear that idea, at least locate such a
wind farm FAR, FAR AWAY FROM THE TRICITIES, there are many, many better
suited places to locate this project.

mailto:flieske1117@gmail.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


From: Patricia Loera
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: HHH wind farm opposition
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 8:46:27 PM

External Email

I've been a resident ofTri Cities for over 35 years. When my wife and I arrived here in 1985
there wasn't much of a city to look at and most people thought it was just a good place to fuel
up and keep going. Over the years my wife and I have come to love this area, the rivers, the
wineries, the desert beauty. We live in South Kennewick and often take walks across the hills,
the sunsets are incredible, the silence is calming and peaceful. It's a wonderful piece of heaven
for us. I;m all for green energy and saving the planet but I absolutely do not agree with putting
a wind farm near Tri Cities. There are alot of things that bother me about this project but the
most bothersome is what seems to be the dishonesty of this company. One of its claims is that
jobs from this project are going to benefit the Tri Cities. They mention hundreds of positions
when in reality there are only going to be a few long term. It makes me wonder what else are
they hiding, what else are they exaggerating, what else are they not being completely
transparent about. 
Please do NOT allow this project to move forward.

Respectfully,
Joe Loera 4889 S Morain St
Kennewick WA 99337
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From: Pat Loera
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: HHH Wind Farm opposition
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 2:33:16 PM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States.
The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and
forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons.
This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting
lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

mailto:loerajp@gmail.com
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To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the
Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.
I invite you and strongly urge you to come to the Tri Cities and tour this beautiful area
that will be destroyed if this project is approved! Come and see for yourselves why we
the locals, are so opposed to the wind farm!

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by 
Patricia Loera 4889 S Morain St
Kennewick  WA 99337

Sent from my iPad



From: adavidmaughan@gmail.com
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Cc: adavidmaughan@gmail.com
Subject: against proposed Tricities windturbine project
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 6:29:49 PM

External Email

I do not want federal government (my money) used to support this project that sounds so good but
in reality has adverse effects on farming and ranching, fire prevention, wild life, noise, the budget,
and aesthetics.  Farms and ranches are restricted in heights of building that can be erected and their
general use of their lands.  Grass fires are common in this Tri-Cities area, fire-fighting equipment is
highly restricted where these tall wind towers exist.  It is common knowledge that wild life
populations, particularly birds (eagles on down) are diminished because of contacts with the moving
blades.  Noise problems are 24-hours a day when the wind blows and can be heard by those near
the towers.  The information goes out that these towers generate revenue, probably they do for
towers that have threshold winds sufficient to rotate the blades.  The down time at low or when the
wind doesn’t blow can be substantial even here in the Tri-City area.  I believe that these have been
proposed to provide California power via the Bonneville power line.  The Towers at Ellensburg have
at times sent power generated by the towers to “ground” because we have had sufficient for our
needs.  Aesthetically, I personally do not like to see these giant  towers—they  destroy the
landscape.  I PROPOSE THAT OUR LEGISLATURE CREATE RULES THAT DO NOT ALLOW SUCH TOWERS,
IF BUILT, CLOSER THAN 50 MILES FROM A TOWN.
David Maughan, 310 Benham Str., Richland WA  509-222-9180
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From: Homes for Richland
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 4:43:36 PM

External Email

Hello, EFSEC,

I’m a concerned resident living in the Tri-Cities, Washington, about the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens our community. This proposed
wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of us
residents and home owners. The project threatens safety and local
homeowners’ investments, not to mention the natural landscape we should
uphold, as others in Washington State do. The size and proximity of this project
to our homes is unprecedented for Washington State, and possibly for the
United States. 

Furthermore, the construction and operation of the turbines will disrupt natural
habitats leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already confronted with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such
irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit
aerial firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting
aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area
during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift
response times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for
firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily
on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is
unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity
reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

mailto:homesforrichland@gmail.com
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1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations
such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects
on local wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided
by the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind
turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the
needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of
allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose
exploring alternative locations that are farther away from existing homes and
existing residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between
clean energy generation and preserving our cherished environment can be
better achieved. Renewable energy is important for a sustainable future,
however, it should not come at the expense of our community's well-being so I
urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by, Lia McClure



From: David McDonald
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Comments on the Horse Heaven Hills Project
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 12:02:12 AM
Attachments: August 23 Comment Ltr for Horse Heaven Hills Project.docx

External Email

August 22, 2023

Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council,
 621 Woodland Square Loop SE,
Lacey, WA 98504-3172.
 
Re:  Comments on the Horse Heaven Wind & Solar Project for the August 23, 2023
Hearing
 
Dear Council:
 
This massive unsightly industrial scale energy project is too close to the Tri-Cities. 
The impacts of the proposed wind and solar project will be horrible for our shrub
steppe environment and the people of the Tri-Cities. This project is a good example of
destroying the environment to save the environment.
There are enough examples of the environmental and social harm created by wind
and solar projects all over the world that the EFSEC should scale back the size of the
project or work with the out-of-state developer to relocate the project to an area that
would have less impacts.
A new study out of California indicates that the restriction of travel routes to a few
corridors through wind and solar farms has led to increased predation as carnivores
soon learn to wait for prey at the narrow routes.  Industrial scale wind and solar
facilities the world over have had a devastating impact on wildlife.  The sheer scale of
the proposed project will likewise cause degradation to our environment and the loss
of wildlife in our area.  Due to the size of this project the biodiversity of wildlife in
Benton County will be negatively impacted.
Experience has shown that solar and wind projects tend to destabilize the electric grid
and drive-up utility costs for rate payers. When the sun goes down solar switches off
and when the wind stops or is too strong the turbines cease to produce electricity.
When it is very hot, dusty, snowing or frosty the capacity of solar panels is reduced.
The average output of wind installations is just over one-third of the nameplate
capacities; it’s one-quarter for solar.  Solar and wind energy facilities do not and can
not provide us with the firm power that we need for our everyday activities. Because
of its intermittent nature the Horse Heaven Wind & Solar Project will never provide us
with meaningful power.   
Disposal of the turbine blades and solar panels from this project in 25 years will
create a toxic legacy for the EFSEC that will last for hundreds of years as the turbine
blades and solar panels are carted off to a landfill.  But more harmful for the residents
of Benton and Franklin Counties is the fact that the natural erosion of the turbine
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August 22, 2023

Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council,

 621 Woodland Square Loop SE, 

Lacey, WA 98504-3172.



Re:  Comments on the Horse Heaven Wind & Solar Project for the August 23, 2023 Hearing



Dear Council:



This massive unsightly industrial scale energy project is too close to the Tri-Cities.  The impacts of the proposed wind and solar project will be horrible for our shrub steppe environment and the people of the Tri-Cities. This project is a good example of destroying the environment to save the environment.

There are enough examples of the environmental and social harm created by wind and solar projects all over the world that the EFSEC should scale back the size of the project or work with the out-of-state developer to relocate the project to an area that would have less impacts.

A new study out of California indicates that the restriction of travel routes to a few corridors through wind and solar farms has led to increased predation as carnivores soon learn to wait for prey at the narrow routes.  Industrial scale wind and solar facilities the world over have had a devastating impact on wildlife.  The sheer scale of the proposed project will likewise cause degradation to our environment and the loss of wildlife in our area.  Due to the size of this project the biodiversity of wildlife in Benton County will be negatively impacted.

Experience has shown that solar and wind projects tend to destabilize the electric grid and drive-up utility costs for rate payers. When the sun goes down solar switches off and when the wind stops or is too strong the turbines cease to produce electricity. When it is very hot, dusty, snowing or frosty the capacity of solar panels is reduced. The average output of wind installations is just over one-third of the nameplate capacities; it’s one-quarter for solar.  Solar and wind energy facilities do not and can not provide us with the firm power that we need for our everyday activities. Because of its intermittent nature the Horse Heaven Wind & Solar Project will never provide us with meaningful power.   

Disposal of the turbine blades and solar panels from this project in 25 years will create a toxic legacy for the EFSEC that will last for hundreds of years as the turbine blades and solar panels are carted off to a landfill.  But more harmful for the residents of Benton and Franklin Counties is the fact that the natural erosion of the turbine blades spreads microplastics far and wide.  Research has shown the potential for 137 pounds of epoxy microparticles to be shed per turbine per year. We already have a number of wind turbines shedding microplastics over the hills of the Tri-Cities.  We certainly don’t need anymore. 

This project is very disturbing in that it enriches an out-of-state developer/investor at the expense of the environment in Eastern Washington.  The people of the Tri-Cities will bear the cost of this unneeded project while the developer who will never live here gets rich off government energy subsidies.  All residents of Washington will be impacted as the EFSEC approves weather dependent power sources.

Please do not approve this project or recommend it be relocated were there will be few impacts.

Thank You for your thoughtful consideration of the people of the Tri-Cities.



David McDonald



David McDonald

10312 W Argent Rd

Pasco, WA 99301



















blades spreads microplastics far and wide.  Research has shown the potential for 137
pounds of epoxy microparticles to be shed per turbine per year. We already have a
number of wind turbines shedding microplastics over the hills of the Tri-Cities.  We
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This project is very disturbing in that it enriches an out-of-state developer/investor at
the expense of the environment in Eastern Washington.  The people of the Tri-Cities
will bear the cost of this unneeded project while the developer who will never live here
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David McDonald
10312 W Argent Rd
Pasco, WA 99301



From: C VanZandt
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: My comments to EFSEC
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 7:53:54 AM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to
hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the
entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will
destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.
Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our
local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause
harm to birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in
their habitat caused by construction activities. The construction and
operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a
decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental
challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely
limit aerial firefighting capabilities, which we recently witnessed. Their
towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from effectively combating
wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This jeopardizes
both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital
for protecting lives and properties.    What adds insult to injury is
that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies and
credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial
benefits at our expense.  To ensure transparency and credibility, here are
some relevant facts:  1.  According to studies conducted by renowned
environmental organizations such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines
can have adverse effects on local wildlife populations due to habitat
fragmentation.
 2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory
highlights concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
 3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives
provided by the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including
wind turbines.  EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal
responsibility to balance the needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with those
of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine project to
proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther
away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance
between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished environment can
be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe
that renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it
should not come at the expense of our community's well-being and natural
beauty.

Sincerely,

mailto:cvanzandt@usa.net
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Cathy Metz,
Kennewick, WA



From: Adam Miller
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 6:54:12 PM

External Email

While the below is copied, I strongly agree with all of the points made. Please
reconsider this project as it will have a huge negative impact on our relatively large
community. 

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States.
The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and
forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons.
This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting
lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
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taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the
Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by Adam Miller, resident of Kennewick WA

217-899-9469
Adam Miller



From: Mike Minelli
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Wind Project
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 8:28:42 AM

External Email

ADJUDICATION PUBLIC COMMENT
Why did we go through 2 years of the SEPA process when the outcome was
already known before we started.

I can say that after hearing Gov. Inslee’s statement at the United Nations
Climate Conference last November… as Quoted by The Capital Press,
November 14 2022.

HE SAID: Quote:  (pause)

“regulatory reforms are needed to prevent local opponents
from delaying projects”   (X2)
 When Gov. Inslee said:
“REGULATORY REFORMS ARE NEEDED”  He meant EFSEC …
which is made up of his appointees…  will regulate those
reforms.
When the Gov. says “ TO PREVENT LOCAL OPPONENTS
FROM DELAYING PROJECTS….  he meant once recommended
by EFSEC, he will approve the Horse Heaven Project while
Benton County and The Tribes have been stripped of their
authority.
 

The SEPA process has been carried out with a clear bias by
chair Kathleen Drew in favor of the applicant and not the
wishes of the vast majority of the people of Benton County.
Conclusion: THE HORSE HEAVEN WIND PROJECT WILL BE
BUILT AS PLANNED. And EFSEC, appointees of the Governor
including Chair Kathleen Drew, will vote to reflect Gov.
Inslee’s clearly stated wishes…and We The People of Benton
County…. will have been successfully silenced! By Our Own
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Government.



8.23.23 HH Public Comment Hearing

Aerial Firefighting Essential to Public Safety 

With the rash of recent fires in Benton County and around Eastern Washington, we are 
reminded of the high fire risk in our area, including within the HH Wind Boundaries. 


When the inevitable fires do occur, this 25 mile long project TOO CLOSE to homes will 
hinder the use of aerial fire fighting to protect them.


The June 2023 fires near Benton City burned miles of the Horse Heaven Hills (HHH), 
including portions of the proposed HH Wind Project, and even lapped at the door of 
the Analare Winery. Thankfully large airliners swooped close to the ground spreading 
fire retardant to protect homes, lives and crops. If the 499 foot tall wind turbines 
proposed for the HH Wind Project had been present, aerial firefighting would 
have been impossible. 

Later in the summer, another fire occurred near the Nine Canyon Wind Project in 
Benton County. According to their press release, Benton County Fire did not call on 
aerial firefighting because of the danger posed to the aircraft by existing turbines 

Portions of the dry, steep slopes of the Horse Heaven Hills burn each season. When 
fire originates in the upper Horse Heaven Hills, it burns down the steep slopes to 
homes and farms below. Often these fires threaten multiple homes, crops, farm animals 
and wildlife in the populated Badger Canyon. On a windy day, these fires burn rapidly 
and are accompanied by flying flaming tumbleweeds that expand the fire further.


Often aerial firefighting is the only option available to fight these rapidly moving 
fires due to the rugged, steep terrain.  

Wind turbines placed near the edges of the steep HHH slopes will prohibit the use 
of aerial firefighting. This will cause increased threat…or loss… to lives, property, 
crops and wildlife. In addition, the safety of fire fighters will be placed at greater risk as 
they attempt to navigate the steep slopes with traditional firefighting equipment. 


Solution:  To protect lives, property and wildlife, I urge EFSEC and Judge Torem to 
require HH Wind turbines planned near steep slopes be removed to allow for safe 
and effective aerial firefighting.  This would include the turbines at the north side 
of the project near numerous Badger Canyon homes and farms and Ferruginous 
Hawk nests.  

When determining which turbines to remove, consultation with the FAA and 
Benton County Fire Chiefs would ensure the continuation of safe aerial 
firefighting in Benton County. 

Respectfully submitted by Pam Minelli for HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23




8.23.23 HH Public Comment Hearing

Aerial firefighting June, 2023 near Benton City ,WA  

June, 2023 fire burned to the edge of Analare 
Winery’s parking lot near Benton City, WA. The 
fire also burned portions of the HH Wind Project 
boundary area.


499 feet tall turbines proposed for the HHH 
ridges above Analare Winery would prohibit use 
of aerial firefighting.



8.23.23 HH Public Comment Hearing



From: Pamela K. Minelli
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Cc: Pam Minelli
Subject: Comment for HH Wind Project Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 3:28:09 PM
Attachments: Aerial Firefighting - August 23 comment.pdf

External Email

To whom this concerns:

Attached please find my written comment for the HH Wind Project Public Comment Hearing
8.23.23. 

Please let me know that my comment was received by EFSEC during the appropriate time.

Thank you,
Pam Minelli
pkminelli@me.com
pam_minelli@hotmail.com
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8.23.23 HH Public Comment Hearing


Aerial Firefighting Essential to Public Safety 


With the rash of recent fires in Benton County and around Eastern Washington, we are 
reminded of the high fire risk in our area, including within the HH Wind Boundaries. 



When the inevitable fires do occur, this 25 mile long project TOO CLOSE to homes will 
hinder the use of aerial fire fighting to protect them.



The June 2023 fires near Benton City burned miles of the Horse Heaven Hills (HHH), 
including portions of the proposed HH Wind Project, and even lapped at the door of 
the Analare Winery. Thankfully large airliners swooped close to the ground spreading 
fire retardant to protect homes, lives and crops. If the 499 foot tall wind turbines 
proposed for the HH Wind Project had been present, aerial firefighting would 
have been impossible. 


Later in the summer, another fire occurred near the Nine Canyon Wind Project in 
Benton County. According to their press release, Benton County Fire did not call on 
aerial firefighting because of the danger posed to the aircraft by existing turbines 


Portions of the dry, steep slopes of the Horse Heaven Hills burn each season. When 
fire originates in the upper Horse Heaven Hills, it burns down the steep slopes to 
homes and farms below. Often these fires threaten multiple homes, crops, farm animals 
and wildlife in the populated Badger Canyon. On a windy day, these fires burn rapidly 
and are accompanied by flying flaming tumbleweeds that expand the fire further.



Often aerial firefighting is the only option available to fight these rapidly moving 
fires due to the rugged, steep terrain.  


Wind turbines placed near the edges of the steep HHH slopes will prohibit the use 
of aerial firefighting. This will cause increased threat…or loss… to lives, property, 
crops and wildlife. In addition, the safety of fire fighters will be placed at greater risk as 
they attempt to navigate the steep slopes with traditional firefighting equipment. 



Solution:  To protect lives, property and wildlife, I urge EFSEC and Judge Torem to 
require HH Wind turbines planned near steep slopes be removed to allow for safe 
and effective aerial firefighting.  This would include the turbines at the north side 
of the project near numerous Badger Canyon homes and farms and Ferruginous 
Hawk nests.  


When determining which turbines to remove, consultation with the FAA and 
Benton County Fire Chiefs would ensure the continuation of safe aerial 
firefighting in Benton County. 


Respectfully submitted by Pam Minelli for HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23
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From: Dana Morgan
To: EFSEC (EFSEC)
Subject: Tri-Cities Wind Turbine Project
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 12:36:23 PM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine project that
threatens to devastate our community.
This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of residents. It is
unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines
will destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.
Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife population. Studies have shown
that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat
caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats,
leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our unique
ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.
Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial firefighting capabilities. Their
towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our
area during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties.

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies and credits
granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity
reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club,
wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns regarding fire safety near
wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal government for
renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with
those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose
exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a
balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.
I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable energy is important for a
sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karena Morris
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: HHH wind farm comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 6:53:19 AM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to
hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the
entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy
our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local
wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to
birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat
caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of these
turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an
area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem
cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit
aerial firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting
aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area
during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift
response times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for
firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily
on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is
unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity

mailto:KM_Morris@frontier.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations
such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects
on local wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided
by the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind
turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the
needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of
allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose
exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and
wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and
preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not
come at the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.
Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23
Submitted by _____Karena Morris_____________________

 



From: Tenika Morrison
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm Comment
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 10:26:51 AM

External Email

I am sending this email to voice my public comment that I am thoroughly against the Horse
Heaven Hills wind farm. 
I am in direct sight of the proposed land use and not only am I furious that this is even being
proposed in direct migration lines of many bird species but that it will not have proper water in
case there is a fire so it will just burn the property to our homes since the turbines do not allow
fire helicopters or planes to help. We live in a desert where fires are a very real concern every
single year, it boggles my mind we are even entertaining the notion of a wind farm this big
with no way to stop fire. 

There is many miles along the Columbia river toward Oregon that are empty and not located
right next to a major city where these can be placed that could be better suited toward having
less of a threat to wildlife, & nearer to water in case of wildfire.

Please know that all year round I see wildlife out in the hills and eagles/hawks/cranes
flying/migrating right over the proposed site and I have seen fire break out in that area as well.
Please do not allow money to override common sense here. We have a nuclear plant & a
hydroelectric dam both here that has WAY better energy production than all those turbines
together could even attempt to make. 

NO ON THE HORSE HEAVEN HILLS WINDFARM.

Thank you for your time,

Tenika Morrison
Kennewick, WA

mailto:tenikam27@gmail.com
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From: Brent Naylor
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Wind Turbine Project
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 11:40:57 AM

External Email

 

 
 

As a concerned frequent visitor to Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by
the proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate the community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to
hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire
United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our
cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to the local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. The unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons.
This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for

mailto:brentn@willapabay.org
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


protecting lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on
tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at
our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such
as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local
wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by
the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come
at the expense of the community's well-being and natural beauty.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by _Brent Naylor, Raymond WA_________________________
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From: Ob Server
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Cc: Ob Server; Judy
Subject: Comments on the proposed wind turbine and solar farm being forced on Tri-cities, WA residents (Horse Heaven

Hills project)
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 12:47:46 AM

External Email

Dear EFSEC:                            8/23/23 

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States.
The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and
forever change the landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project
poses a significant threat to our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that
wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades
or changes in their habitat caused by construction activities. The construction and
operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in
biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our unique
ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons.
This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting
lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

mailto:jpolehn1@yahoo.com
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1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.  Also, see footnote 1 below providing
documentation on wind turbines killing eagles.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.  Also, see footnote 2
below providing documentation on solar batteries starting fires.  The same situation
would occur for the wind turbine batteries.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the
Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.  Further,
there are indications of a 30% failure rate of these wind turbines.  See footnote 3
below.  So the taxpayer would be expected to foot the bill for repair and/or
replacement of a defective product/service the government forced on their employer. 
I object to the government using my tax monies to choose business winners and
losers (i.e., what products and services I can get, and, specifically in this case, what
form of energy I can access and the reliability of that energy source).  This IS called
government mission creep.  I urge it be stopped immediately.

This whole project is based on the fallacy of human caused "climate change."  That
has been debunked by NASA as well as other scientific entities.  See footnote 4
below.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I strongly urge you to
NOT approve the Horse Heaven Hills wind turbine and solar project.  I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by

  J. Polehn, POB 482, Richland, WA 99352

   jpolehn1@yahoo.com

Footnotes:

1) Criminal cases for killing eagles decline as wind turbine dangers grow, Matthew



Brown and Camille Fassettap, Washington News, 5/17/23 >
https://apnews.com/article/dead-eagles-wind-turbines-enforcement-biden-
53ce35355433e18a27324f9254a2475a

2) Battery fire at solar farm triggers shelter-in-place order.  Fire chief says '5 or 7
days' to extinguish. Jack Davis, The Western Journal, 7/28/23 >
https://www.wnd.com/2023/07/battery-fire-ny-solar-farm-triggers-shelter-place-order-
fire-chief-says-5-7-days-extinguish/

3) Massive energy corporation says up to 30 percent of its wind turbines could be
malfunctioning. 'The fact that we have identified more quality problems marks a
significant setback for us.' WND,Will Kessler, Daily Caller News Foundation, 6/23/23 
>  https://www.wnd.com/2023/06/massive-energy-corporation-says-30-percent-wind-
turbines-malfunctioning/

4) NASA admits that climate change occurs because of changes in Earth’s solar orbit,
and NOT because of SUVs and fossil fuels, Ethan Huff, Natural News, 8/30/19 >
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-08-30-nasa-admits-climate-change-not-caused-
by-suvs-fossil-fuels.html
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From: Kristin Privette
To: EFSEC (EFSEC)
Subject: Wind farm monstrosity
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 11:02:03 AM

External Email

Dear EFSEC,

I could write another letter that would be slightly different from this form letter but why
be redundant. This lists the pertinent points that will affect our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States.
The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and
forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons.
This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting
lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

mailto:rprivettevet@yahoo.com
mailto:efsec@efsec.wa.gov


To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the
Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by __
Kristin Privette___________________



From: keeweegirl@frontier.com
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: comments for Wednesday August 23rd
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 4:00:44 PM
Attachments: As a concerned resident of Tri.docx

External Email

 

mailto:keeweegirl@frontier.com
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As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by James & Linda Redding



From: Jordan Ryckman
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Cc: Dave Werntz; Jay Kehne
Subject: Horse Heaven Wind Farm Public Meeting - Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:20:18 PM
Attachments: HorseHeavenWindProject_publicmeeting_CNWcomment.pdf

External Email

Hello, 

I have verified with Ms. Masengale that I am eligible to comment as part of the Horse Heaven
Wind Project Public Meeting that is being held this afternoon. Unfortunately, I am unable to
attend the meeting, so I have attached my comment for your consideration. 

Thank you, 

Jordan Ryckman (she/her/hers)
Conservation Northwest
Coordinator, Sagelands Heritage Program
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Washington Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council 


PO BOX 47250 


Olympia, WA 98504 


 


RE: Horse Heaven Wind Farm Adjudication Public Comment Hearing 


 


Hello Judge Torem, Chair Drew, and EFSEC members,  


 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the adjudication and evaluation of the Horse 


Heaven Wind Farm Project. I regret that I cannot be there to speak with you all this evening, but 


I hope you will consider my and many others’ comments that advocate for the protection of 


cultural resources and traditional sites, critical habitat for native sensitive species, and 


agricultural lands. A project of this scale will have permanent impacts on the local wildlife and 


communities. 


 


We support the Yakama Nation’s opposition to this project, as it endangers important spiritual 


sites, traditional use sites, and significant cultural resources. Washington State is calling for 


proper, consistent, and meaningful consultation and collaboration with local Tribes to ensure 


clean energy projects do not disproportionately impact indigenous communities (HB 1216). It is 


not enough to simply inform local Tribes and communities on what will occur in an area, which 


seems to be what occurred in this case prior to this project’s EFSEC application. Meaningful 


consultation requires collaboration, consistent communication, and a willingness to adapt to the 


landscape and community needs before planning and implementing development.  


 


We understand and support the need for the transition to clean and renewable energy and know 


that it will require the build out of wind and solar development to achieve. However, renewable 


energy siting has to be done in a manner that protects wildlife, their habitat, and migration 


corridors without relying on mitigation. Mitigation money cannot replace converted habitat or fix 


fragmented migration corridors. This project is located in a priority linkage area (Arid Lands 


Initiative) and is used by pronghorn and ferruginous hawks, two of our state’s priority species. 


Pronghorns require large areas to roam and are sensitive to human infrastructure such as fencing 


and development. The project boundary lies right in the winter migration corridor utilized by 


pronghorn (YNWP & WDFW Report 2021). Construction and project infrastructure would deter 


the movement of this species and further fragment their already degraded and converted 


landscape. Ferruginous hawks also occupy nests near and within the project boundary. Wind 


turbines can disrupt their flight patterns, nesting habits, and prey availability. This has been 


studied in the Columbia Plateau Region of Oregon by a student from BSU, who found that 


ferruginous hawks had decreased nest success when the number of wind turbines increased and 


were overall more impacted by wind development than other Buteo species (Kolar, 2013). The 



https://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2023-24/Pdf/Bills/House%20Passed%20Legislature/1216-S2.PL.pdf?q=20230823105044
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sheer number of wind turbines proposed in this area also increases the risk of other migratory 


bird deaths or disruptions. This project area has also been identified by new and comprehensive 


data produced during the Columbia Plateau Least Conflict Solar Siting process as having slightly 


high – high conservation value due to the priority species and habitat within the Horse Heaven 


Hills (WSU Report, 2023). Although this is new information since the application was received, 


it is still critical to use new and updated information when evaluating projects.  


 


Benton County also specified the area that encompasses the Horse Heaven Wind project 


boundary as being significant agricultural lands, and this is backed up by the Columbia Plateau 


Least Conflict Solar siting report. The data produced in this report designates this area as having 


slightly high to moderately high farmland value. The loss of these productive agricultural lands 


can impact this community and the production of food and other products. We appreciate the 


possibility and investigation of dual-use opportunities, however these cannot be evaluated or 


reviewed until final plans and a FEIS has been released to the public. A recommendation cannot 


be made, nor can the public properly review an application that is not completed.  


 


Thank you for your time and consideration,  


 


Jordan Ryckman, Conservation Coordinator 


Sagelands Heritage Program 


Conservation Northwest 


jordan@conservationnw.org 



https://www.energy.wsu.edu/documents/Least-Conflict_Solar_Siting_Report-WSUEP23-04--6-29.pdf





From: chad schaefer
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Wind turbine project
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 8:02:43 AM

External Email

I am not in favor of the badger canyon wind turbine project.

Chad Schaefer
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From: Gary Schaefer
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Wind Turbine Project
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 10:13:59 PM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States.
The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and
forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons.
This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting
lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

mailto:gsfarrier@live.com
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1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the
Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by 

Gary L. Schaefer 



From: Jeff Schatz
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Wind Turbine Project near Tri-Cities, WA
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 7:58:15 PM

External Email

To whom it may
concern,                                                                                                                                       
8/22/23

I am a tax paying resident of Benton City, WA located just east of the Horse Heaven hills
where the proposed wind farms would be constructed. My wife and I chose this 5-acre
location to build our dream home and invested our life savings to do it, as both a beautiful
place to live and for a future investment. We purposely positioned the house so we would
view the Horse Heaven's hills. We don't have a lot of things hear in this part of easter WA that
other areas have to offer, but we do have the wide open spaces and beautiful views. It would
truly be a shame to lose that in this area! I know it would ruin the view for us, which is the
main reason we built here. It would also depreciate the property values all around the area that
would view these ugly wind farms.

There is no argument in that wind turbines, especially this size definitely cause damage to the
wildlife, environment, noise pollution, and have many other negative side effects. There are
many facts and studies out that prove this that I'm sure you're aware of. It's troubling too that
this project is being pushed upon us but wouldn't even have much economic benefit to the
communities and people that live here and would have to look at this ugly mess every day.
Most of the work would be done by workers from other states and areas. The company
building it is from Boulder, Colorado, where they would never allow this monstrosity to be
built anywhere near their city. The environmentalist there would tear them apart over it, which
is why they are here trying to push it on us. I know a little about that because I lived 22 years
just outside of Boulder, Colorado. They would never allow this there.

Another thing that doesn't make any sense is that those of us that live here would have to deal
with all the negative effects this WILL produce, yet we reap none of the benefits. The power
produced by these wind turbines would go to those on the west side of the state, Oregon and
California. If they want the power so bad in those areas, let them build wind turbines in their
backyards, they have just as much wind there, as we do here. They don't want them in those
places, yet for some reason think we should have to deal with them over here while they reap
the benefits...that is just plain wrong! We have all the power we need here from the
hydroelectric dams that are truly green renewable energy, unlike the wind farms that will
produce waste and aren't very reliable or monetarily efficient. The people have spoken in this
area and don't want these wind turbines here. Please don't force them down our throats. It's
supposed to be about democracy in this country and going with the majority, and not
dictatorship with a few in charge forcing things upon us that we want nothing to do with for
their gain.

The wind farm project in the Horse Heavens area of eastern Washington is wrong on every
account. Please don't allow this to become a reality for us here.

mailto:jschatz58@yahoo.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


Thank you,

Mathew J. Schatz
51806 N. Evert Rd
Benton City, WA 99320
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External Email

State of Washington Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council,
 
The City of Richland, WA is a party of record in the Horse Heaven Adjudication. The City respectfully
submits the attached written testimony in lieu of providing oral testimony at today’s scheduled
public hearing. This alternative delivery method is per EFSEC instructions here in the “if you are
eligible to comment but are unable to attend the meeting…” instructions.
 
Thank you,
 

Joe Schiessl, AICP
Deputy City Manager
625 Swift Blvd., MS-04 | Richland, WA 99352
(509) 942-7778

 
 

Disclaimer: Emails and attachments sent to or from the City of Richland are public records subject
to release under the Washington Public Records Act, Chapter 42.56 RCW. Sender and Recipient
have no expectation of privacy in emails transmitted to or from the City of Richland.
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March 26, 2021 
 
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council 
621 Woodland Square Loop, P.O. Box 43172 
Olympia, WA 98504-3172 
 
RE: Scout Clean Energy’s Horse Heaven Wind Project  
 
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council: 
 
I am writing today to voice my opposition to Scout Clean Energy’s Horse Heaven Wind Project, 
which is proposed to be located in unincorporated Benton County and directly adjacent to the City 
of Richland. As Mayor of the City of Richland, I am well aware of how it will affect the greater 
Richland area and its surrounding communities, and ask that EFSEC deny Scout Clean Energy’s 
request for an expedited review of this application for the reasons outlined below.  
 
The City of Richland is home to 60,000 residents, many of whom work for agricultural and technical 
employers in Benton County. The City has wonderful parks that citizens have shown consistent 
and strong support for. To be clear: parks and outdoor recreation are very important to our 
residents and to many others in Benton County. 
 
The City collaborates with Benton County for recreational areas similar to Horse Heaven Hills for 
the enjoyment of local residents. One area includes Badger Mountain Natural Preserve, which is 
accessed from several City trailhead parks. Badger Mountain Natural Preserve, like Horse Heaven 
Hills, is a favorite recreational hike for many citizens in and around Richland. Wind mills would 
negatively impact the natural area enjoyed by City and County residents. 
 
Additionally, an expedited review should not be approved during an emergency declaration from 
the Governor, the nature of which prevents complete participation of public, regulatory, and site 
certification processes. The Horse Heaven Wind Project satisfies several of the criteria indicating 
that a full review should be conducted (as defined in WAC 463-60-117): environmental impact, 
area affected, magnitude of project, and the degree to which the project represents a change of 
use of the proposed site. No previous application for a project this complexity – combining wind, 
solar, and battery storage – has ever been considered by EFSEC. This alone is a sufficient basis 
upon which an expedited review should be denied. However, the following should also be taken 
into consideration when deciding whether or not an expedited review should be permitted:  
 


- The full environmental impacts are not fully documented, addressed, or known by the 
applicant. Some negative impacts to the bat population are addressed, but minimally. What 
other environmental impacts from this project are not known and will not be considered due 
to the truncated nature of an expedited review? 
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- On pages 1-66 of the application, the applicant identifies over 6,869 acres of area that will 
be either temporarily or permanently impacted. This along with the complexity of the 
proposed project exceed the magnitude that is appropriate for expedited review. 


- A wind farm would be a radical departure from the current use of the proposed site, which 
land that is currently a combination of agricultural, recreational, and Department of Natural 
Resource open space.  


 
To further elaborate, the Horse Heaven Wind Project is neither needed nor beneficial for our 
community. This may sound counterintuitive considering events in other states, such as rolling 
blackouts in California during August 2020 followed by the rolling blackouts and multi-day power 
outages in Texas in February 2021. However, wind and solar projects are intermittent energy 
resources that do not provide any firm energy capacity. City of Richland customers expect reliable 
energy resources and the City concurs with the technical aspects of Benton PUD’s wind policy 
perspective. The Horse Heaven Wind Project will not be a reliable source of energy generation. 
 
The City of Richland is a municipal electric utility and a load-following customer of Bonneville 
Power Administration (BPA). The City proudly provides its customers with low-cost electricity, using 
a fuel mix composition where the percentage from clean, carbon-free resources exceeds 92%. The 
City is already well positioned to meet the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) requirements 
codified in Chapter 19.405 RCW. While the City has to meet the renewable energy, requirements 
set forth in Chapter 19.285 RCW, the City is already covered with renewable resources through 
2026. Even after 2026, any renewable resource would need to be shaped into a flat block energy 
resource. Currently, shaping and ancillary services for renewables add approximately $20/MWh 
compared to BPA wholesale energy resources, which presently cost a total of $40/MWh. 
Unshaped energy resources from the Horse Heaven Wind Project would not be economical for the 
City’s electrical rate payers. 
 
In summary, I appreciate the opportunity to share my concerns with you regarding the Horse 
Heaven Wind Project. This project will negatively impact natural areas, will not meet the City’s firm 
energy needs, and it will not be an economical resource as an unshaped product. With respect to 
technical and business considerations, as well as our natural resources, please consider this letter 
as our formal opposition to the Horse Heaven Wind Project. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
 
 
 


Ryan Lukson 
Mayor 
 
Cc: 


Richland City Council 
Jon Amundson, Interim City Manager 
Clint Whitney, Energy Services Director 
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Executive Summary 


Clean energy technology and public-policy development continue to be in the news and at the 
forefront of much political debate and discussion. While wind power has emerged as a popular 
choice for helping meet greenhouse gas emission reduction goals, reasonable questions 
continue to be raised regarding its ability to cost-effectively contribute to the powering of 
modern civilization and how the lifecycle environmental and ecological impacts compare to 
other types of technologies.   


With Washington State’s passage of the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) in 2019 and 
the current schedule for expiration of renewable energy federal tax credits, there is a 
resurgence in proposed wind power development activity in the Pacific Northwest (PNW), 
including projects proposed for eastern Washington and Benton County specifically. 


As developers and many elected officials tout the economic and environmental benefits of wind 
farms, Benton PUD believes it is important for our customers and the general public to hear 
utility perspectives.  Unlike the narrower focus of some wind power interests, utilities must 
balance environmental benefits and concerns with costs and power grid reliability; and we will 
be held accountable if we fail on any of these dimensions. 


While Benton PUD acknowledges wind power development in the PNW will likely continue  as 
Washington State utilities respond to the 2025 CETA deadline for eliminating coal-fired energy 
and in response to nearby state and corporate clean energy mandates and  goals, we do not 
support further development of wind power in the PNW for the following primary reasons: 


1) Benton PUD’s current power supply is hydro and nuclear based and is over 93% “non-


emitting” by Washington State standards.  While we are ahead of the clean energy curve, 


we do experience supply deficits during hot summer months and deeply cold winter 


periods.  To cover these deficits, we make power market purchases from generation 


resources that can be counted on to run on the days and hours needed (dispatchable).  


Since wind power relies on natural weather conditions decoupled from electricity demand, 


it is not dispatchable generation and therefore will not help us resolve our seasonal energy 


deficit problems. 


 
2) The PNW’s hydroelectric generation resources are the foundation of a reliable and clean 


energy supply that has historically resulted in Washington State contributing no more than 
0.5% to the nation’s annual total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from electricity 
production; even with soon to be retired coal-fired power plants in the mix.  Further 
development of wind power in the PNW will not result in consequential reductions in 
national or global GHG emissions attributable to Washington State utilities and will do very 
little to mitigate the increasing risk of northwest power grid blackouts; which could grow to 
a 26% probability by 2026 if utilities are unable to replace the reliable generating capacity of 
shuttered coal plants.  
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3) The low availability of wind power requires utilities to continue paying for dispatchable 
generation capacity that may run infrequently but is still sized to meet most of the peak 
energy demand on the grid.  This “double paying” is why electricity rates in countries and 
states with high wind penetrations are rising despite the declining costs of this popular 
renewable energy source.  Benton PUD believes further wind power development will 
unnecessarily contribute to increases in northwest utility retail electricity rates which could 
erode the economic development advantage low rates has given our region for many years.  
 


4) Energy production from wind farms in the PNW is often high during periods of maximum 


hydro generation contributing to energy gluts that can drive short-term market prices to 


zero or even to negative values due to federal tax credits received by wind power.  To 


minimize the net cost of hydro generation the region needs for year-round flexible and 


reliable electricity, the value of surplus hydro energy sales needs to be maximized.  Building 


more wind farms in the PNW will contribute to untimely energy supply gluts and low short-


term market prices which reduces surplus hydro energy sales revenues, increases net hydro 


power costs and puts upward pressure on retail rates Benton PUD and other utilities charge 


our customers. 


 


5) Benton PUD believes the best long-term, sustainable and environmentally responsible 


strategy toward meeting the CETA goal of 100% clean electricity in Washington State by 


2045 could be to transition coal power to natural gas and then natural gas to nuclear. It is 


estimated wind power requires 30 to 45 times as much land and about 10 times as much 


concrete and steel to produce the equivalent power of nuclear.  In addition, a recent study 


estimates that assuming hydro and nuclear power in the PNW stay in place, meeting a 


theoretical 100% clean electricity goal in our region using wind (and solar) power would 


require a land area 20 to 100 times the area of Seattle and Portland combined.  


 


6) Benton PUD supports Energy Northwest (EN) in their efforts to develop small modular 


reactor (SMR) technology.  However, we are concerned continued large-scale investments 


in PNW wind power projects will contribute to increases in the normally surplus annual 


energy supplies in the region thereby eroding the hourly energy supply opportunities 


needed by SMRs to achieve economic feasibility. Maintaining the existing Columbia 


Generating Station operations while expanding SMR technology development and possible 


manufacturing in the Tri-Cities represent opportunities for economic stability and growth in 


an area with a long history of grid-scale energy production and world class scientific 


research capabilities. 


 


As some legislators and certain advocacy groups continue to call for more wind power while 


simultaneously calling for removal of hydro-electric dams, Benton PUD believes it is important 
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for our customers and citizens of Washington State to hear the utility side of the energy story.  


To this end, we are committed to facilitating education and outreach efforts based on the 


premise that all energy choices represent economic and environmental tradeoffs and that 


consideration of utility business models and the physics of the power grid matter when taking a 


position to promote one form of power generation technology over another.   


 


Existing wind farm development in Washington State and along the northern Oregon border 


has already resulted in the industrialization of previously scenic hillsides, canyons and desert 


vistas in the region in and around Benton County.  Before Benton PUD customers and citizens 


throughout our region accept further sacrifice of the natural beauty and open spaces that are 


part of our way of life, we want them to know there are other options we should be asking our 


legislators and utility industry leaders to urgently and seriously consider.  This is the reason for 


this report and for our formal declaration that Benton PUD does not support further 


development of wind power in the PNW. 
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Existing Power Resources and Loads  


 


Despite clean energy policies and trends favoring wind and solar power, continued 


development of wind farms in the northwest is not expected to be necessary or beneficial to 


serving the interests of Benton PUD customers for at least the next decade or more.  This is 


primarily due to our hydro and nuclear rich wholesale power supply contract with the 


Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) which entitles Benton PUD to annual energy amounts 


that are normally greater than what is consumed by our customers.  In addition, our BPA 


contract in combination with other energy purchases and contracts results in a power supply 


that is already over 93% “non-emitting” and clean by Washington State standards. 


 


With this said, it is important to recognize Benton PUD does face significant power supply 


challenges under the terms and conditions of our current BPA contract. These challenges are 


rooted in the timing of BPA energy delivery which does not always align with our customer 


demand for electricity.  Benton PUD is a “summer peaking” utility with our highest customer 


demand being driven by irrigated-agriculture pumping operations combined with high 


residential and business air conditioning; see FIGURE 1. 


 


 
FIGURE 1 


 


As a “Slice” customer of BPA, Benton PUD has rights to a fixed percentage of the electricity 


generated by BPA resources for any given hour of the year which can be highly variable.  As BPA 


resources are predominantly hydro-electric, the variability is driven by the timing and quantity 
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of runoff from snowpack as well as short term precipitation events which must be managed to 


serve interests that compete with power generation; including fish and wildlife, flood control, 


river navigation and recreation. 


 


To gain further perspective, it is instructive to know that Benton PUD’s annual allocation of BPA 


wholesale energy in typical water years delivers about 225 average megawatts (aMW) which is 


more than our total annual customer retail energy consumption forecast beyond the year 2030.  


On average, our BPA supply is currently 11 aMW more than our customers consume on an 


annual basis.  However, while Benton PUD currently has a “long” annual energy supply position, 


we do experience regular seasonal energy supply deficits in the summer and on occasion can 


come up short during deep cold periods in the winter.  These seasonal energy supply shortfalls, 


referred to as capacity deficits, are a function of Benton PUD’s dependence on the availability 


of “fuel” (river flows) for BPA’s hydro resources which can vary significantly from year-to-year 


and month-to-month; see FIGURE 2.   


 


 
FIGURE 2 


 


Under Benton PUD’s Slice contract with BPA, they are required to guarantee delivery of firm 


monthly energy represented by the combined total of a “Block” and “Critical Slice” amount.  


The “Above Critical Slice” is the amount of energy BPA is forecasting will be available to Benton 


PUD but not guaranteed.  Slice customers can re-sell surplus energy received from BPA when 


supply exceeds what is required to serve customer loads but in return must accept and 


independently manage the risk that loads may be higher than the available BPA supply. 
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Any forecasted capacity deficits require Benton PUD to make purchases from wholesale 


electricity markets in order to augment our long-term power supply contracts.  Consequently, 


we have people, processes and contracts in place to be sure our customer electricity demand is 


completely supplied on an hourly and around the clock basis. Benton PUD’s wholesale 


electricity purchases are typically made in short-term monthly, weekly, day-ahead and hourly 


markets from generation resources that can be counted on to run on the days and hours 


needed (dispatchable). These dispatchable generation resources provide needed capacity to 


cover energy supply deficits that occur on the hottest and coldest days of the year. 


 


Since wind power relies on natural weather conditions decoupled from electricity demand, it is 


not a dispatchable generation resource and therefore development of more wind power will 


not help Benton PUD resolve our seasonal capacity deficit problems; particularly our most 


acute deficits which occur in summer months with very low levels of wind.  We are also 


concerned that preferences for wind power risk under investment in dependable and 


dispatchable natural-gas generation plants most utilities believe will be essential for replacing 


the capacity of coal-fired plants being rapidly retired and shut down in the Pacific Northwest 


and throughout the western United States. 


 


While wind energy developed on a large scale can be a substitute for much of the annual 


energy produced by fossil-fueled power plants, it cannot provide the equivalent capacity 


required for balancing electricity supply and demand on an around the clock basis, and under a 


wide variety of weather conditions.  Because the northwest is so dependent on the availability 


of water for hydro-electric generation,  the coldest and hottest days of a year in which water 


resources are at a critically low level are of particular concern for electric utilities  and is why 


other reliable and dispatchable generation must be standing by and ready to run on demand.  


When power grid supply does not meet demand on a moment-by-moment basis, blackouts can 


occur.  Benton PUD is concerned that a deepening dependence on wind power as a 


replacement for energy produced by coal plants in the northwest could have serious 


consequences in the not-too-distant future if grid operators are faced with the simultaneous 


occurrence of drought conditions (low hydro power production), extreme temperatures, low 


wind and not enough dispatchable electricity generators to meet peak customer demands.      


 


To gain further perspective, it is also instructive to consider Benton PUD’s 11 aMW “long” BPA 


annual energy position in the context of customer growth which is currently forecasted to 


result in an increase of about 0.4 aMW of energy consumption per year.  This relatively low 


growth rate is driven by our continued investments in effective conservation measures as well 


as improvements in the energy efficiency of new homes and businesses.  In the simplest 


analysis, Benton PUD’s expected annual supply of BPA power represents over 27 years of 
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customer growth which means we are not currently looking to add substantial amounts of 


“baseload” annual energy to our power supply portfolio from wind power or other resources. 


 


With this said, new large loads associated with electricity intensive businesses or industry 


locating in Benton PUD’s service territory are a wild card that could require acquisition of new 


generation resources.  Another resource acquisition driver could be preferences for wind and 


solar power which are often used to brand businesses as sustainable.  In either case, given the 


requirements of Washington State’s Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) and other clean 


energy policies and preferences in adjacent states and regions, wind and solar power may be 


the only significant energy resources available to meet a future Benton PUD need.  While not 


ideal, we would choose solar power over wind given that solar energy production curves are 


better aligned with our summer peaking load profile and would contribute to reducing our 


regular summer capacity deficits on most days.    


 


Existing Wind Power Resources 
 
Currently, Benton PUD’s power supply portfolio includes wind energy through direct contracts 


from the Nine Canyon (9 MW) and White Creek (9.1 MW) projects delivering about 5.7 aMW of 


total energy on an annual basis.  These contracts were initiated by Benton PUD in response to 


the qualifying renewable energy requirements of Washington State’s Energy Independence Act 


(EIA) which initially did not include energy from existing hydro generation. 


 


In addition to direct wind power purchases, Benton PUD’s contract with BPA includes an 


allocation of about 1.4 aMW of their wind portfolio’s annual energy production.  All the wind 


resources in Benton PUD’s portfolio along with BPA’s hydro generation resulting from 


incremental improvements to turbine-generator efficiency (incremental hydro) are considered 


EIA qualifying renewable energy.  This means energy from these resources provide a renewable 


energy credit (REC) for every megawatt-hour of electricity generated. 


 


REC allocations and purchases are how Benton PUD meets the renewable portfolio standard 


(RPS) currently required by EIA mandates.  In 2020 Benton PUD will need a total of about 30 


aMW of REC allocations and purchases each year to meet the current 15% RPS requirement.  


We plan to meet our compliance requirement with 7.1 aMW of total wind power RECs from 


Nine Canyon, White Creek and BPA; 2.6 aMW of BPA incremental hydro REC allocations; and 


20.4 aMW of REC purchases from other entities, including wind farms. 


 


It is important to emphasize that a REC is a certificate corresponding to the environmental 


attributes of energy produced from qualifying renewable resources and does not necessarily 
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represent purchases of physical electricity.  While Benton PUD has contractual rights to the 


electricity produced by the Nine Canyon and White Creek projects, it is usually surplus to our 


annual customer energy requirements except under a worst-case low hydro generation 


scenario. 


 


With that said, Benton PUD’s share of Nine Canyon’s physical electricity is always scheduled to 


supply our load with the net effect during low customer load periods of increasing our BPA 


hydro surplus which we sell in regional wholesale electricity markets.  Due to power scheduling 


complexities, Benton PUD’s share of the White Creek project’s physical electricity is bundled 


with other utility shares and sold to another counterparty at a price currently well below the 


relevant market power index.  This below index pricing is an indicator of the reduced value of 


wind energy compared to other more dependable generation resources.       


 


Revenues from the sales of physical electricity attributed to Nine Canyon and White Creek are 


considered as offsets to the total annual cost of Benton PUD’s EIA renewable-energy 


compliance which is budgeted to be $3.8 million in 2020.  We expect to continue to rely on REC 


purchases as the primary means for meeting EIA mandates with some relief possible in 2030, 


depending on CETA rules which are currently under development. 


 


Benton PUD considers the incremental cost and dependence we have on continued operation 


and development of wind and solar power for REC purchases as a perverse outcome of EIA 


mandates given our extraordinarily clean power supply and surplus annual hydro and nuclear-


based energy position. 


 


Surplus Energy and Market Sales 


 


With respect to Benton PUD’s net annual surplus of energy, it is important to understand the 


timing of when most surplus hydro generation occurs.  For Benton PUD, the best combination 


of market price and volume of surpluses occurs in January through March with the highest 


volume and lowest prices occurring in April and May. When our hydro supply exceeds customer 


demand, our BPA contract allows us to sell the surplus energy into wholesale electricity 


markets.  The revenues generated by our sales have the effect of buying down our annual 


wholesale power costs.  


  


Energy production from wind farms in the northwest can also be high during periods of 


maximum hydro generation contributing to energy gluts that can drive market prices to zero or 


even to negative values due to federal tax credits received by wind power. The wholesale 


electricity market distortions created by wind power tax credits combined with the availability 
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of abundant and low-priced natural gas has driven market prices to very low levels in recent 


years.  Consequently, the value of Benton PUD surplus hydro energy sales has been significantly 


reduced from over $50 million in 2008 to under $20 million today. 


 


While there are efforts underway centered on possible expansion of the Western Energy 


Imbalance Market (EIM) to an extended day ahead market (EDAM) that could increase the 


economic value of BPA hydro flexibility and capacity, Benton PUD believes further development 


of wind power in existing “energy only” wholesale markets will continue to contribute to the 


devaluation of hydro.  To be clear, Benton PUD believes abundant and low-cost natural gas has 


been the major driver of wholesale electricity price reductions but building more wind farms 


will contribute to downward pressure on prices. 


 


Overall, the erosion of the market value of hydro energy has resulted in upward pressure on 


the prices BPA charges Benton PUD and consequently on the retail rates we charge our 


customers. Since 2007, BPA’s revenues derived from market sales have dropped from over 


$400 million to under $200 million in some years which leaves them looking to their ratepayers 


to make up the difference.  Benton PUD’s net power supply costs are budgeted to be $84 


million in 2020 which is up 40% since 2010 when actual costs were $60 million. 


 


Oversupply and Curtailments 


 


Additional concerns regarding the development of more wind power are oversupply and 


curtailments which are well described in a report developed by Harvard University for the 


Bonneville Power Administration in May 2018.1 


 


…As more intermittent renewable energy is added to the grid it creates oversupply, 


particularly during low demand hours, when generation exceeds load. Oversupply causes 


low or negative prices for wholesale energy during periods of overgeneration. When 


scheduled generation exceeds scheduled demand in the hour-ahead market, the price of 


energy falls below zero in an attempt to balance supply and demand. After accounting 


for changes in generation and load between the hour-ahead and real-time markets, if 


generation still exceeds load and there are no more generators willing to receive 


payments to reduce their output, then balancing authorities must order generators to 


curtail output to maintain system frequency. Negative bids often represent the lost 


opportunities for the generator to take advantage of tax credits for renewable energy 


production. 


 
1 Patricia Florescu and Jack Pead, “Realizing the Value of Bonneville Power Administration’s Flexible Hydroelectric 
Assets”, 12, 13, 14, Mossavar-Rahmani Center for Business & Government, Harvard University, May 2018. 
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…Due to the Pacific Northwest’s reliance on hydroelectricity, oversupply becomes more 


problematic in the springtime when both river flows and wind generation are high. 


Under those circumstances, extra water can be spilled from the dams so that it does not 


contribute to oversupply, but too much spill exceeds water quality standards and can 


harm fish and other aquatic species. If water cannot be spilled, it must be passed 


through the hydropower turbines, thus generating electricity. 


 


For conditions like these, BPA implemented the Oversupply Management Protocol, under 


which non-hydrogeneration is displaced to protect aquatic life and maintain system 


reliability. Displacement decisions are made according to a least-cost displacement cost 


curve that lists generation in order of cost, from the least cost facility to the highest-cost 


facility, until the required displacement quantity is achieved.53 After a federal court case 


concluded in 2011, BPA enacted a new protocol that compensated wind generators for 


lost revenues from curtailment and assigned the costs of curtailing generation during 


oversupply events to BPA transmission customers.54 


 


While Oversupply Management Protocol costs have not been extremely high2 relative to other 


costs incurred by Benton PUD through our BPA transmission contract, we are concerned more 


wind power on the grid will contribute to increases in BPA costs and will add more complexity 


to the already difficult balancing act of managing river flows to meet the competing interests of 


power generation, environmental stewardship, barging operations, flood control and 


recreation.  


 


Pacific Northwest Resource Adequacy Challenges 


 


The Pacific Northwest’s clean hydroelectric generation resources are unmatched anywhere in 


the United States and are the primary reason Washington State contributed on average no 


more than 0.5% to the nation’s annual total greenhouse gas emissions from electricity 


production each year between 1980 and 20173; even with coal plants in the mix.  


 


While our already clean electricity sector is the envy of the nation, policy makers in Washington 


State have set the course for 100% clean by 2045 through passage of the Clean Energy 


Transformation Act (CETA). While a long-term goal like this is clearly aspirational at this point, 


 
2 BPA’s displacement costs of OMP were around $4.87 million in 2018 and $2.2 million in 2017 
https://www.bpa.gov/Projects/Initiatives/Oversupply/Pages/Annual-Oversupply-Review.aspx. 
3U.S. Energy Information Administration, “State Carbon Dioxide Emissions Data” 
https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/state/. 
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the near-term consequences of CETA’s underlying requirements are significant and very 


concerning when it comes to maintaining power grid reliability.  The most consequential 


requirements are the explicit removal of coal power from utility portfolios by 2025 and the 


“social cost of carbon” which must be used as a cost adder when utilities evaluate investments 


in new generation resources.  As intended by legislators, this cost adder will have a chilling 


effect on investments to construct new natural-gas power plants which utilities would normally 


consider to be the logical replacement for dispatchable capacity associated with retiring coal 


plants. 


 


Unfortunately, CETA along with other anti-fossil-fuel sentiment in Oregon and California energy 


policies has put northwest utilities in a position where it appears only wind and solar power 


along with batteries, pumped hydro and customer load curtailments (demand response) will be 


allowed to try and solve utility capacity deficits.  The problem is that science, economics and 


project development cycle times indicate the politically preferred technologies are not ready to 


provide solutions at the scale needed to mitigate the already unacceptable increase in the risk 


of blackouts projected for the Pacific Northwest beginning in 20214.  In their most recent 


assessment, the Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NWPCC) estimates that 


accelerated coal-plant retirements could increase the likelihood that generating capacity will 


not be adequate for meeting demand to a level of 26% by 2026.  This is well above the 5% 


threshold established as the limit for an adequate regional power supply.     


 


Benton PUD is a relatively small player in the northwest grid, but our seasonal capacity deficits 


are significant.  This is why we joined forces with other members of the Public Generating Pool 


(PGP) and several investor owned utilities to co-fund a study by E3 Consulting5 of what will be 


required to maintain power grid reliability in the Pacific Northwest while further de-carbonizing 


the electricity sector.  This study found that deep de-carbonization is possible but that natural 


gas fired generation will be needed to maintain power grid reliability; it would just run 


infrequently.   


 


While development of wind farms may be politically fashionable and appeal to many in the 


general public as a harmonization of nature with electricity production, the science and 


economics indicate powering modern civilization with intermittent generation resources like 


wind and solar power comes at a high financial and environmental cost.  E3’s study concludes 


that increasing the Pacific Northwest’s inventory of wind power from the 2018 level of 7 


 
4 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, “Pacific Northwest Power Supply Adequacy Assessment for 2024”: 
October 2019. 
5 Energy+Environmental Economics, “Resource Adequacy in the Pacific Northwest”: Public Generating Pool, March 
2019. 
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gigawatts to a level of 38 gigawatts by 20506 would only result in an effective capacity 


contribution from wind of 19%.  In other words, a more than fivefold investment in wind power 


which E3 estimates would cover an area as much as 37 times the combined areas of Seattle and 


Portland, would only allow regional utilities to count on 19% of the capital investment to 


produce electricity when it is most critically needed.  The E3 study also estimates the area 


required to achieve a theoretical 100% clean electricity sector in the northwest using only wind 


and solar power (assuming existing hydro and nuclear stay in place) would require a land area 


as much 100 times the combined areas of Seattle and Portland. 


 


On November 12, 2019 Benton PUD Commissioners adopted Resolution 2523 in support of 


actions to ensure electric sector resource adequacy in the Pacific Northwest.  This resolution 


provides a sound argument for why northwest utilities have serious concerns regarding the 


reliability of the northwest power grid and why Benton PUD questions the wisdom of continued 


development of large numbers of wind farms in our region when we are facing potentially 


serious consequences associated with power grid blackouts. 


 


Other Considerations 


 


The “fuel” for wind power is dilute and intermittent requiring additional investments in backup 


generation technologies to meet the always-on requirements of power grids.  While developers 


and advocates often tout continued reductions in the cost of wind energy, the low availability 


of wind power requires utilities to continue paying for dispatchable generation capacity that 


may run infrequently but is sized to meet most of the peak energy demand on the grid.  This 


“double paying” is why electricity rates in countries and states with high wind penetrations 


have risen significantly amid claims of low-cost renewable energy. 


 


CETA together with the Energy Independence Act (EIA) appears to have established an 


undefined increase in Washington State’s renewable portfolio standard (RPS) which will 


undoubtedly lead to some level of double paying in Washington State.  Establishing preferences 


for wind and solar energy with no accompanying targets for greenhouse gas (GHG) emission 


reductions in the electricity sector has been shown through comprehensive study to result in 


unnecessary increases in the cost of electricity while not reducing GHG emissions in the most 


cost-effective manner possible7. 


 


 
6 38 gigawatts of nameplate wind power capacity is what E3 determined would be required in an optimal scenario 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from electricity production by 80% below 1990 levels; an often-quoted goal 
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 
7 Energy+Environmental Economics, “Pacific Northwest Low Carbon Scenario Analysis - Achieving Least-Cost 
Carbon Emissions Reductions in the Electricity Sector”: Public Generating Pool, December 2017. 
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Additionally, the land area required for wind turbine construction and transmission lines 


needed for grid interconnections can be immense and the negative ecological and 


environmental impacts of this “energy sprawl” may outweigh the perceived or real benefits.  


Benton PUD believes lifecycle economic and environmental impacts expected to result from 


further development of wind power need to be scrutinized to a much higher degree with 


greater recognition of issues like the global impacts of raw materials mining and the disposal of 


wind turbine blades which are currently destined for landfills. 


 


Benton PUD acknowledges every source of energy production takes a toll on the environment 


but believes wind power is often given a pass due to its popularity with policy makers and many 


in the general public.  One source estimates wind power requires about 30 to 45 times as much 


land to produce a comparable amount of power as nuclear and that concrete and steel 


requirements for wind are about 10 times greater8.  We believe these are important and 


relevant considerations as investments are made in power generation projects that will have 


long lasting environmental and financial impacts.  


 


Benton PUD supports provisions of CETA that count hydro and nuclear energy toward the 100% 


clean by 2045 objective.  However, we believe a more cost-effective and potentially less risky 


trajectory toward this goal would have been to allow for the transition from coal to natural gas 


and to promote an increase in the development of nuclear energy as the best long-term and 


sustainable strategy. We believe it is reasonable to suggest the most balanced and 


environmentally responsible actions you can take to “clean up” the electricity sector is to 


produce as much low or non-emitting electricity as possible in the smallest area possible.  This 


seems to be best accomplished with energy dense fuels like natural gas and uranium. 


 


Benton PUD supports EN in their efforts to develop small modular reactor (SMR) technology.  


However, we are concerned continued large-scale investments in wind power will substantially 


increase the normally surplus annual energy supplies in the Pacific Northwest (PNW) thereby 


eroding the hourly energy supply opportunities needed by SMRs to achieve economic 


feasibility.  According to the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)9 the generating potential 


from federal and non-federal hydro projects in the PNW can vary by almost 7,000 aMW 


annually and by almost 14,000 aMW in some months, depending on project operations and the 


availability of water.  But even in the worst water years, the PNW region is projected to have 


annual firm energy surpluses for the next ten years, assuming the region’s 4,000 MW of 


uncommitted independent power producer (IPP) generation capacity is available to serve 


regional loads.  Adding to this “long” regional energy position with continued development of 


 
8 Robert Bryce, “Power Hungry – The Myths of “Green” Energy and the Real Fuels of the Future”: Pages 84, 91. 
9 Bonneville Power Administration, “2018 Pacific Northwest Loads and Resources Study”: April 2019, Section 3. 
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large-scale wind farms does not bode well for the development of SMR based generating 


projects given their relatively high capital costs and the need for lots of run time in order to 


reduce energy production costs to levels that will make them competitive with other 


technologies. 


 


Conclusions 


It appears additional wind farm development in the Pacific Northwest (PNW) is gaining 


momentum and is a foregone conclusion in the minds of many legislators, members of the 


general public and even some utilities.  Benton PUD believes it is reasonable to question 


whether continuing to favor investments in intermittent wind power and putting up roadblocks 


to the development of dispatchable natural-gas power plants is more about environmental 


virtue signaling than it is about serving the best interests of the citizens of Washington State. 


 


There is no denying the fact that thanks to abundant PNW hydro energy, Washington State has 


historically been one of the lowest contributors to electricity sector greenhouse gas (GHG) 


emissions in the United States and that electricity sector contributions to total statewide GHG 


emissions have been only 16 to 19%10, even with coal plants in the mix.  Put another way, what 


urgent “dirty energy” problem are we attempting to solve through the aggressive timelines and 


technology restrictions of the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) that is worth sacrificing 


vast amounts of our natural landscapes and risking blackouts that jeopardize the health, safety 


and wellbeing of northwest electricity customers? 


 


While language exists within CETA requiring future reporting to the governor’s office to address 


concerns with power grid reliability, it appears legislators do not believe the risk of blackouts is 


real.  If they did, they would accept the results of already existing utility studies and 


immediately begin to work on modifications to CETA to remove disincentivizes for the 


development of dispatchable natural gas plants needed for replacing retiring coal-plant 


capacity.  So, at this point, investor owned utilities are announcing plans for new wind  power 


projects to meet CETA deadlines, and along with all northwest utilities, are hoping the efforts of 


the Northwest Power Pool (NWPP) to develop power-generation resource adequacy standards 


can be completed and implemented in time to avoid blackouts11. 


 


Benton PUD strongly supports the efforts of the NWPP, but we do not support further 


development of wind power in the PNW.  We believe continued investments in large-scale wind 


farm development in the PNW will:  (1) contribute very little to keeping the regional power grid 


 
10 Department of Ecology State of Washington, “Washington State Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory: 1990-
2015 Report to the Legislature,”: December 2018, Publication 18-02-043, Pg. 6, Table 2. 
11Northwest Power Pool Resource Adequacy:  https://www.nwpp.org/about/workgroups/12 
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reliable and will not help Benton PUD solve our seasonal energy deficit problems; (2) contribute 


to the devaluation of hydro-generation assets and put upward pressure on retail rates Benton 


PUD and other utilities charge our customers; (3) risk underinvestment in needed dispatchable 


capacity today and future investments in visionary advancements in nuclear energy technology; 


(4) further sacrifice scenic hillsides, canyons and desert vistas in our region for little if any net 


environmental benefit.   
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Core Focus Area 1 - Promote Financial Stability & Operational Effectiveness  


Subject: 
Resolution No. 2023-76, Supporting Tri-Cities C.A.R.E.S. as Intervenor in the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project 
Adjudication 


Department/Office 
Deputy City Manager  


Ordinance/Resolution Number: 
2023-76  


Document Type: 
Resolution 


Recommended Motion: 
Adopt Resolution No. 2023-76, supporting Tri-Cities C.A.R.E.S. as intervenor in the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project adjudication.  


Summary: 
On February 8, 2021, the State of Washington Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council (EFSEC) received an application 
for a Site Certification from Horse Heaven Wind Farm, LLC proposing the construction and operation of the Horse 
Heaven Wind Farm Project consisting of 244 wind turbines, two solar arrays, and two battery storage systems (the 
"Project"). 
 
The Project is located outside of the city of Richland's boundary in unincorporated Benton County. On February 1, 
2023, Richland Mayor Terry Christensen, on behalf of the Richland City Council, signed and delivered a letter to 
EFSEC opposing the Project. 
 
The Project is currently in EFSEC adjudication (permitting) and the Tri-Cities Community Action for Responsible 
Environmental Stewardship (C.A.R.E.S.), a Washington nonprofit corporation, has been granted intervener status to 
represent the interests of Tri-Cities residents. In light of Mayor Christensen's February 1, 2023 letter, the interests of 
the Richland City Council and Tri-Cities C.A.R.E.S. are aligned regarding the proposed Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project.   
 
Resolution No. 2023-76 will formally recognize and support Tri-Cities C.A.R.E.S. as intervenor in the Horse Heaven 
Wind Farm Project for purposes of EFSEC adjudication (permitting). This action is consistent with actions taken by 
other local legislative bodies such as the Kennewick City Council, who approved a letter of support to Tri-Cities 
C.A.R.E.S. recognizing its intervener status on May 16, 2023. 
 
Staff recommends adoption of Resolution No. 2023-76.  


Fiscal Impact: None.  


Attachments:  
1. Resolution No. 2023-76 
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From: prrrfct60@aim.com
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Wind Turbine Project Tri-cities
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2023 5:59:04 PM

External Email

Hopefully you have seen the letter below many times by now so I will not repeat it.  But I am very concerned about the many
destructive aspects of this project.  I am very much opposed to it.  

Fred Shaffner
Richland, Wa.

"This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not
the entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold
dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can
cause harm to birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by construction activities. The construction and
operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental
challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage."
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From: Dave Sharp
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Public Comment Dave Sharp
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 5:52:53 PM
Attachments: Dave Sharp Public Comment for Aug 23.pdf

External Email

Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm Proposal-Updated ASC), Dockett (EF-
210011)I am eligible to comment and am submitting this in writing to ensure
it is available for review and becomes part of the record.  Public Comment-
This comment will also be made orally at the public comment session,
August 23, 2023

Thank you Judge Torem for the opportunity to comment today.  I am on the
Board of Tri-City CARES, but for this comment I will be speaking from the
heart, as a citizen of Benton County.

 

The Developer has been in this area for over 6 years, and has yet to submit
a final project.  It has grown from a relatively small wind project, to an
1150mw hybrid in the space of a year. More changes continued in 2022 and
2023.

 

You have heard the main issues: too close, too big, too many, too
much impact to wildlife, no commitment to renewable benefits, recreational
impacts, native American cultural aspects.  Those are issues, but the real
issue is the elephant in the room. 

 

The perception of the EFSEC process to the average citizen here is that it is
unfair, and the outcome has already been determined: politicized by a Chief
Executive openly committed to a green agenda, no matter the cost,  EFSEC
leadership with intent to please their boss, and to other voting Council
members that may fear a no vote would be a career ender.  

mailto:davesharp.pe@gmail.com
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David Sharp, 89417 Summit View Drive, Kennewick, WA 
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Thank you Judge Torem for the opportunity to comment today.  I am on the Board of Tri-City 
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The Developer has chosen to lay a generic application at the feet of EFSEC they believe can be 


changed even after the Adjudicative Process and issuance of SCA.  


 


Major parts of the final EIS will be authored by the Developer or sub-contractors deeply seated 


within the wind industry.  As the Lead Agency, EFSEC has responsibility to ensure that an 


unbiased EIS is presented, with reasonable alternatives, and to provide stipulative guard rails to 


manage future project changes.  We are hopeful for a fair adjudication decision that balances 


the many impactful. issues. 
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As a resident and property owner impacted by this project, I desire only the quiet use and 


enjoyment of my property without the nuisances brought on by poorly sited Wind 


Projects.  Thank you. 







 

The Developer has chosen to lay a generic application at the feet of EFSEC
they believe can be changed even after the Adjudicative Process and
issuance of SCA.

 

Major parts of the final EIS will be authored by the Developer or
subcontractors deeply seated within the wind industry.  As the Lead Agency,
EFSEC has responsibility to ensure that an unbiased EIS is presented, with
reasonable alternatives, and to provide stipulative guard rails to manage
future project changes.  We are hopeful for a fair adjudication decision that
balances the many impactful. issues.

 

As a resident and property owner impacted by this project, I desire only the
quiet use and enjoyment of my property without the nuisances
brought on by poorly sited Wind Projects.  Thank you.





From: Vince Shawver
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Opposition to the Scout energy windmill project
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2023 6:39:18 PM

External Email

I am opposed to the Scout energy Horse heaven hills wind and solar panel project.This is a
very poor location right in the path way of migrating birds. It also is a threat to the endangered
red tail hawk and burrowing owls this peaceful location is to important to wildlife to move
forward. Our community is much more supportive of nuclear power and does not want this
unsightly asthetic pollution on our back door.
Sincerely 
Vince Shawver
West Richland
Vince.shawver@gmail.com 
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From: Louetta Shiplet
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: HHH Turbines
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 11:05:18 AM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Benton City, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed
wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of
residents.  It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States.  The sheer
size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the
landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population.  Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to
collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by construction activities. 
The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a
decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental challenges.  Our
unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities.  Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This
jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies. 
Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties.

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer.  It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1. According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbines installations.

3. News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines. 

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and
desires of the Tri-Cities and Benton City with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations
that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats.  By doing so, a balance

mailto:louettashiplet@gmail.com
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between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project.  The fossil fuels they use, the
constant maintenance, the many fires they start, the blades that cannot be recycled are issues
as well.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by Louetta Shiplet



From: William S
To: EFSEC (EFSEC)
Subject: Tri-cities Turbines
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 5:24:07 PM

External Email

I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate the community. 
This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of residents. It is
unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of
these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife population. Studies
have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or
changes in their habitat caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of these
turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial firefighting capabilities.
Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently
plague our area during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift
response times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for
protecting lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax subsidies and
credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while
an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as Greenpeace and
Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife populations due to habitat
fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns regarding fire
safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and desires of the
Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as
planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife
habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable energy is

mailto:indexter46219@yahoo.com
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important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of the community's well-
being and natural beauty.

Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23

Submitted by Will Sneiderwine



From: Rod Spaniel
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: EFSEC
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:17:57 AM

External Email

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of
residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer
size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the
landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to
our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds
and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural
habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental
challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This
jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies. 
Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers
to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and
desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind
turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther
away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy
generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable
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energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of our
community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by

 Rod S.Spaniel



From: Clark S
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Wind Farm Proposal
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 5:07:56 PM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to
hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the
entire United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy
our cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear.
Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local
wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to
birds and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat
caused by construction activities. The construction and operation of these
turbines will disrupt natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an
area already struggling with environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem
cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit
aerial firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting
aircraft from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area
during dry seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift
response times during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for
firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily
on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is
unjustifiable for us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity
reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

mailto:clarkwa7@msn.com
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1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations
such as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on
local wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided
by the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind
turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the
needs and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of
allowing this massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose
exploring alternative locations that are farther away from residential areas and
wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy generation and
preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not
come at the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by,

Clark Stolle

Kennewick, WA

 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Clark S
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills Wind Farm Proposal
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:59:41 PM

External Email

 

Dear EFSEC Council Members,
As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled
by the proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our
community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to
hundreds of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire
United States. The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our
cherished views and forever change the landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this
ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife population.
Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats due to
collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by construction
activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural
habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft
from effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry
seasons. This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times
during emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for
protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on
tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for
us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits
at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such
as Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local
wildlife populations due to habitat fragmentation.
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2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by
the Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

As a 60 year resident of Kennewick, I know this area very well. I have been a land
use planner in the northwest as a City Planner, County Planner, Regional Planner
and at the federal level for decades. This proposal is just wrong on so many levels
as described above in brief. The EIS is terribly flawed and would not hold up at the
federal level to support this proposal. I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived
wind turbine project. I believe that renewable energy is important for a sustainable
future; however, it should not come at the expense of our community's well-being
and natural beauty.

 

Thank you for your consideration,
Clark Stolle
Kennewick, WA
 



From: VICKEY STOLLE
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse Heaven Hills Project
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 4:52:18 PM

External Email
As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the proposed wind turbine
project that threatens to devastate our community.

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of
residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer
size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the
landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to
our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds
and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural
habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental
challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.
Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This
jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies. 
Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and desires
of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind turbine
project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther away
from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy
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generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.
I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable
energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of
our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by:

Vickey Stolle
702 S Montana St
Kennewick, WA  99336



From: Kathleen Stricker
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Comment for the HH Wind Public Comment Hearing 8.23.23
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 11:15:09 AM

External Email

As a concerned resident of Tri-Cities, Washington, I am deeply troubled by the
proposed wind turbine project that threatens to devastate our community. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds
of residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States.
The sheer size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and
forever change the landscape we hold dear.

Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to our local wildlife
population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds and bats
due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt
natural habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with
environmental challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable
damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons.
This jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during
emergencies.  Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting
lives and properties.  

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as
taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, let me present some relevant facts:
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1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.
2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights
concerns regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.
3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the
Federal government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs
and desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this
massive wind turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative
locations that are farther away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing
so, a balance between clean energy generation and preserving our cherished
environment can be achieved.

I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that
renewable energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at
the expense of our community's well-being and natural beauty.

Kathleen Stricker 



From: Gaye Tesar
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Horse heaven hills wind project
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 8:08:26 PM

External Email

I am strongly opposed to this project

Gaye Tesar
3707 S Keller St
Kennewick WA
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From: Barbara Thompson
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Cc: Judy
Subject: Horse Heaven Wind Project Public Comment Hearing Wed. August 23, 2023 5:30-8 PM (Virtual or In Person)
Date: Monday, August 21, 2023 9:13:48 PM

External Email
I am not in favor of this massive, intrusive turbine wind project that is slated for
Horse Heaven Hills in Benton County, WA. 

I have prior commitment for Wednesday and would like to have my comment
recorded.

The loss of land from agriculture use, water source for the project is questionable and
non existent, at least the last I heard. The damage these massive wind turbines will
do to the birds is irreparable. In the 1990's a entire industry was shut down for the
Spotted Owl, later to be known to habitat not only in trees but also in abandoned
vehicles.  Yet, the EPA could not care less about the loss of jobs, the monetary
damage done to rural communities but shut down logging all over the Pacific
Northwest. 

Now, the buzz words are Green Energy, which are anything but green. The cost to
build them is over $2.5 million dollars per wind mill, the longevity of these ugly
monstrosities is 20 years before they have to take them down and then the fires that
windmills start.  The loss of agriculture to the area and then the burial grounds that
will have to be built for them is more loss of land. If the government is truly looking for
green energy, they should increase the number of nuclear energy plants.  England,
France and Germany have gone back to coal fired and nuclear energy plants and
have abandoned windmills. The cost is too high. Wildlife, loss of land, for a fraction of
the energy this nation will need to fuel the government's electric demands. 

400 windmills multiplied by $2.5 Million dollars..  I think there is a better use for the
money. 

 Barbara Thompson, 
 Benton City, WA 

Sent from Outlook
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https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fweboutlook&data=05%7C01%7Ccomments%40efsec.wa.gov%7C6062e51223a84be52ea108dba2c619d4%7C11d0e217264e400a8ba057dcc127d72d%7C0%7C0%7C638282744281224630%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ST%2BRvPbF1XhZl%2FHdHeDsU74tkP3MY3KGSDBnTyfqehg%3D&reserved=0


From: Gene And Ruby Torrey
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Wind Turbine proposal for Greater Tri-Cities
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 9:08:18 PM

External Email

I am so disappointed with this entire process.  You have us over a barrel, and will make the decision on allowing
those massive, intrusive, and ecologically damaging wind turbines to be built.  The facade you portray is that we Tri
Cities residence have actual input into the decision is ludicrous.

What process will be used to dispose of those massive blades?  I haven’t heard that much about any successful
process.  That alone is reason enough for canceling this program.  The list of reasons to deny this project is long and
conclusive.  There are countries around the world who are stopping these projects for a multitude of reasons.

The reason that Governor Inslee is pushing this is to make a statement that he wants the project to go forward here,
but not in his back yard.  If he wants it so bad, he should build it on the west side of Washington.

Don’t ruin our beautiful Tri Cities with this god awful project.  No matter what recommendations we make here, in
my heart, I know Inslee will push it forward.  I hope you all are proud of your actions, and regret your decision to
move forward with this project.

Regretfully yours
Gene Torrey
1814 S. Jefferson Pl.
Kennewick, WA

mailto:grtorrey@charter.net
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From: Jessica Wadsworth
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Fwd: Message from KM_C368
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 7:23:43 AM
Attachments: SKM_C36823082307230.pdf
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EFSEC,

Please see the message below.
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From: Kelly Watts
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Opposition to wind turbine project
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 8:56:58 AM

External Email

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to express my opposition to the wind turbine project that is being considered near
the Tri Cities. I not only oppose the location of this project, but also the use of this technology
for the production of electricity. This is an interruptible source of electricity so there has to be
backup sources put into play. Very inefficient in my opinion. Also, the mechanisms are
mechanical and some day will become obsolete and have to be replaced. There are no plans in
place in how to deal with this. I feel this is just a fade and an expensive one at that. We should
be focusing more on nuclear energy in my opinion. Lastly, the location really bad for those
that live in the area and have to look at these turbines. Ruins the views in the area. 

Regards
Kelly Watts
85228

mailto:kellywatts4@gmail.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


From: Denise Wilson
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Wind Turbine project- please hear me!
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 7:48:07 PM

External Email


I stand firmly against the wind turbine project proposed on the horse heaven hills region of
where I call home. 

This proposed wind turbine project is not only too large but also too close to hundreds of
residents. It is unprecedented for Washington State, if not the entire United States. The sheer
size and proximity of these turbines will destroy our cherished views and forever change the
landscape we hold dear. Furthermore, this ill-conceived project poses a significant threat to
our local wildlife population. Studies have shown that wind turbines can cause harm to birds
and bats due to collisions with spinning blades or changes in their habitat caused by
construction activities. The construction and operation of these turbines will disrupt natural
habitats, leading to a decline in biodiversity in an area already struggling with environmental
challenges. Our unique ecosystem cannot afford such irreparable damage.

Additionally, the quantity and height of the wind turbines could severely limit aerial
firefighting capabilities. Their towering height could impede firefighting aircraft from
effectively combating wildfires that frequently plague our area during dry seasons. This
jeopardizes both property and lives as we rely on swift response times during emergencies. 
Having unobstructed access for firefighting aircraft is vital for protecting lives and properties. 

What adds insult to injury is that this project's financial feasibility hinges heavily on tax
subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for us as taxpayers
to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our expense.

To ensure transparency and credibility, here are some relevant facts:

1.  According to studies conducted by renowned environmental organizations such as
Greenpeace and Sierra Club, wind turbines can have adverse effects on local wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation.

2.  A report published by The National Renewable Energy Laboratory highlights concerns
regarding fire safety near wind turbine installations.

3.  News outlets have reported extensively on the financial incentives provided by the Federal
government for renewable energy projects, including wind turbines.

EFSEC has the moral, ethical, and perhaps legal responsibility to balance the needs and
desires of the Tri-Cities with those of the applicant.  Instead of allowing this massive wind
turbine project to proceed as planned, I propose exploring alternative locations that are farther
away from residential areas and wildlife habitats. By doing so, a balance between clean energy
generation and preserving our cherished environment can be achieved.

mailto:denise.wilson2@yahoo.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


I urge you to reconsider this ill-conceived wind turbine project. I believe that renewable
energy is important for a sustainable future; however, it should not come at the expense of our
community's well-being and natural beauty.

Submitted by

Denise Wilson, resident of Tri-Cities 



From: Chris wright
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Re: Comments on Horse Heaven Windfarm Adjudication
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 3:35:50 PM

External Email

I’d also like to add that it’s my understanding that the project's financial feasibility hinges
heavily on tax subsidies and credits granted to an out-of-state developer. It is unjustifiable for
us as taxpayers to bear the burden while an external entity reaps substantial benefits at our
expense.

Chris Wright
Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 22, 2023, at 3:04 PM, Chris wright <cswakw@frontier.com> wrote:

I am very much against the proposed Windfarm/“Energy Park”.  The proposed
Windfarm is a roughly 600 foot tall structure atop a 600 foot tall ridge, 24 miles
long, that would be not producing any power 75% of the time.  The project would
only create ~8 full time jobs.  This is a stunningly inefficient use of resources.  

Reading the Draft EIS for the project, it stated that there multiple severe and
unmitigatable impacts to wildlife, migratory birds, open space, cultural resources
and the view shed. The applicant has not proposed any alternative that might
mitigate these impacts. Nor is there high energy density.  

I understand from discussions that the project does not have a realistic water
supply.  I have heard they have proposed using a farm well?  Does the water right
for the property allow for water spreading?

On June 13th 2023 there were two wild land fires in the vicinity of the proposed
project that needed significant air tanker support to be extinguished.  From
statements from the Benton County Fire District it’s apparent that the proposed
Windfarm would preclude the use of air tankers in the Badger Canyon area,
making the Windfarm a clear threat to life and property in Badger Canyon.  There
have been two additional fires in the area that have need tanker support, on July
3rd and August 14th. 

This project has been opposed by all local governments and 80% of the people
asked when Scout has not been running the surveys.  

I believe this project would adversely affect tourism and the wine industry, which
does provide actual jobs in the tri cities.  

Given these issues, and many others, this project should be immediately rejected.  

mailto:cswakw@frontier.com
mailto:Comments@efsec.wa.gov


The US is currently doing 6 billion in direct farm subsidies and 4 billion in
indirect subsidies in 2023.  Surely this is sufficient for our local wheat farmers. 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. 

Chris Wright
5502 Astoria Road
West Richland WA
Sent from my iPhone



From: Chris wright
To: EFSEC mi Comments
Subject: Comments on Horse Heaven Windfarm Adjudication
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 3:04:34 PM

External Email

I am very much against the proposed Windfarm/“Energy Park”.  The proposed Windfarm is a
roughly 600 foot tall structure atop a 600 foot tall ridge, 24 miles long, that would be not
producing any power 75% of the time.  The project would only create ~8 full time jobs.  This
is a stunningly inefficient use of resources.  

Reading the Draft EIS for the project, it stated that there multiple severe and unmitigatable
impacts to wildlife, migratory birds, open space, cultural resources and the view shed. The
applicant has not proposed any alternative that might mitigate these impacts. Nor is there high
energy density.  

I understand from discussions that the project does not have a realistic water supply.  I have
heard they have proposed using a farm well?  Does the water right for the property allow for
water spreading?

On June 13th 2023 there were two wild land fires in the vicinity of the proposed project that
needed significant air tanker support to be extinguished.  From statements from the Benton
County Fire District it’s apparent that the proposed Windfarm would preclude the use of air
tankers in the Badger Canyon area, making the Windfarm a clear threat to life and property in
Badger Canyon.  There have been two additional fires in the area that have need tanker
support, on July 3rd and August 14th. 

This project has been opposed by all local governments and 80% of the people asked when
Scout has not been running the surveys.  

I believe this project would adversely affect tourism and the wine industry, which does
provide actual jobs in the tri cities.  

Given these issues, and many others, this project should be immediately rejected.  

The US is currently doing 6 billion in direct farm subsidies and 4 billion in indirect subsidies
in 2023.  Surely this is sufficient for our local wheat farmers. 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. 

Chris Wright
5502 Astoria Road
West Richland WA
Sent from my iPhone
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